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Abstract
There is an increasing body of work showing that video games can be used for more
than just entertainment, but can also facilitate positive physical and mental changes.
For people suffering debilitating side-effects from illnesses such as stroke, there is
need to deliver and monitor effective rehabilitative physical therapies; video game
technologies could potentially deliver an effective alternative to traditional rehabil-
itative physical therapy, and alleviate the need for direct therapist oversight.
Most existing research into video game therapies has focussed on the use of off-
the-shelf games to augment a patient’s ongoing therapy. There has currently been
little progress into how best to design bespoke software capable of integrating with
traditional therapy, or how to replicate common therapies and medical measure-
ments in software.
This thesis investigates the ability for video games to be applied to stroke reha-
bilitation, using modern gaming peripherals for input. The work presents a quan-
titative measurement of motion detection quality afforded by such hardware. An
extendible game development framework capable of high quality movement data
output is also presented, affording detailed analysis of player responsiveness to a
video game delivered therapy for acute stroke. Finally, a system by which therapists
can interactively create complex physical movements for their patients to replicate
in a video game environment is detailed, enabling bespoke therapies to be devel-
oped, and providing the means by which rehabilitative games for stroke can provide
an assessment of patient ability similar to that afforded by traditional therapies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The advancement of affordable computer hardware has led to interactive media be-
coming pervasive in the modern world; from accessing online banking on a web-
enabled television, utilising social media on a smart phone, to playing a computer
game in a wide variety of genres, it is now common for people of all ages and
backgrounds to in some way interact with a computer regularly. The increasing in-
tegration of computing into daily life has resulted in an ever growing body of work
into how to effectively utilise interactive software for instruction, education, cogni-
tive behavioural therapy, and physical and psychological therapy.
Since the introduction of affordable video gaming hardware such as the Magnavox
Odyssey and Atari 2600 in the 1970s, the video game industry has grown im-
mensely; with a world wide revenue of $93 billion in 2013 [Gar13], it now rivals that
of movies. Games are increasingly used for more than just entertainment - games
such as MineCraft (minecraft.net; Mojang) are used in schools to teach concepts
such as teamwork, geography, and even electronic circuits using the interactions
between the in-game blocks that form the world.
1.2 Gamification
The popularity of games has led to an increase in the usage of gamification, in
which the completion of tasks is augmented with game-like mechanics, to afford
some degree of reward to what might otherwise be a tedious or undesirable task.
Gamification concepts such as rewarding ’players’ with ’experience points’ or ’re-
ward badges’ have become common enticements to generate content on websites
such as Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org; Wikimedia Foundation, Inc.) and GitHub
(www.github.com; GitHub, Inc). By utilising such reward devices, participants are
provided with a sense of achievement, and measures by which to compare their
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relative success against others, allowing an element of competition and fun to be
injected into tasks.
1.3 Rehabilitative Gaming
The ability to use computer software to simulate situations and provide learning
experiences, and to enhance player participation via gamification techniques has
become a research topic in recent years as a tool for physical rehabilitation. Many
common physical ailments, from frozen shoulder [HLY+14] and torn ligaments
[Kvi04], to more serious conditions such as those stemming from the after effects
of stroke [TSONB99], can be alleviated so some degree via physical rehabilitation;
generally taking the form of intense and repetitive exercises designed to progres-
sively strengthen a muscle [NHSb], or reinforce neurological changes pertaining to
muscle motor control, known as neuroplasticity [KJ08]. These rehabilitation rou-
tines are generally quite tedious to complete [Las03], painful, and disheartening
when a requested exercises cannot yet be completed successfully. Due to this, it is
often the case that despite the benefits of long term compliance with a rehabilitative
routine, patients do not comply fully with the physical therapy, or even withdraw
entirely [JMMG10].
There has been work into bringing gamification to physical rehabilitation, by way of
video games that present to the player high scores, unlockable extras, and achieve-
ments. This has largely been facilitated by the commercialisation of devices capable
of tracking a person’s movement in some manner, allowing determination of com-
pliance with physical actions, rewarding the player upon success.
1.4 Motivation
Despite the increase in availability of affordable motion controllers, there is cur-
rently little in the way of commercial software utilising them that is specifically
designed to help those with debilitating physical and neurological conditions, nor
a standardised method of measuring the efficacy of such a game. Instead, most
games advertised around some concept of promoting ’healthy’ movements games
are based around ’aspirational’ principles such as balancing better or dancing for
longer, utilising traditional try/reward gameplay mechanics, rather than being based
upon engagement with true medically accurate feedback. Without such measures, it
cannot truly be determined whether a game designed for rehabilitation is as effective
at its purported goal as possible. It may also be the case that for persons with partic-
ularly debilitating conditions, that there is no game designed for public consumption
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that can truly meet their requirements, requiring bespoke software. Therefore, there
is a need for greater medical expertise to be involved in the creation of potential
video games with rehabilitative benefit, to bridge the gap between games designed
purely for entertainment, and for those designed around the promotion of health.
1.5 Contributions
The body of work described in this thesis investigates how best to create video
games with a rehabilitative benefit, with particular focus on the physical therapies
employed for those suffering from the effects of stroke. Such video games require
some means of accurately recording user input, processing that input to determine
the movements being attempted, and some way of engaging with the user in a man-
ner which promotes successful engagement with the therapy.
To meet this goal, work was undertaken in three related areas, resulting in the fol-
lowing scientific and engineering contributions:
• A quantitative evaluation of commercially available motion and force sensing
devices is presented and discussed, to provide insight into the applicability of
such devices for rehabilitative purposes. Physical rehabilitation routines are
likely to contain motions designed to test not only a subject’s ability to move
their limbs into the correct position, but also a specified orientation. For this
reason, metrics for determining the suitability of commercial gaming devices
to afford this information to rehabilitative software are presented, and a num-
ber of commercially available devices are benchmarked, with the influence of
the local environment also discussed. For therapies requiring the detection of
force rather than motion, a number of devices capable of measuring force are
benchmarked for their accuracy and sensitivity.
• A configurable game framework, capable of utilising commercial motion and
force sensing devices to determine high quality spatio-temporal data is intro-
duced. Using the framework, a game suitable for use as a research platform
into how best to create engaging routines for the physical rehabilitation of
acute hemiplegic stroke is presented. The high quality output and config-
urable nature of the framework are utilised to show how changes to the in-
structional information presented by rehabilitative software can have a mea-
surable and significant impact on its efficacy as a tool for providing long-term
motor control improvements in those suffering from the effects of stroke.
• A general-purpose method by which rehabilitative routines based on replica-
tion of movements can be created, modified, and deployed to patients under-
taking rehabilitation therapy via gaming. Utilising commercial gaming mo-
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tion controllers, movements can be specified and edited by occupational ther-
apists, before being integrated into the rehabilitative game. Using the motion
detection engine outlined in this thesis, a measurement of a patient’s ability
to replicate and complete a previously recorded movement can be obtained,
informing both the rehabilitative game of success levels, and occupational
therapists involved in a patient’s care as to their level of motion impairment.
These contributions provide the groundwork for the design and implementa-
tion of video games designed with a rehabilitative benefit in mind. By enabling
devices to be quantitatively tested and integrated into third party software, and al-
lowing complex, bespoke, motions to be recorded and tested for successful replica-
tion, games designed for therapeutic outcomes can be more effectively created; the
work further provides insight into best-practises when designing and implementing
rehabilitation-friendly gameplay.
1.6 Structure Of Thesis
The thesis is organised into 6 chapters. Further to this introductory chapter, Chapter
2 consists of background and related work in the field of rehabilitative gaming. The
following three chapters contain the work performed for each of the contributions
outlined in Section 1.5. As each chapter presents a different aspect of the overall
work performed, each contains all discussion and evaluation pertaining to the work
described within it, rather than all such material being collated into a dedicated re-
sults chapter.
Chapter 3 consists of a description of the metrics and testing procedures used to
provide qualitative measurements of the quality of data output from motion and
force-sensing hardware devices. A number of such devices are tested, and evalu-
ated for their suitability in the context of a video game based rehabilitation.
Chapter 4 pertains to the work undertaken to demonstrate the sensitivity of rehabil-
itation oriented gaming applications to changes in the presentation of instructional
data. A configurable game development framework is described, as is a game built
using it to examine the use of force-detecting devices as input devices for uses post
acute stroke. Trials performed using the game to establish a link between motor-
task descriptions and motor learning ability are also described.
Chapter 5 focuses on the creation of a general purpose gesture creation and de-
tection system, designed for use by occupational therapists focussing on a patient’s
rehabilitative regime, and to provide useful feedback as to the user’s ability to suc-
cessfully replicate the gesture. The methods of interfacing with motion devices are
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outlined, as is the mechanism by which the system detects how well a user per-
formed when attempting to replicate previously recorded gestures. A description of
the integration of the system in conjunction with a number of third parties is pre-
sented, to demonstrate the system’s ability to be used within the games industry to
ease the creation of professional quality rehabilitative games.
The thesis is then brought to a close with a the conclusions presented in Chapter
6, which additionally includes a summary of the work undertaken, and a discussion
on possible avenues for future work.
1.7 Publications
Over the course of this research project, the author has participated in a number of
publications in related fields, outlined below:
Gary Ushaw, Richard Davison, Janet Eyre, Graham Morgan: Adopting Best Prac-
tices from the Games Industry in Development of Serious Games for Health. 5th
International Conference on Digital Health. 2015
Gary Ushaw, Richard Davison, Graham Morgan, Janet Eyre: Benchmarking Mo-
tion Sensing Devices for Rehabilitative Gaming. Proceedings of the 30th Annual
ACM Symposium on Applied Computing. 2015
Gary Ushaw, Richard Davison, Graham Morgan: Commodity Video Game Tech-
nology in Teletherapy. Handbook of Digital Games and Entertainment Technolo-
gies, Springer. 2017
Richard Davison, Sara Graziadio, Kholood Shalabi, Gary Ushaw, Graham Mor-
gan, Janet Eyre: Early Response Markers from Video Games for Rehabilitation
Strategies. ACM SIGAPP Applied Computing Review archive Volume 14 Issue 3,
September 2014, Pages 36-43
Sara Graziadio, Richard Davison, Kholood Shalabi, Kalvin M A Sahota, Gary
Ushaw, Graham Morgan, Janet A Eyre: Bespoke Video Games to Provide Early
Response Markers to Identify the Optimal Strategies for Maximizing Rehabilita-
tion. Proceedings of the 29th Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing. 2013
The following was also published during the course of undertaking the work within
this thesis:
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Ben Kenwright, Richard Davison, Graham Morgan: Dynamic Balancing and Walk-
ing for Real-Time 3D Characters. Proceedings of the 4th international conference
on Motion in Games. 2011.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a background study into relevant academic literature pertain-
ing to the usage of video game technologies for the purpose of training and reha-
bilitation, with ’video game technologies’ used as a term to encompass both soft-
ware and hardware traditionally used for the purpose of interactive entertainment.
Gamification and computerised simulations of environments has become a large re-
search area of interdisciplinary research, therefore this chapter focusses on usage
only within a medical context. This chapter therefore provides the context within
which to justify and frame the work within in the following chapters, in which the
author’s own contributions are detailed.
2.2 Health Gaming
The literature indicates that there has been attempts investigated video game tech-
nology for their amenability at augmenting therapies for a wide range of ailments,
including cerebral palsy, stroke, age-related balance problems, and other, non-physical
problems such as memory loss. While the work within this thesis is designed around
the needs of stroke, there is significant overlap in the types of disability these ail-
ments can bring, making investigation into a range of health problems a worthwhile
endeavour.
There is a pressing need for greater availability of affordable and effective reha-
bilitation mechanisms for those suffering neurological and physical impairments;
in regards to stroke, it has become a major health issue world wide, with over
795,000 people suffering a stroke in the US in annually, and someone dying of
stroke on average once every 4 minutes [GMR+13]. The detrimental side effects
of stroke are many, including problems with motor control and balance [DSR+03],
along with loss of vision, speech, memory, and limb movement [NHSc]. Such limb
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dysfunction can take the form of upper or lower limb weakness, or in weakness or
paralysis of one side of the body, conditions known as hemiparesis and hemiplegia,
respectively [Tru]. It has been shown that improvements can be made to the range
of movement, accuracy, and speed at which the affected limb can be improved via
rehabilitation regimes [DS97] [DRW+98], often involving repeated intensive phys-
ical effort, such as repetitive stretching and gripping. The intensity of these reha-
bilitation procedures can affect the overall improvement in condition post-stroke
[KWK+97].
Such regimes must be overseen by qualified therapists, a limited and expensive
resource, who often have many patients to see, leading to limited ’face to face’
time in which to effectively asses a patient’s progress [CTR+15]. Additionally,
despite the potential benefits of such training, the physical difficulty and possible
slow progress can result in patients withdrawing from rehabilitative regimes early,
greatly reducing their impact potential, with some reports stating less than a third
of patients prescribed self-directed home rehabilitation actually performing the ex-
ercises [IAH11], although other works describe greater compliance in home-based
therapies that still have active therapist interaction than those which require travel
[DSB+11]. Despite the the health benefits of traditional physical therapy meth-
ods, it has also been reported that only 31% of post-stroke patients exercised regu-
larly [SRM06]. Therefore, augmenting the rehabilitation process with gamification
concepts such as positive reinforcement and achievements could lead to a person’s
greater engagement with their wellbeing, and potentially improving their quality of
life.
For these reasons, it would therefore be beneficial to seek out methods in which
an effective form of physical rehabilitation can be undertaken with little supervi-
sion from therapists, and in such a manner that continuing with the therapy is both
encouraged and desirable. To meet this goal, it has become increasingly popu-
lar for video games and associated technologies to be brought into rehabilitation
strategies. By combining a rehabilitation regime with video game technology, it is
possible to create a standardised, entirely repeatable environment with tightly con-
trolled task-based gameplay and patient feedback, that can also be engaged with
in an enjoyable way that increases motivation to complete therapy [BDN+07]. To
maintain patient engagement with the software, a level of personalisation is desir-
able, as tasks relevant to the patient’s unique disability are most likely to assist in
their recovery, with task difficulty set such that there is a good balance between
challenge and achievement, encouraging engagement long-term [BMC+09]. A cor-
rectly developed rehabilitative game should also allow for an assessment of patient
progress using standard medical metrics, much in the same was a therapist will as-
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sess a patient’s progress using validated metrics such as the popular Fugl-Meyer
Assessment[FMJL+75] used for assessment of post-stroke ability.
While much popular media focus on gaming and health has been on negative as-
pects such as violence and addiction, research into the potential mental benefits
of actively engaging in games has been conducted since gaming technology began
making traction in the home, with early studies looking into the benefits of play-
ing games on slowing down the effects of ageing on mental health [Wei83]. Since
then, the use of gaming as a tool in learning and medical improvement has become
more commonplace. In the specific context of stroke rehabilitation research, video
games are often combined with bespoke hardware, designed specifically for de-
tecting the movements of the player’s limbs, to determine engagement with some
desired movement.
The concept of using video game systems to present interactive entertainment de-
signed to in some way improve a person’s health or wellbeing has become increas-
ingly popular as such systems gain in popularity; in particular since the focus on
movement tracking hardware prevalent in the ’seventh generation’ of console hard-
ware ushered in by the release of Microsoft’s Xbox 360 console (www.xbox.com;
Microsoft, Inc.) in late 2005. As research into beneficial entertainment products
has increased, a variety of terms have been used within the literature to describe the
concept, including Exergaming [SHM07], Serious Games [Ann10], telerehabilita-
tion [RDPPC+12], wii-habilitation [DLLP09], as well as the more broader term of
gamification [JTM+13].
Benefits to utilising gaming technology in health research include the ease in re-
peatability of experiments due to the deterministic execution of the game, the af-
fordability of hardware, and improvements in patient compliance with their given
tasks[RCB+08]. The addictive nature of video games, presented as something to
have fun with rather than endure, appears to lead to this increase in compliance.
Early works demonstrating this effect include Warburton et al. [WBH+07], where
in obesity prevention trials in overweight young males, attendance of video-game
based interventions was approximately 30% higher than for more traditional meth-
ods, in which attendance gradually lowered as participants lost interest. The video-
game intervention took the form of a Sony PlayStation 2 (www.playstation.com;
Sony Computer Entertainment LLC.) console attached to an exercise bike, with an
external apparatus used to transform cycling speed to an analogue trigger amount,
and the handlebar movement to analogue joystick movement; together, this allowed
a variety of games to be played such that the player’s ’real life’ physical perfor-
mance influenced their in-game avatar’s position and velocity. The work goes on
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to show that this system was at least as good as the traditional intervention in mea-
sured parameters including cardiorespiratory response and musculoskeletal fitness;
partially due to increased attendance stemming from game enjoyment.
2.3 Demographics
Of the 971,000 hospitalisations for stroke in the U.S in 2009, the mean age of the
patients was 71, with fully two thirds aged over 65 [HLD12]. For this reason, any
attempts at integrating video game technology into stroke therapies must take into
consideration that the patient may not be familiar with modern gaming devices, and
gameplay genres.
The common stereotype of a ’typical’ video game player is traditionally seen as
that of a teenage male. However, market trends and recent research have shown
that this is not necessarily the case. A report by the Entertainment Software As-
sociation [Ent14] states that the average game player is actually 31 years of age,
and that women make up nearly 50% of the gaming population. The report goes
on to state that, contrary to popular belief, there are almost twice as many women
over the age of 18 than males under 18 that regularly play games. Further statis-
tics from the report include that games defined as casual or social make up the
largest percentage of played genres within the mobile and online video game mar-
kets - terms used to describe simple puzzle games with no deep story to be in-
vested in such as Candy Crush Saga (candycrushsaga.com; King.com Ltd.), or
which have a collaborative element via social media, such as the popular game Far-
mville (zynga.com/games/farmville; Zynga Inc). A 2010 report by Popcap Games,
developer of the popular Bejeweled (bejeweled.com; Electronic Arts Inc.) casual
game series, states that only 6% of social gamers are under 21, a smaller percent-
age than the 16% of those over 60 [Gro10]. Taken together, these reports indicate
that older people as a whole are not against playing video games, but that the types
of games played by young and old people are likely to differ, and as such gaming
based rehabilitation may need to be packaged into different types of gameplay in
order to ensure that a video game based medical intervention is adhered to.
Beyond this, there is little further research into the percentages of people over 65
playing video games. The research that has been conducted indicates that peo-
ple within this age group are likely to watch more television than younger people
[DSTJ13], but how this relates to video game usage is unknown. One study indi-
cates that middle aged and older patients accounted for more than 50% of physio-
therapist workload [HCDC04]; it is therefore important to take into consideration
the likelihood that they may not have even played a video game, and may therefore
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be unfamiliar with common gaming features such as multiple lives, high scores,
or how the D-pad on a joypad maps to on-screen movements. The relevant litera-
ture presented within this chapter does indicate that elderly people are not against
attempting to play games with appropriate support, and a recurring motif is of en-
joyment and a desire to continue playing.
Video game based interventions are seen as a useful tool in tackling the problem
of obesity in children [GPHS09], a section of society whose rising obesity levels
has been linked to increased time spent in front of a television [DG85][And98].
The types of gameplay employed in obesity interventions is important, with differ-
ences noted in energy expenditure between healthy and obese children [ORH14],
indicating that careful considerations must be made in the application of gaming
technology for health benefits.
2.4 Measures of Rehabilitation Progress
In order to determine the efficacy of a particular physical rehabilitation therapy, it is
common for those partaking of the therapy to be tested with a number of common
metrics, depending on the exact form of disability they are suffering from. These
metrics are usually standardised, and extensively tested to ascertain their effective-
ness at determining the exact nature and severity of a person’s disability. There are
a wide variety of different performance metrics used within the metrics, designed
to measure a person’s balance, core muscle strength, arm and hand dexterity, and so
on. Generally, these standardised metrics are based around either how long it takes
the patient to complete a specific task, or a therapist’s subjective determination as
to a patient’s ability at a specific task.
For a measurement to be usable comparative metric, it must be be proven to be as
consistent as possible - as measurements are usually recorded by a therapist, there is
potential for subjectivity in the result. This consistency is usually determined by its
reliability and reproducibility. Ideally, a measurement should have high interrater
reliability (that is, multiple therapists should determine highly similar results for a
measurement), and high intrarater reliability (the same therapist should determine
highly similar scores from multiple tests of the same test subject). This reliability
is usually measured as the correlation between datasets, either across multiple ses-
sions, or across multiple raters; where possible, this thesis includes these correlation
measurements when cited in relevant literature.
For measurements that are determined via a combination of individual tests, the
concept of internal consistency becomes important. That is, all of the individual
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tests should be influenced by the same testing criteria - if across 10 tests there is one
with a consistently large difference in score than the others, it is likely that it is a
poor fit for the overall phenomena being measured.
As part of a patient intervention, it would be invaluable for any piece of rehabil-
itative gaming software to be capable of providing metrics that are reliable, repro-
ducible, and consistent. High reliability should be inherent to the software, bar-
ring any variations from random gameplay elements, or non-determinism of input
polling and thread scheduling, while consistency will come as part of the design and
testing process of the software development. A well implemented medical metric
within the software would theoretically afford much higher fidelity in measurement
accuracy and possibility of automated feedback so as to ascertain why a test has
resulted in a particular score.
In order to gain a greater understanding of the types of data typically used within pa-
tient therapy, an overview of metrics commonly found within the relevant literature
is now provided.
2.4.1 Balance Measurements
2.4.1.1 Berg Balance Scale
When determining the level of ability in older people, the Berg Balance Scale
[BWDWG89] has become a standard method of providing a quantitative measure-
ment of patient balance. The Berg scale is determined by the result of scoring 14
requested actions from 0-4, resulting in a final maximum score of 56; a score of
40 or higher is considered an indicator of the participant being capable of full in-
dependence. The scoring actions include sitting unsupported, standing with eyes
closed, rotating 360 degrees, and the ability to reach forward in a standing position.
Positive aspects of the scale are its internal consistency (that is, the results of the 14
actions are tightly correlated), and the reliability of similar results across different
testers and test sessions.
2.4.1.2 Timed Up & Go
Another popular metric within the literature for determining the overall mobility of
an elderly is the Timed Up & Go test [PR91]. The test itself is simple - the patient
must begin sitting, and then stand, walk forward for 3 metres, before turning around
and sitting back, with the recorded metric being how long this process takes. While
simple, the task requires coordination, balance, and spatial awareness to complete
in a timely manner. Results of greater than 30 seconds are seen as indicators of a
patient being at risk of fall. The simplicity and lack of subjective parameters gives
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the test a high level of repeatability and reliability.
2.4.1.3 Functional and Lateral Reach
Further metrics cited within the literature when used for verification video game
based interventions include Functional Reach test [DWCS90] and Lateral Reach
test [BBG99], used to determine the maximum stable reach of a patient in the an-
terior and lateral plane, respectively. In both cases, this is performed by standing
still, and attempting to reach specified targets. A force sensing plate is also used,
to determine the centre of balance while performing the tests. As with other noted
measures, repeatability and reliability [BBD+03] are drivers of their popularity, as
well as the simplicity of their execution. Such reaching metrics could be replicated
using modern motion tracking gaming hardware, if the fidelity of their output is of
sufficient quality.
2.4.2 Motor Control
2.4.2.1 9 Hole Peg Test
To test fine manual dexterity, the Nine Hole Peg Test has become a standard method,
used by therapists worldwide. The test has been shown to have capable of high re-
liability [ECE+11]. The test itself is simple - a board with 9 holes laid out in a 3x3
pattern (as seen in Figure 2.1) is placed in front of the person to be assessed, along
with 9 pegs. The test metric is then the number of seconds taken to insert all of the
pegs into the holes, and then remove them again. The test is to be performed with
only one hand, making it suitable for dexterity testing in subjects with hemiplegic
disability. The test has been tested extensively with children [PBT+05], and adults
[MWKV85], to determine norms for the peg test at a number of age ranges.
There has been work towards creating a virtual replication of the peg board test
[FLG11] utilising a PHANTOM Omni (www.dentsable.com/haptic-phantom-omni.htm;
Geomagic Inc.) haptic device capable of positional sensing and force feedback. It
was found that people suffering from stroke could operate the device and complete
the peg tasks. This raises the possibility that such a test could be added to a rehabil-
itative game as a validation stage, when coupled with a suitable input device.
2.4.2.2 ABILHAND
The ABILHAND [PTT98] measure is a common clinical tool for upper limb ability
found throughout the literature pertaining to therapies for cerebral palsy. It consists
of a number of individual tasks (commonly 23 [PTA+01]) delivered via question-
naire, to be scored between 0 and 3 based on the subject’s opinion of their abil-
ity at performing the stated task. Tasks include opening an envelope, squeezing
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Figure 2.1: An example of a commercially available 9 peg board, used as a measure of
motor control; image via Amazon.com
toothpaste, and washing both hands; not all tasks are assumed to be of the same
difficulty. Results are weighted against difficulty and summed to provide a final
raw score, which is then converted to a final ABILHAND measurement value. The
original author of the ABILHAND performed validation of the test for adults with
hemiplegic stroke [PTA+01]. The test has also been used in an adapted form for the
validation of manual ability in children, and validated for measurement for children
with cerebral palsy [APRT04].
As the measurement is a basic question/response metric, it is easy to see how it
could be computerised and used within rehabilitative software. It is not particularly
suited for implementing as a gameplay component, due to its limited interactivity,
but could be utilised as a periodic pre-game questionnaire, with trends over time
analysed.
2.4.2.3 Melbourne Assessment
Superficially similar to the ABILHAND-Kids metric is the Melbourne Assessment
[RJR99], designed for determination of upper limb ability in children between 5 and
15 years of age with cerebral palsy. Unlike ABILHAND however, the Melbourne
Assessment requires the test participant to actually attempt the tasks required, with
the entire test procedure recorded for later analysis for score determination. Test
subjects are required to complete 16 tasks, with each tasks graded on a number of
metrics, such as range of movement, accuracy, and fluency of movement. Tasks in-
clude reaching forwards and sideways, crayon manipulation, and demonstration of
hand to hand transfer of items. The result is a percentage based on the summation
of all scored metrics.
The assessment has been determined to be reliable [RCCR01], with moderate to
high intrarater reliability, good interrater reliability, and high consistency of data
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Figure 2.2: An example of the Wolf Motor Assessment of motor function: Timed task 18,
turning a key
(0.97). As the assessment requires actual props for manipulation during the tasks,
the test would be difficult to successfully replicate without also providing the props.
The grading metrics however, including the range and fluency of movement, could
be recorded using modern motion tracking devices, so tests derived from this as-
sessment would be possible to be integrated into a virtual rehabilitation program.
2.4.2.4 Wolf Motor Function
The Wolf Motor Function Assessment [WLBJ89] is used to assess upper extremity
function in patients suffering from disorders that limit motor function, including
stroke. As with other standardised medical tests, there is a strict set of steps, with
appropriate scripted instructions, that the therapist must go through with the pa-
tient, in order to correctly produce an assessment score. The assessment itself is
comprised of 21 individual stages - 18 timed activities, with results measured in
seconds, and 3 force tasks measured in pounds. Timed activities are grouped by
target joints, and include movements such as shoulder utilisation to lift the forearm
onto a box, elbow extension to pick up an object placed in front of the subject, and
time taken to turn a key, as shown in Figure 2.2. Force measures include lifting the
tested hand onto a box while weights are attached, and grip strength measured using
a dynamometer. Later evaluation of the test [WCE+01] when used with post-stroke
individuals noted that the WMFA had very high interrater reliability (0.95 to 0.99),
and its individual stages shown to have good internal consistency.
As with the 9 Hole Peg Test and Melbourne Assessment, the WMFA utilises props
for a number of its stages, such as lifting of a pencil and paperclip, and stacking of
checkers. While the physical movements required for these tasks could be recorded
using motion tracking hardware such as the Kinect, or a finger tracking device such
as the Motion LEAP for the finer tasks, the props would have to be provided in
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Figure 2.3: The Wii Balance Board device on Step Risers, a combination that could replicate
standard motor function assessments such as the Timed Up and Down Stairs Test
order to be standardised, and some of the larger props (task 20 involves lifting a
basket) would affect the accuracy of camera-based motion detection mechanisms,
making a full replication of the WMFA using video game technology infeasible. It
would be possible to record a more limited number of the tasks involving simple
limb extensions and rotations to provide a standardised measure of player progress,
however.
2.4.2.5 Timed Up & Down Stairs
A more recent test of overall motor function, the Timed Up and Down Stairs Test
[ZMW04], has been used in literature pertaining to cerebral palsy therapies. The
test is simple, with the participant being requested to climb a 14 step flight of stairs,
before turning around and descending back to the bottom. The metric is the num-
ber of seconds taken to complete the task, with lower values assumed to be greater
overall control of motor function. The lack of subjectivity in the metric affords ex-
cellent intra- and interrater reliability [ZMW04]. The nature of the required prop
(a 14 step flight of stairs) makes exact replication of the TUDS test using video
game technologies impractical. It is possible however to create a reasonable fac-
simile of the test using the Wii Balance Board, a force sensing device that will be
more fully described later in the thesis. Aerobic stepping games have been released
(www.zoozen.com/stepup/; Zoozen), designed to be played with the Wii Balance
Board mounted on risers to increase step height (example shown in Figure 2.3).
Counting steps via the balance sensors in the Wii Balance Board would afford a
similar metric to the TUDS test, perhaps with step quality measured utilising more
advanced sensing hardware, such as the skeletal tracking system afforded by the
Microsoft Kinect device, also discussed in more detail later in the thesis.
2.4.3 Measurements for Assessment of Stroke
2.4.3.1 CAHAI Assessment
The Chedoke Arm and Hand Activity Inventory [BGS+04] is a common metric for
upper limb motor control for post-stroke patients, and designed to assess the ability
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to perform ’real world’ tasks, indicating the level of independence of the test taker.
A CAHAI assessment is made up of a number of sub tests, each of which is graded
by the testing therapist based on an ordinal scale between 1 and 7, with 7 indicat-
ing ’complete independence’, down to 1, representing ’total assistance’ required to
perform the given test. The final CAHAI score is then the simple summation of
these individual grades, and thus will usually range between 13 and 91. As with the
Wolf Motor Function test, a number of everyday items such as a ruler and coffee jar
[BSM+] are used props during the assessment, in keeping with the concept of as-
sessing motor function for ’real world’ tasks. Due to the number movements tested,
time spent assembling props and describing tests, an assessment session may take
over an hour to complete, tying up a therapist for the duration.
The CAHAI has been extensively used throughout stroke rehabilitation literature,
and used as a comparison metric in trials involving video game delivered thera-
pies. The original creators of the assessment performed validation of the metric
[BSL+05], finding that its sub-tests had high internal consistency (0.98), and that
the test demonstrated a high interrater reliability, despite the subjective nature of
the sub-test result scale. An investigation by Rowland et al. [RGT+11] found that
polled occupational therapists thought a reduced, 9 item CAHAI was a useful met-
ric for mild to moderate upper limb function deficit, but less suitable for those with
severe problems. Therapists have reportedly found CAHAI hard to assess correctly,
and patients have stated that the nature of instructions makes it hard to know how
to complete moves when the nature of their disability precluded completion as per
instructions given[GTD10]. This raises an interesting point in relation to instruc-
tions - a video game based rehabilitation may need to detect when a player is not
performing a movement correctly and correct them via visual or aural feedback, as
otherwise, without a therapist to correct them, they may continue to perform incor-
rectly, potentially lessening the impact of the therapy, or even physical injury.
2.4.3.2 Fugl-Meyer Assessment
Within the literature pertaining to video game rehabilitation for those suffering from
hemiplegic stroke, the most commonly used metric is the Fugl-Meyer Assessment
of Motor Recovery after Stroke [FMJL+75]. Similar to the CAHAI score, the Fugl-
Meyer assessment is split into five steps, each consisting of a number of stages, with
the assessee’s success at each stage graded either 0,1, or 2; the summation of these
grades for each side determines the final assessment score. While the CAHAI was
designed to grade the upper limb function only, the Fugl-Meyer is divided between
the upper extremity (the forearm, elbow, and shoulder), and lower extremity (the
hip, knee, and ankle), with individual tests for each segment of the limbs. For ex-
ample, an upper extremity step requires the assessee to rotate their wrist such that
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Figure 2.4: The on-screen gesture graphics in Just Dance allow the player to easily see what
to do to succeed in the game
their hand faces upwards, with a resulting score of 0 for no movement, 2 for fully
successful, and 1 for partial success.
The Fugl-Meyer assessment has been extensively tested, and found to have a high
level of inter- and intra-reliability [DPN83][SMS+93][PPvW+05][STC+11], and is
noted as an effe ctive means of evaluating changes in motor impairment following
stroke[GDB02].
Due to the complex nature of individual motor function requests in the assess-
ment, it is permissible and recommended within the literature to explicitly inform
the assessee how to complete each action, for example via miming the required
action. The allowance of such instruction in medical assessment is an example
of how video game related rehabilitation therapies can produce medically vali-
dated results; it is easy to imagine an on-screen graphical character demonstrat-
ing to the player via example on how to complete a task, an approach already
taken in movement-based video games such as Ubisoft’s popular Just Dance se-
ries (www.just-dance.ubisoft.com; Ubisoft Entertainment Inc.), as shown by the
on-screen graphical instructions in Figure 2.4.
2.5 Video Game Therapies
2.5.1 Early VR
Early attempts at creating a rehabilitative environment akin to a video game include
[SMT+03], in which a commercial ’green screen’ Virtual Reality system named
IREX (www.gesturetekhealth.com; Gesturetek Health Inc.) was utilised as part of
two patient trials - one for the rehabilitation of the shoulder joint, and one for bal-
ance retraining in those with brain injury. Patients undertook a trial whereby they
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Figure 2.5: Dance Dance Revolution was an early target for health gaming research. Left:
The original arcade machine with metal dance plate. Right: In-game screenshot showing
the on-screen arrows that indicate the dance moves to perform
played a game in which they must act as a goalkeeper saving virtual footballs that
are being ’kicked’ at them in directions chosen by a therapist, either to match the
range of motion in their shoulder, or their range of leaning and stepping, depending
on the nature of the therapy required. Both methods led to improvements in the
relevant medical measures. A later trial utilising the IREX system in the rehabili-
tation of a child with hemiparetic cerebral palsy [YJK+05] resulted in neuroplastic
changes and limb coordination improvements by playing a suite of VR games for
an hour a day for 4 weeks.
2.5.2 Dance Dance Revolution As A Rehabilitative Tool
One of the earliest commercial gaming products that was used to research the health
benefits of video games was Dance Dance Revolution (us.konami.com/ddr; Kon-
ami Digital Entertainment Inc.) (commonly referred to as simply DDR), released
as stand-alone arcade machine by Konami in 1998 (see Figure 2.5), and later as a
home console release. In the game, the player stands atop a custom apparatus and is
presented with a series of scrolling directional arrows on screen, corresponding to
four arrows at their feet (placed at anterior, medial, lateral, and posterior positions),
that the player must physically actuate in time to those on screen. Points are earned
within the game for accuracy in both timeliness and correctness of arrow pressing,
with the player being updated as to their progress using visual and aural clues (for
example, they may be informed that they have beaten their previous record for unin-
terrupted success at pressing the arrows). This simple gameplay mechanic of having
to physically move to win has proven to be incredibly popular, with over 6.5 million
units sold in the home console release of the game [Gam], which utilised a plastic
pad connected to the console rather than the metal chassis of the arcade release; this
version of the game was further enhanced using concepts such as unlockable con-
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tent and online leaderboards, enabling more competitive play and a sense of reward.
The popularity and unique input of the DDR game led to its use in a variety of
research trials focussing on potential health benefits. Much of this work has centred
around the possibility of using the game as a tool for tackling obesity, but the nature
of the game mechanics make it suitable for use as a tool for patient balance and co-
ordination research. Maloney et al. [MBK+08] is an example of research into how
video games can be used to maintain a healthy lifestyle, in this case among children
of approximately 8 years of age. In it, two trial groups of children are described, one
of which was asked to play DDR for two hours a week for ten weeks, and another
to forego playing the game for the same period. Data collected at week 0, week 10,
and post trial at week 28 showed that the DDR group had a significant reduction in
their sedentary screen time (a term equating to waking time spent looking at com-
puter or television screens whilst engaging in little to no physical activity) over the
control group, with high satisfaction from participants and anecdotal evidence of
an overall increase in physical activity; together these support the notion that video
games can work as an enabler for beneficial exercise.
A study undertaken by Murphy et al. [MCN+09] documents similar results. It
shows the results of a 12 week trial of 35 children overweight children aged be-
tween 7 and 12, of which most were diagnosed as having Metabolic Syndrome, a
particularly dangerous combination of hyperglycaemia, high blood pressure, and
obesity that is a high risk indicator of diabetes [AZS05]. As in [MBK+08] Par-
ticipants were separated into two groups, only one of which was asked to play the
DDR game 5 days a week, and additionally wear pedometers. Pre and post trial
patient metric readings showed that the DDR playing group had improved aerobic
capacity, and gained less weight than the non-DDR group, with a trend towards a
significant reduction in body mass index. Compliance was high, with three quarters
of the DDR playing trial participants playing for at least 5 days a week across the
12 week trial; evidence that even those characterised by previous low exercise rates
can successfully engage with a video game based intervention.
Sell et al. [SLT08] found in a small trial of mostly male college age students that
regular players of DDR met or exceeded recommendations for healthy physical ac-
tivity by playing the game, although the authors note that the narrow scope of the
study places limitations on its reach. A DDR-style dance game was used in a chil-
dren’s trial detailed in Maddison et al. [MMJ+07] in which 21 children between the
ages of 10 and 14 played a variety of video games, and found DDR to be equivalent
to physical activity of moderate intensity when compared by metabolic equivalent,
which could lead to weight loss if played regularly; however this particular trial had
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no data on trial compliance to suggest likelihood of this happening in the long-term.
The equivalence of DDR to moderate exercise is again noted in the work of Graf et
al. [GPHS09], in which a trial of 23 children found that DDR resulted in a 3.3 times
increase in energy expenditure over resting.
A trial of similarly aged children was conducted in Lanningham-Foster et al. [LFJF+06],
which found that playing DDR resulting in greater energy expenditure than sitting
or walking, and that this was regardless of whether the child was considered lean
or overweight, suggesting that obesity is not necessarily an inhibitor to engagement
with a suitable intervention; while the study notes that the children enjoyed and
engaged with the video games, the trial period was not long enough to determine
whether this results in maintained interest over time.
In addition to work on obesity, the gameplay mechanics of DDR lent themselves
well to medical research into alleviating balance problems stemming from illness
and injury. Brumels et al. [BBC+08] compared the efficacy of balance training
routines utilising the DDR game and Wii Fit Balance board (www.nintendo.com;
Nintendo Co., Ltd.) against traditional balance training therapy methods. The DDR
portion of the trial utilised the standard DDR dance mat, but augmented the usual
DDR gameplay rules by having supervisory staff request that users play using only
their ’non-balancing’ foot (determined by asking trial participants which leg they
would use to kick a ball, and which they would balance on), and to ignore any in-
game moves that require usage of both feet. This gameplay was compared against
similar balance tests using the Wii Balance Board, and an exercise cushion used in
traditional balance exercises, each over a similar time period of 15 minutes per ex-
ercise session. By asking participants to undergo standard testing prior to, and at the
conclusion of, the 5 week study period, it was found that both the DDR game and
the Wii Balance Board elicited statistically significant gains in force plate and star
excursion balance testing compared to the trial group using only traditional balance
exercises. Additionally, it was found via post-trial questionnaire that trial partic-
ipants felt that they engaged with, and gained more enjoyment from, the gaming
trials.
Kloos et al. [KFK+13] utilised the console version of the DDR game as part of their
research into intervention strategies for those suffering from the effects of Hunting-
ton’s disease, a degenerative brain disorder that affects muscle coordination and
balance. In the feasibility study described in the work, 25 individuals with a Hunt-
ington’s diagnosis undertook a 12 week trial whereby 6 weeks of DDR, and 6 weeks
of handheld video games. A manual procedure was undertaken whereby trial partic-
ipants played the game under supervision for 45 minutes, twice a week throughout
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the 6 week span allotted for the DDR-based intervention, with supervisors aiding
in the selection of the gameplay elements such as song to dance to and the speed at
which movements must be completed, with the speed parameter increased for those
performing well by the in-game metrics. Before and after the trial period, each
participant was measured against their ability to play the game, and in traditional
medical measures such as gait, balance, and quality of life. Significant improve-
ments were noted in some metrics, and compliance with the intervention was high -
participants engaged with the routine, with the in-game feedback providing positive
reinforcement that encouraged greater play and concentration, potentially facilitat-
ing motor learning.
Work outlined in Smith et al. [SSS+09] and Studenski et al. [SPH+10] utilises a
bespoke game with a DDR-style dancemat to examine the usefulness of such games
in maintaining balance and stepping control in the elderly. Training of stepping and
balance can help older adults react quicker to slips, and reduce the risk of falling,
making the investigation of video game technology suitable for the elderly a worth-
while research topic. Smith et al. used a modified DDR mat connected to a PC to
record player metrics such as reaction speed and percentage of missed moves in a
bespoke DDR-like game. Unlike ’true’ DDR, the mat used in the trial consisted of
four targets, placed to the left, right, and diagonal left and right of the standing area
of the mat (see Figure 2.6). Gameplay was otherwise similar, with the aim of the
bespoke game to correctly press the target as an on-screen graphical representation
of it drifts up screen. In a series of studies involving participants of a mean age
in the late 70s, it was shown that elderly people could participate in a DDR-like
game, but only in a game setup designed with their needs in mind; whilst all of the
trial participants could manage a target completion rate of 1 target every two sec-
onds, only 1 in 10 could manage 1.5 steps per second, lower than a control group
of young adults. While unsurprising, it is still evidence that games should take into
consideration target audience when gameplay specifics are devised. Studenski et
al. provides the results of a similar trial, set over a greater time period (24 sessions
over three months, rather than the 3 single trial studies of Smith et al.), utilising a
DDR-style dance mat, and custom game software.
2.5.3 Rehabilitation utilising the Wii Remote
The release of the Nintendo Wii (www.nintendo.com; Nintendo Co., Ltd.) console
was of great interest to those researching medical uses for video game technology,
as it provided an affordable gaming platform, with a unique, motion-based control
method. Bundled with the console was the ’Wii Remote’ device (shown in Figure
2.7), a hand-held controller that can detect its orientation and acceleration, and can
determine a 3D position in relation to a provided IR light source, to be placed above
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Figure 2.6: The modified dance mat layout employed in the work of Smith et al. has
additional foot pads at diagonals in place of the straight forward and backward pads; this
reduces the complexity of the movements while still maintaining the core DDR concepts of
balance and coordination
Figure 2.7: Left: Nintendo Wii Remote. Right: A selection of acessories to attach to the
Wii Remote to allow for greater replication of on-screen activities while holding the device
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Figure 2.8: An example of the minigames that form the Wii Sports package. Clockwise
from top left: baseball, tennis, boxing, and golf. Many of the subgames can be played with
additional accessories attached to the Wii Remote
the user’s television. A more detailed insight into the functionality of the ’Wiimote’
device is provided in Chapter 3. One of the earliest Wii releases was Nintendo’s
own Wii Sports (as shown in Figure 2.8), a collection of minigames based on repli-
cating ’real world’ sports with the Wiimote - for example, in Wii Golf, the user must
stand, holding the Wiimote as a golf club, and swing it to hit the on-screen ball.
This replication of real world movements proved popular, with a number of plastic
’add on’ devices for the Wiimote, designed to make the device look like the bat,
club, or racket for the sport that the game replicates; Figure 2.7 shows a number of
these accessories.
Perhaps the first usage of the Wii for rehabilitative purposes is in the work of
Deutsch et al. [DBF+08], which describes using the Wii Sports software to comple-
ment the rehabilitation program of a child with cerebral palsy. Over the course of a
4 week intervention, the Wii Sports minigames were played in sessions lasting 60 to
90 minutes, which resulted in improvements in visual-perceptual processing, pos-
ture control, and functional mobility. The work notes that the participant exceeded
standard times spent standing while playing, suggesting that engagement in a task
is therapeutically beneficial. Further work by the same author [DBS+11] extended
their research into the Wii towards post-stroke rehabilitation. The work describes
an effort to categorise and assess the usefulness of the minigames that make up the
Wii Sports and Wii Fit products. The games were assessed for their ability to tar-
get specific impairments (categorised as balance, coordination, strength, endurance,
and upper extremity control), and the types and relevance of feedback presented to
the player. The work presents one of the earliest discussions on the types and qual-
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ity of feedback presented to the player, noting that the difference between reaching
meaningful rehabilitative goals, and the tendency of games to be very loose in the
needed accuracy of movement replication, means additional feedback may need to
be delivered by therapists in-person. The work also makes note of the difference in
game genre preferences between gender, and suggests that greater partnership be-
tween the fields of clinicians and game development companies would be desirable,
something that this thesis in part attempts to address.
Shiner et al. [SBM14] describe a system by which, in conjunction with Wii-based
rehabilitation using Wii Sports, patients suffering from hemiplegic stroke undertook
a warmup routine whereby the plegic limb was connected to a mechanical armature
that would physically move and rotate the limb in a mirror image to that of their
non-plegic arm. Patients undergoing this extra warmup had additional functional
improvements, and greater retention of such improvements over time than similar
patients using the Wii rehabilitation regime alone, suggesting that there is scope for
video game based rehabilitation to include neuroplasticity-enhancing techniques to
maximise potential. Winkels et al. [WKT+13] undertook a trial similar to Shiner et
al., again exploring the capability for the Nintendo Wii Sports game to be used in
therapies for children with cerebral palsy. Within the trial (15 children with mean
8.9 years, opposed to 62 children with mean 9.4 years), it was again determined that
no significant changes were found within the chosen metric of upper arm movement,
although a slight significant improvement in two-handed daily activity, measured by
the ABILHAND-Kids scale. As is common throughout the literature, reported en-
joyment of the trial was high, suggesting that a game more specifically tailored to
the requirements of the player could provide a significant benefit.
Further stroke related research into the Wii console was performed by Yong Joo
et al. [YSX+10], which evaluated the feasibility of augmenting traditional stroke
rehabilitation routines with gaming using the Nintendo Wii Remote. The evaluation
took the form of a 16 participant trial over 6 sessions, in which they were asked to
play Wiimote enabled games from the Wii Sports software for 30 minutes. Com-
parison between pre- and post-trial Fugl-Meyer assessments indicated a statistically
significant improvement, but states that as there was no control group it cannot be
guaranteed that the improvements were solely the product of teletherapy. The ma-
jority (81.3%) of patients described the video game trial as enjoyable, and expressed
a desire for video games to be a regular part of their rehabilitation (87.5%); as with
similar works, the mean participant age of 64.5 years indicates that age is not neces-
sarily an indicator of adherence to video game related rehabilitation methods. The
work notes that there were subjects incapable of correctly holding the Wiimote due
to their disability, with the stated solution being to attach the Wiimote using the
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strap or a bandage. Mass market gaming hardware is seldom designed for usability
edge cases such as physical or mental disability, an issue which will remain an hur-
dle to a therapist-free deployment of a rehabilitation video game.
Mouawad et al. [MDMM11] details the usage of the Wii Sports game in aiding
the rehabilitation of patients, in this case seven patients suffering the after effects
of stroke. Unlike many other works within the literature, the authors utilise a con-
trol group of healthy people playing the same games as the test group, rather than
the control group being those with similar disabilities, but not taking part in the
video game based intervention. This allows some insight into whether the inter-
vention truly has lasting effects on motor control, or whether it is primarily due to
familiarity with the game. The trial protocol itself required participants to play Wii
Sports across multiple sessions both at home and within a laboratory environment,
for 14 days. Patients were encouraged to ignore on-screen indicators of progress,
as the game design and rehabilitative outcomes were not particularly well matched.
Patients were evaluated with the Wolf Motor Function Test, and also via the Fugl-
Meyer test for motor control, and Berg Balance Scale for balance. Results of the
trial included a reduction in mean Wolf Motor Function test time (from 3.2s to 2.8s
per test), and an increase in mean Fugl-Meyer Assessment scores (from 42.3 to
47.3). This suggests that the types of movements and exercise encouraged by the
Wii Sports package can result in real-world improvements. It cannot be determined
precisely why the interventions for stroke result in a greater benefit than for thera-
pies for cerebral palsy, but the difference in trial ages, and neurological differences
in the conditions themselves could be factors.
The Wii Sports video game has been assessed in comparison to recreational ther-
apy such as card games and board games, a traditionally recommended method of
training dexterity in a recreational context. Saposnik et al. [STM+10] [SMB+10]
performed a small 2 week intervention consisting of 22 participants, with 11 play-
ing Wii Sports, and 11 playing leisure activities such as bingo, and the board game
Jenga. Follow-up tests after 4 weeks of trial completion showed that the active
group showed significant improvement in the Wolf Motor Function Test assess-
ment over pre-trial testing, with a mean of 7 seconds improvement. It is not in-
dicated within the work whether these improvements were maintained long-term.
The repetitive, relatively intense, nature of Wii Sports over card and board games
may determine the difference in groups.
Not all attempts at utilising the Wii Sports game have shown positive results. Chiu et
al. [CAL14] describes a trial that utilised the Wii Sports game to aid in the rehabil-
itation of children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy. The trial of 62 children ranging
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from 6-13 yeas consisted of 3 gaming sessions across 6 weeks of training using the
Wii Sports game, in addition to any usual therapy undertaken. Their results indi-
cated that there was no change between the trial group or control group in overall
hand coordination, but with a slight difference in grip strength in the trial group over
the control group. Hand function measurement via the peg board test also showed
no difference. The work notes that while there was an improvement in trial partic-
ipants in-game score, this evidently did not equate to any real-world improvement
in hand function. While hard to draw conclusions, when compared against other
works, the trial results would suggest that Wii Sports is perhaps poorly matched for
cerebral palsy therapy, and that in-game scoring results can only be seen as a mea-
sure of familiarity with a game, rather than an absolute indicator of player capability.
Wii Sports has also been investigated for its usefulness as a therapy tool in those
suffering from Parkinson’s disease, a degenerative neurological disorder that leaves
those afflicted with symptoms such as shaking, and difficulty walking. In Herz et
al. [HMS+13], a test trial of 20 patient’s with Parkinson’s disease is detailed, in
which participants partook in 1 hour Wii Sports sessions 3 times a week. The trial
also notes a slight, but significant improvement in depression symptoms, suggesting
that even beyond physical rehabilitation, video games have the potential to improve
quality of life.
As multiple Wiimotes can be connected to the same console or computer, there
has been work into utilising the Wiimote as an inexpensive package for extracting
accelerometer and gyroscopic data. In Alankus et al. [ALMK10a], work towards
bespoke games for stroke rehabilitation is outlined. Multiple Wiimotes were at-
tached to a patient’s upper and forearm using velcro straps, allowing the approx-
imate pose of the arm to be determined from the accelerometer data; additional
devices attached to the body afforded more accurate determination of which muscle
groups were used when performing a motion. A number of different games were
created, designed to have varying motions and amount of cognitive challenge, as
well as some degree of multiple player interactivity. Stated outcomes of the study
included the need to calibrate devices to determine the amount of movement the
user has in their limb, that games should encourage players to utilise and extend
beyond their full range, and the requirement for games to have means of testing
coordinated actions, due to their importance as quality of life measures. The work
additionally notes that the game’s response to user movement should be intuitive,
i.e. that vertical arm movements should not be used to move a character left and
right. The ability to play cooperatively and collaboratively with friends and thera-
pists was also stated as important, as it afforded a sense of connection to the other
player as an equal.
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Figure 2.9: Utilising multiple Wii Remotes to determine limb pose by utilising accelerom-
eter data from devices attached to the upper and lower arm, as used in Alankus et al. to
control a number of bespoke video games for stroke rehabilitation
2.5.4 Rehabilitation utilising the Wii Balance Board
The global release by Nintendo of Wii Fit in 2008 was of great interest to the re-
habilitative gaming research community, primarily due to the bundled peripheral,
the Wii Balance Board. The battery powered Balance Board is shaped similarly to
a set of bathroom scales (see Figure 2.10), and is designed to be stood on by the
user, with the device detecting the user’s weight and centre of balance using four
internal pressure sensors. The accuracy of the device has been examined, and found
by one source to be suitable for low-resolution applications, but inadequate as a re-
placement for laboratory-grade equipment [BTB14], and another as displaying high
correlation between reported values and tested values when used to record weights
[YFBC11]. The device is designed to connect wirelessly to a Nintendo Wii or Wii
U, primarily for use with the Wii Fit product - a collection of smaller games with
focus on body movement and balance; in one such game, the in-game avatar is a
tightrope walker, with the aim of the game to maintain enough balance to success-
fully cross the rope. Beyond Wii Fit, unofficial support for the Balance Board was
added to the linux kernel in 2012 [Tor], opening up potential for the device to be
used in bespoke games beyond that of the Wii Fit programme.
Early works utilising the Wii Balance Board include Sugarman et al. [SWEBB09],
a single patient feasibility study utilising Wii Fit in conjunction with standard phys-
ical therapy methods to aid in their post-stroke rehabilitation routine. The inter-
vention took the form of four consecutive training sessions, each of 45 minutes in
duration, with the Wii Balance board used with a safety railing, a feature utilised
across many of the rehabilitation routines examined in the literature. Balance mea-
sures including the Berg Balance Scale and Timed Up and Go test were performed,
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Figure 2.10: The Nintendo Wii Fit Balance Board, a Bluetooth compatible device capable
of measuring weight and centre of balance using force sensors placed at its corners
with a 10 second decrease in TUG noted, a clinically relevant result. Despite an age
of 86, the participant engaged with and enjoyed the Wii Fit game.
In Fung et al. [FHS+12] the Wii was investigated for its ability to aid in the re-
habilitation of the elderly after knee replacement surgery. In a trial of fifty patients
of a mean age of 68, all of which were outpatients following knee replacement, it
was found that a trial group who had their physiotherapy augmented with 15 minute
sessions playing games using the Wii Fit Balance Board, had no significant im-
provement in objective (such as knee flexion) or subjective (patient perceived level
of pain or balancing ability) measures than the control group, who underwent only
traditional balance and strengthening exercises. A post trial questionnaire revealed
that patients enjoyed taking part in the study. The positive engagement with the
video game trial is evidence that even those who may not traditionally play video
games can engage with and enjoy a video game based intervention. The lack of
improvement over the control group, while better than resulting in a deterioration
of condition, points towards the need for video game based rehabilitation to be cus-
tomised towards a patient’s exact needs in order to facilitate a positive outcome.
Similarly, Clark et al. [CBP+10] evaluated the Wii Balance Board as a replace-
ment for more costly balance determination mechanisms, such as force platforms.
The work noted that while the Wii Balance Board suffered from a higher minimum
detectable change (that is, the smallest change in imparted force that will result in
a new value being reported) than the clinical standard force platform, the readings
were still seen as valuable. The readings were collated from a trial of 30 partici-
pants, from two tests at least 24 hours apart. The similarity in result quality raises
the notion that the Wii Balance Board could be used to replace basic testing ap-
pointments, when used as part of a rehabilitation routine with standardised routines.
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In a later trial, Gil-Gomez et al. [GGLAC11] accessed the ability for a Wii Balance
Board based system to be used in the rehabilitation of balance problems stemming
from acquired brain injury (resulting from trauma or stroke). The reported on easy
Balance Virtual Rehabilitation (eBaViR) system utilised the Wii Balance Board in
conjunction with PC-based software rather than being connected to a Wii; this af-
fords the use of bespoke games specifically designed for medical rehabilitation in
collaboration with relevant medical specialists, with associated metrics recorded.
As described in the work, the eBaViR system comes with 3 games, allowing for
some variety in a play session; each game is prefixed with a calibration stage in
which the maximum amount of movement the user is capable of achieving on each
axis is determined, so that gameplay can be adjusted to match. Gameplay progress
is displayed on screen, and graphical and aural feedback is included as a motiva-
tional measure. The trial intervention itself was made up of 17 adults with acute
brain injury taking part in 20 sessions of rehabilitation using the eBaViR system,
each lasting one hour. Results of the trial indicated improvements in measures such
as the Berg Balance Scale and Timed up and Go. Additionally, all of the trial par-
ticipants reported a positive experience using the system; with a wide age range
(mean 47.3 ± 17.8) is further evidence that age is not a determining factor in the
engagement with a video game based rehabilitative routine.
Agmon et al. [APP+11] utilised the Wii Fit and Wii Balance Board in a trial of
7 elderly participants, in a longer term test that required 90 minutes of play time per
week for 3 months. Results were determined via the Berg Balance Scale described
earlier. Of the seven participants, four had a significant improvement in their BBS
post-trial, with participants commenting on increased confidence in stepping and
balance, and of their enjoyment in playing the Wii Fit game. Of note is that the
trial contained a period wherein patients were supervised by physical therapists un-
til such time that they felt confident in playing the game independently; for a game
designed specifically for rehabilitation of patients without supervision, there may
be need to adjust the presentation of gameplay, with a long ’lead in’ time of more
simple gameplay mechanics in conjunction with positive reinforcement before more
intensive tasks can be undertaken.
The confidence boost and enjoyment noted in Agmon et al. was also shown in
the work of Young et al. [YFBC11], in a trial to determine the efficacy of the Wii
Balance Board in improving the standing balance of older adults. The trial consisted
of 6 older adults (mean 84 years) playing games using the Wii Balance board over
10 sessions in a month, with all participants reporting enjoyment of the games, and
a desire to continue playing. Rather that use the Wii Fit game, two small bespoke
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games were developed using the Virtools software package (http://www.3dvia.com/products/3dvia-
virtools; Dassault Systemes), a 3D environment package with plugin support. In
one, the medio-lateral (to the side) control of the centre of pressure recorded by the
Wii Balance Board is used to control an on-screen basket, to collect falling apples,
while in the second game medio-lateral (sideways) and anterior-posterior (forward
/ backward) control is required, to move an on-screen character in order to pop bub-
bles. The bespoke nature of the games afforded the authors the ability to record
additional metrics such as item appearance time to file, in order to further analyse
patient response to the game. The main result of the trial was a slight, but signif-
icant reduction in anterior-posterior sway in the participants post-trial, suggesting
that games designed to meet specific needs can have a real impact on the well-being
of patients.
The Wii Balance Board and the Wii Fit game have also been utilised outside of
elderly balance rehabilitation. Jelsma et al. [JPFJS13] used the device and game in
a trial of 14 children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy. The asymmetrical nature of
a hemiplegic stroke tends to result in reduced balance, and a reliance on the unaf-
fected side of the body, making medical intervention desirable. Children between
7 and 14 played various minigames from the Wii Fit software in 25 minute ses-
sions 4 times a week for 9 weeks, in conjunction with any standard physiotherapy
they were already undertaking. Post-trial results indicated that the gaming based
intervention resulted in a statistically significant increase in balance scores taken
using the Bruininks-Oseretsky test, however several participants had a degradation
in Timed Up and Down Stairs metric result. As with other trials involving video
games, the majority of participants reported that they enjoyed the video game based
trial, and the majority preferred it over traditional rehabilitation routines.
2.6 Rehabilitation utilising the Microsoft Kinect
The Kinect motion controlling device released in 2010 by Microsoft for their Xbox
360 console has also been used for research into rehabilitative gaming. The device
itself is a combination of colour and depth cameras, augmented with software de-
signed to detect player movement and represent it as an interconnected ’skeleton’
of hierarchical joints. The device and its working will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 3.
Lange et al. [LCS+11] used the Kinect device in conjunction with a bespoke game
to asset its usefulness as a rehabilitative tool for those with balance issues stem-
ming from the side effects of stroke and brain injury. The game requires the player
to stretch out their hands, controlling an avatar on screen that copies the user’s
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movement, with the aim of collecting items on screen. Qualitative results from the
patient trial were positive, with patients commenting on the physical difficulty of
the game, and its addictiveness - a beneficial feature of any rehabilitative game. No
quantitative results are presented, however.
CY Chang et al. [CLZ12] compared the Kinect system against an OptiTrack motion
capture system (http://optitrack.com; NaturalPoint, Inc.). The two systems were set
up at the same time, with the trial participants wearing reflective markers across
their body, for the OptiTrack system to detect them. Participants played a bespoke
video game which required them to perform a number of upper-limb motor tasks
including shoulder rotation and diagonal body stretches. The results indicated that
the Kinect could track linear movements to a similar degree to the commercial mo-
tion capture system, but that rotations of the shoulder were poorly tracked - it was
posited that this could be due to the Kinect being a single point of view system, and
therefore lacked the 3D information required to determine the amount of rotation
in an outstretched arm. The OptiTrack system requires additional setup to be per-
formed however, as it tracks reflective markers placed on the body at specific points,
such as the joints. The Kinect device is also significantly cheaper, making it more
suitable for end users.
YJ Chang et al.[CCH11] utilised the Kinect in a similar way in a trial targeting
rehabilitation for children with insufficient muscle endurance. In a trial in which
the participants played a Kinect-based rehabilitation game, designed to test whether
specific limb movements had improved to therapist determined levels, there were
significant changes in performance compared to their baseline performance at the
start of the trial. As well as resulting in improved limb movement post-trial, par-
ticipants found the system interesting enough to wish to keep playing it, and the
therapists handling the trial subject’s rehabilitation found the system reduced their
workload compared to an all-manual rehabilitation, neatly encapsulating the poten-
tial benefits of rehabilitative games.
Work undertaken by Dukes et al. [DHHW13] utilised a Kinect in conjunction
with a bespoke video game for the rehabilitation of upper limb following hemi-
plegic stroke. Players of their Duck Duck Punch rehabilitation game are required
to hit on-screen targets in a carnival-like environment (see Figure 2.11; left). The
system as described is not designed to be deployed to a patients home for further
intervention without supervision, as the target mechanism is controlled at runtime
by a physical therapist via a second screen.
The system utilises a manual calibration step to adjust the properties of the game
to suit the unique movement limitations of the player, with the assisting therapist
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Figure 2.11: Left: The carnival game environment employed in the work of Dukes et al.
Right: Real-time target area adjustment allows a monitoring therapist to target specific areas
for the patient to reach for in game, with their motions tracked using the Kinect device
requesting the player to outstretch their paretic arm, and adjusting game properties
once they have visually verified user compliance. By determining the user’s maxi-
mum reach, the equivalent movement of an on-screen virtual arm can be scaled as
necessary to match extents on-screen, widening the system’s usefulness to a greater
range of impairment. Targets are distributed on screen such that some of them are at
the edges of the player’s reach, encouraging attempts at reach improvement. Areas
of the screen can be removed at runtime from the target distribution algorithm by
the assisting stroke therapist, utilising the secondary screen (see Figure 2.11; right).
No quantitative results are provided from the small trial (6 participants with hemi-
plegic stroke), but verbal feedback indicated that participants enjoyed playing the
game, with higher motivation to play than in normal physical therapy.
The work notes that users had trouble understanding that their arm move the arm on
screen, requiring further refinement of the gameplay experience, with the addition
of a practice game. While no information as to the mean age of trial participants
is presented to gauge likelihood of familiarity of gaming concepts, it is evidence
that even what at first thought would be an intuitive control mechanism - a real arm
controlling a virtual arm - required adjustment and feedback in order to be effec-
tive, demonstrating the need to carefully consider every aspect of the presentation
of gameplay.
The full skeletal tracking system employed by the Kinect makes it suitable for a
wide range of video game rehabilitation therapies. Sato et al. [SKSN15] inves-
tigated the Kinect for its suitability for video game rehabilitation of walking and
balance in the elderly. The work describes a pilot study utilising the Kinect’s skele-
tal tracking within a bespoke gaming application with a number of sub games. The
work is notable for its full use of the skeletal tracking data provided by the Kinect
- The balloon popping minigame (Figure 2.12; Lower Left) focuses on utilises the
Kinect’s ability to determine 3D joint positions to calculate the angle of the knees
in order to detect whether the player is correctly performing a squatting manoeuvre,
while the one-legged-standing game (Figure 2.12; Lower Right) uses knee and hip
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Figure 2.12: The bespoke minigames outlined in Sato et al. in which the Kinect’s skeletal
tracking was used to detect the correctness of a variety of poses, including knee bending
and standing on one leg
placements to determine that the user is posed correctly. Visual feedback is provided
as appropriate to ensure player compliance with the rehabilitative goals of the game.
Of the tracking devices commonly used with home video game hardware, only
the Kinect would be capable of providing a reliable calculation of knee usage; force
sensing devices such as the Wii Balance Board cannot accurately determine whether
a shift in balance is from leg or arm movement, demonstrating the unique capability
of the Kinect for certain rehabilitative moves. In a trial of 28 participants over 24
game sessions, a significant slight improvement in mean Berg Balance Scale was re-
ported (55.31 pre, 55.97 post), and significant increase in Functional Reach; neither
increase was noted in the control group. The positive results suggest that utilising
all of the data available from an input device, in this case full skeletal tracking and
joint angle determination, encoding a range of motions in a gameplay environment,
and providing meaningful feedback as to how to succeed at the gameplay, can lead
to meaningful improvements to standard measurements of ability.
The depth sensing capability of the Kinect system has been put to use in cog-
nitive therapy, as well as physical therapy. The work of Gonzlez-Ortega et al.
[GODPMZAR14] utilises the Kinect to augment the INTRAS software platform
designed for the rehabilitation of body scheme dysfunctions (inability to intuit how
to order one’s limbs into a pose) and left-right confusion. The software presents a
number of exercises to the user, based around asking the user to touch part of their
body, and then detecting success via a camera. Utilising basic 2D cameras presents
a detection problem - although it can be determined that something has covered the
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body part to be touched (such as the left ear, or right eyebrow), the lack of depth
information makes it harder to reliably detect that the occluding object (assumed to
be the user’s hand) is directly touching the desired body part, or simply occluding it
from the camera’s viewpoint. The addition of a depth-image and skeletal tracking
to the Kinect affords greater reasoning of exact body positioning; it can therefore
be determined that it is the desired hand covering the body part, and that the hand is
within a depth bound. While no comparison results with the system prior to Kinect
integration are presented, results from a trial 15 participants performing 14 exercises
across 5 sessions revealed a successful gesture detection rate of 96.28% accuracy.
2.6.1 Rehabilitation Using Playstation Move, PSEye
The rising popularity of inexpensive gaming devices that can detect the motion of
the user has also introduced many new avenues for research into rehabilitative gam-
ing. The work of Flynn et al.[FPB07] focuses on the usage of the Eyetoy webcam
peripheral for the Sony PlayStation 2. Over the course of 20 unsupervised hour
long sessions of playing a commercial video game title designed for the Eyetoy,
a ~10% increase in Fugl-Meyer Assessment score was attained by the trial sub-
ject, who was motivated to continue gaming based rehabilitation, demonstrating
that even ’off the shelf’ gaming hardware and software otherwise not designed for
rehabilitative purposes can result in meaningful improvement. Similar work by Jan-
nink et al. [JvdWN+08] in which a trial was performed with children with cerebral
palsy resulted in improvements in medical assessment scores after playing the Eye-
Toy: Play game for a 6 week period. No negative side effects were reported, but it
was noted that the off-the-shelf nature of the hardware and software being utilised
made it difficult to create the right conditions for maximum therapeutic benefit, and
that it would therefore be beneficial to be able to adjust difficulty, and the types of
feedback presented by such software.
2.6.2 Rehabilitation with Other Devices
The work of Bardorfer et al. [BM01] explores the usage of a novel handheld haptic
interface as a means to both input movement into a simple maze game, and as a
means of providing feedback to the user by exerting force to indicate to the player
that they are veering off course. The PHANTOM (www.dentsable.com/haptic-
phantom-omni.htm; Geomagic Inc.) haptic device takes the form of a pen like
device attached to an armature, that allows the user’s manipulation of the pen to
be recorded to a stated accuracy of 0.03mm in 6 degrees of freedom, while ad-
ditionally being able to provide ’force feedback’ to oppose the user’s movement
up to 8.5 newtons. The work describes a test where data recordings are made of
a player using the PHANTOM device to move a ball through a 2D maze, with
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enough fidelity to detect details such as an increase in hand tremor over time. The
simple task and focussed, high quality of data output made available by the de-
scribed system affords repeatable, quantifiable measures of change in performance
over time, a keystone in the concept of a self-contained rehabilitative video game.
The later work described in [LFR09], where a similar haptic device, the Novint Fal-
con (www.novint.com/index.php/novintfalcon; Novint Technologies Inc.), was used
for rehabilitative properties showed that even compared to the freedom of advanced
motion controllers such as the Wii Remote, haptic interfaces can still provide ben-
eficial results, with the force feedback capability of the described device making
several trial participants feel like the games were as physically exhausting as tradi-
tional rehabilitation routines.
There has been interest in using haptic ’gloves’ for hand rehabilitation; these are
devices capable of determining the amount of flexion in each digit of the hand.
Morrow et al. [MDBM06] exams the usage of the Essential Reality P5 glove for
the purposes of stroke rehabilitation, in conjunction with a modified XBox console.
Several games developed in Java are described, designed to test speed and range of
finger motion - the user may be tasked with catching butterflies, or sweeping away
dirt from an image. While no trials using the system were described, the work does
reiterate the concerns noted throughout the literature that devices designed for fully
able-bodied individuals may not be suitable for use by people with physical and
neurological disabilities that affect the limb.
The CyberGlove (www.cyberglovesystems.com/cyberglove-ii; CyberGlove Systems
Inc.) range of commercial finger tracking devices has been the focus of a number of
works related to rehabilitation. Jack et al. [JBM+01] and Merians et al. [MJB+02]
utilised the CyberGlove in conjunction with an additional force feedback glove to
conduct a clinical trial to establish the usefulness of the combination for rehabil-
itation of stroke. A number of simple software exercise are presented, designed
to improve the user’s finger speed and strength, along with their range of motion.
The trial software was designed such that failure to complete a task made further
attempts easier to complete. The work notes that the number of game ’levels’ un-
dertaken per play session had to be manually reduced to prevent fatigue, something
that rehabilitation software must take into consideration to prevent injury. That this
reduction in performance could be noticed within the data output of the software is
an encouraging sign as to the potential sensitivity of a software solution.
The work of Kuttuva et al. [KBM+06] details work undertaken at Rutgers Univer-
sity, resulting in the ’Rutgers Arm’, a device designed for upper limb rehabilitation.
The device utilises a tracking device attached to the user’s wrist to detect movement
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on a specially-designed table, that the player must rest their arm upon. As with
other rehabilitative works, the device must first undergo a calibration procedure, to
determine the amount of movement the user has. The work describes the use of the
Rutgers arm to play a ’Breakout’ clone, with the player moving their arm left and
right to move the game’s ’paddle’ in order to bounce balls into bricks. To determine
the usability of the system, a single patient trial was undertaken, taking the form of
16 sessions. Data recorded from the trial indicated a significant increase in wrist
motion and peak arm movement velocity, and Fugl-Meyer tests performed before
and after the trial indicated a 7 point increase.
The Rutgers Arm was further developed, resulting in the work described by Bur-
dea et al.[BCM+08], in which a Rutgers Arm setup was modified to allow the table
to tilt, affording the ability to apply some amount of gravity loading to the arm
movements. The improved system was used in a trial of 3 post-stroke patients, who
played a number of Java-based games using the arm over 12 sessions of increasing
duration and intensity. Results indicated an improvement in measurements testing
fine motor control post-trial, and an overall engagement with the ’virtual’ therapy.
One participant found the ’Breakout’ game to be ’too fast’ at the default speeds,
requiring bespoke adjustment, an indicator as to the need for allowing a degree of
customisability in a video game delivered therapy.
Further research into related technology at Rutgers led to the development of the
Master II force feedback glove, detailed by Bouzit et al[BBPB02]. The glove takes
the form of a number of pistons attached to the fingers via ring-like clamps, that
can both impart force, or record the force acted upon them, to a level of up to 50
Newtons. Flexion of the fingers is determined via a magnet and Hall-effect sen-
sor placed within each piston assembly, allowing a model of the finger’s movement
to be determined via inverse kinematics. [AMB+04] describes results utilising the
Rutgers Master II glove, as part of a post-stroke rehabilitation routine. A number
of game-based exercises was developed to use with the glove, whereby the user
was required to reach and grasp items using a virtual representation of their hand
on-screen, or ’play’ an on-screen piano. Results after the 13 week trial indicated
a significant improvement in range of motion and individual finger motion in the
majority of cases, and an improvement in task completion time. This demonstrates
that there is a potential benefit to utilising haptic and force-sensing devices in stroke
therapy, as improvements in finger strength and dexterity may allow for increased
independence and quality of life.
The work of [GMW+10] uses a customised glove with position sensing hardware
installed within its fingertips, in order to detect changes in finger position. When
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Figure 2.13: The Circus Challenge Stroke Rehabilitation Game: On screen character per-
forms the limb movements you must replicate to succeed
combined with a number of simple Java games designed to be controlled via sim-
ple movements, it was shown that, after a trial periods of playing games for 20-30
minutes daily for an average 20 hours of gametime, the trial participants use of their
plegic limb was improved.
2.6.3 Modern Stroke Rehabilitation: Circus Challenge
Comparisons have been made between the CAHAI assessment and a motion con-
trolled video game designed for hemiplegic stroke therapy [SME] [SME14]. The
Circus Challenge game utilises the Sixense TrueMotion (www.sixense.com; Sixense
Entertainment, Inc.) to determine the 3D position and orientation of the user’s hands
- a full description of the device is provided in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The game
consists of a number game tasks to complete, split up into three difficulty levels.
Each task will be in one of a number of different minigame types, with 10 levels per
gametype per difficulty. In some minigames, the player is required to replicate mo-
tions pertaining directly to the theme of the game; for example in ’Knife Throwing’,
the user must hold their arm up, and bring it forward, to produce an approximation
of the on screen character throwing knives at a board. In others, the user must suc-
cessfully replicate moves of increasing difficulty, causing the circus character on
screen to successfully perform their act- Figure 2.13 shows the on-screen ’juggler’
character, who will either successfully perform a juggling trick, or drop her juggling
balls, depending on whether the player can replicate the move. During gameplay,
the player is shown which move to perform by an on-screen character performing
the move to be completed, with colour coded hands to aid understanding (as shown
in the bottom right of Figure 2.13). Moves begin with simple movements, such
as raising arms straight up in the air, or outwards in an inverted ’V’ shape. More
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complex moves are introduced throughout gameplay, requiring more complex limb
coordination and joint rotation - the player may be required to complete a facsimile
of performing a chopping action as if holding a knife, for example.
In addition to the main game, Circus Challenge contains an ’assessment’ mode,
designed to be played periodically throughout a prescribed therapy. In this mode,
the player is guided through a series of 40 preset movements, selected based on their
ability to provide a detailed view as to the overall ability of the player at that point in
time. The assessment takes approximately 20 minutes to complete, with no retries
of failed moves allowed. Internal state metrics and the position and orientation of
the controllers throughout the assessment are saved to file, and it is this data that
has been analysed for its validity as a replacement for the CAHAI in video games
for stroke rehabilitation.
In Shi et al. [SME] this assessment mode was studied using a trial of 26 stroke
survivors split between chronic and acute, and comparing it against a reduced form
of the CAHAI, consisting of the first 10 tasks. Across 8 weekly assessments of the
game and CAHAI, the work concludes that it is possible to derive a statistical model
from the assessment output that shows a high correlation with CAHAI scores. This
provides evidence that it is possible to produce a medically valid indicator of therapy
progress using commercially available hardware in the home. The tight correlation
between CAHAI scores and fitted results from Circus Challenge suggest that it is
possible to gauge upper limb motor function without the use of props, reinforcing
the idea that a piece of therapeutic software can both engage a player, and assess
their improvement in a natural manner.
2.7 Detection of Player Movements
Much of a patient’s physical rehabilitation will take the form of repetitive simple
movements to restore and build up limb strength. However, many of the actions
used in assessment of someone’s ability are facsimiles of a functional movement -
turning a key as in the Wolf Motor Function Assessment, or the ability to pour a
glass of water as used in the CAHAI assessment. Such movements require complex
limb coordination and dexterity, with possibly quite small movements. This poses
a challenge for the creation of integrated medical-quality feedback within a video
game rehabilitation system, as while simple poses can be detected from a motion
sensing device with relative ease using the reported orientation and position, com-
plex movements require tracking the change of position and orientation over time,
possibly of both limbs simultaneously.
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Figure 2.14: An example of the gestures used in Hoffman et al. which are detected via
accelerometer data from a Wiimote device, and a machine learning algorithm to select the
most likely move from a training set
Hoffman et al. [HVL10] examines two common machine learning methods for
their ability to successfully detect a set amount of 3D gestures, a selection of which
are shown in Figure 2.14. These gestures were trained into the machine learning
tools by collecting gesture attempts from 17 participants. The Nintendo Wii was
used, with the acceleration and orientation data being recorded. Using the result
of the machine learning training on the original dataset, both of the machine learn-
ing methods were able to correctly identify the gestures to an accuracy greater than
95%. The participants in the experiment were all able-bodied, however, making it
hard to gauge how such a system would cope with someone who is perhaps inca-
pable of performing the gesture in the ideal way. The work also notes that several of
the gestures could not be accurately differentiated by either method, requiring their
removal from the system, an indicator as to the difficulties even trained machine
learning can have differentiating similar, but distinct movements.
A similar machine learning mechanism is described by Liu et al. [LZWV09], in
which the uWave algorithm, designed to require only accelerometer data, is intro-
duced. The algorithm works by quantising acceleration data to a range of 33 unique
values per axis, and summing the difference in quantised accelerometer and trained
data sets across the whole time series, with a gesture passing or failing based on a
threshold. The accuracy of the system was high (approximately 97%) when com-
paring against training data recorded the same day as the test, but dropped to 88%
when taking into consideration training data from 6 days earlier. This highlights the
major problem facing gesture detection for rehabilitation: minor changes in how the
user inputs the gesture may lead to an inability to determine the movement being
attempted.
A popular method by which gestures are detected is the Hidden Markov model,
a method by which a system progresses through a number of possible states based
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on a probability distribution. Repeated observations of some external state (such as
the state of an accelerometer) are made, and probabilities of one such state leading
to another are trained via repeated measurements of what is being observed - in this
context, by repeatedly performing a gesture. By increasing the number of unique
states within the system, the ability to correctly determine the gesture being per-
formed increases.
Kratz et al. [KSL07] utilises a Hidden Markov Model in conjunction with Wii
Remote accelerometer data to determine the gestures being performed by the user
in a spell casting game. The HMM for each spell the player can cast was trained
by having 7 different users perform each gesture over 40 times. Gestures generally
took the form of gross movements in 2D. The system was capable of recognising
the gesture being performed over 90% of the time when split into 10 states. The
work notes that in cases where the model was not trained using a particular player’s
data, that the system was only capable of correctly identifying that player’s gestures
approximately 50% of the time, exemplifying the need for a system to be capable
of adapting to the person using it.
2.8 Discussion
Video game therapies have the chance at reducing the social stigma attached to tra-
ditional rehabilitation therapies: engagement with the game can be seen as trying to
beat high scores or earn achievements, not get better because the player is ’unwell’.
Video games are an inclusive entertainment, and a therapeutic game should em-
brace this; entertainment (that is, non medical) games often support competitive or
cooperative multiplayer, or multiple accounts allowing multiple users to play, and
there is no reason why this should not be the case even in a more medically oriented
game. Family interaction should be encouraged, as becoming part of an enjoyable
daily routine will increase compliance with the underlying medical applications of
the product.
Care must be taken when prescribing video game rehabilitations, as games have
been linked to an increase in seizures [FHE+05] in people susceptible to them.
Overindulgence in motion controlled video games such as Wii Sports has been re-
ported to lead to strain injuries [Bon07]. It may be that the rehabilitative game itself
should be aware of such concerns, and balance in-game exercises across limbs and
muscle groups as appropriate, or even refuse to continue play if used too much in a
single session.
The literature presents an insight into the wide range of ways in which physical
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and neurological disabilities can manifest themselves. For this reason, it seems in-
tuitive to reason that no single game design will map exactly to the needs of any one
patient; therefore, some amount of customisation is desirable [ALMK10a].
The small sizes of early trials investigating the efficacy of video game therapies
for ailments such as stroke has made it difficult to gauge how useful ’virtual’ re-
habilitations would be when applied to the wider population of those requiring
them [CLBM07]. Since then, the introduction of peripherals that can accurately
detect position and movement has vastly increased the amount of research literature
pertaining to video game rehabilitation. The increasing popularity of games and
gaming peripherals designed around promoting health benefits has led to increased
regulation and official guidance, to ensure that they are held to a medical standard
where necessary[Foo13]. This reinforces the need for rehabilitative software to be
able to provide accurate, and medically verified information so as to best inform
both patients and therapists as to how best to proceed with meeting therapeutic
goals.
The Nintendo Wii has been a phenomenally successful console, and with its motion
sensing controllers and popular games utilising them, was a natural fit for health re-
habilitation research. The literature shows that Nintendo’s own Wii Sports and Wii
Fit software can be an effective adjunct to ongoing therapy in a number of different
areas. The work of Mouawad et al. [MDMM11] indicates that the added physical
activity due to playing Wii Sports regularly resulted in improvements to traditional
measurements of post-stroke ability. The results of Saposnik et al. [STM+10], in-
dicate that it is the physical activity, rather than simply the engagement in the task
that results in the improvements, as primarily mental activities such as board games
resulted in no such improvement, even if described as enjoyable.
While the Wii Fit game was designed and marketed towards those looking to main-
tain a healthy lifestyle, its focus on accurate balancing and shifting of the user’s
centre of gravity has led to its use in research in the rehabilitation of a range of
ailments, to varying degrees of success. The Balance Board controlled game is
enjoyed by its users, young and old [JPFJS13] [YFBC11]. Medical benefits of the
device have been slight, but significant - The Berg Balance Scale and Timed Up and
Go improvements of Gil-Gomez et al. [GGLAC11] Sugmarman et al [SWEBB09]
and Young et al. [YFBC11] point to the ability of rehabilitation games to show real-
life improvements. However, the results discussed in Fung et al. [FHS+12], where
post operative knee-replacement patients displayed no improvement when using the
game regularly suggests that the types of exercise within the game may not be ben-
eficial to all, requiring research into what types of therapy can be encoded within
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a game. It is important to note that even though there was no measurable benefit,
all patients enjoyed the game, suggesting that games are still a useful inroad for
exposing people to rehabilitative therapy.
The research conducted into the efficacy of Dance Dance Revolution for rehabil-
itative gaming has shown that even a game designed without direct medical mea-
surement or monitoring of the user can have a positive impact on those playing
them. Works such as [MBK+08] and [MCN+09] have shown that an appropriately
designed game can engage a player over multiple gaming sessions over the course
of many weeks, with results that indicate a trend towards lifestyle improvements
(reduced sedentary time, reduced weight gain compared to peers). While research
has primarily targeted the problem of excessive weight in children, the game has
shown itself capable of integration into therapy into neurological disorders, as in
Kloos et al. [KFK+13], whereby post-trial analysis revealed significant improve-
ments in ability to support oneself and walk forward in those afflicted by Hunting-
ton’s disease. Works such as [SSS+09] and [SPH+10] show that even the elderly
can enjoy a DDR style game, if sufficient considerations are made towards their
reduced abilities, and that successful engagement with rehabilitative software can
improve self-reported balance confidence and mental health. If games can improve
people’s perception in their own abilities, then this must be seen as a bonus even if
no statistically relevant changes to existing metrics are made as a result of playing
the games.
Of the works discussed in this chapter, only the Circus Challenge game investigated
in Shi et al. [SME] [SME14] has been designed with the aim of mapping to exist-
ing therapeutic success measures. The concept of mapping in-game performance to
existing success metrics should be focussed on in future health gaming research, as
such a feature would allow such games to be used as a more engaging replacement
for such measures, while providing well understood metrics familiar to therapists.
Ease of use by therapists is important for health games to be a viable alternative to
traditional therapies, as they will likely be the people instructing patients as to how
to use them, and investigating their progress; this ease of use must include both the
analysis of progress, but also in the ease in which the software can be deployed.
Bespoke solutions with custom modified hardware such as [MDBM06] may prove
to be difficult to work with due to the unique nature of the devices.
The nature of many of the rehabilitation games discussed in this chapter, that is,
custom-designed software built in an academic institution, may limit the uptake
rate of the software; while perfunctory graphics and sound are acceptable in soft-
ware designed for research purposes, games developers will spend a great deal of
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time and money into assessing the usability of their games, with focus on the user
experience ’feel’ of the software, such as how easy menus are to navigate, how in-
tuitive the controls are, and ensuring the game remains a rewarding experience after
many plays. Rather than developing small ’rehab research’ games in-house, it may
be better to instead investigate the means by which rehabilitative exercises can be
inserted into the games being produced by the games industry, allowing the years of
expertise at creating successful products be harnessed, while also allowing therapist
input into the design of the therapeutic aspect of the software.
It is clear from the literature discussed here that video games can be of benefit
to those requiring some sort of physical therapy. At the most basic level, a well de-
signed game provides enjoyment, which several of the works note as an important
factor in maintaining quality of life. The physical nature of the games, requiring
the use of motion or balance sensing devices, combined with the enjoyment factor,
allows for those requiring physical therapy the means by which to remain active,
and more actively engage with their therapy. In terms of matching the desired out-
comes of traditional therapy, more research will be needed to determine how best
to combine therapy and gameplay. The presented works do note statistically sig-
nificant improvements to several common metrics, suggesting they are an effective
means by which to provide therapy, but as the trials generally work as an adjunct
to existing therapy, it remains to be seen whether a well designed video game can
effectively replace traditional physiotherapy in the home.
2.9 Conclusions
The literature presents a clear indication as to the potential benefits that video game
technology can bring to the rehabilitation and alleviation of the symptoms of physi-
cal and neurological injury. The introduction of motion and force detecting devices
has led to a body of research that uses these cost effective devices to aid patients
with statistically significant results. Many of the sources make a point of showing
how patients engaged with the game software to a level beyond that of traditional
exercise and rehabilitation routines; it is common for such interventions to suffer
from high failure rate due to lack of motivation in completing assigned tasks, mak-
ing gamification of such tasks beneficial.
A common theme within the literature is the requirement for a game session to
be supervised to ensure that the player is performing tasks correctly, and to instruct
the player to do certain things in accordance with the research goals of the project,
which may not match up to the on-screen prompts and natural gameplay ’flow’ of
the software. This opens questions as to how best to produce a piece of health soft-
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ware that operates to the maximal benefit of the user without necessarily requiring
external assistance.
Of the rehabilitative gaming trials discussed, relatively few of them have used be-
spoke software, mainly relying on off-the-shelf games such as Wii Sports. This
limits the quantitative analysis that can be done, as any in game-results and scoring
are unlikely to be based on medically approved criteria such as the CAHAI scale,
and therapist judgement on game performance is subjective. Despite this, evidence
does point to the potential for video games to make a meaningful improvement to
people taking part in rehabilitation for physical impairments.
In order to support the physical rehabilitation of patients, it will be necessary for
software designed around this concept to be able to determine and measure the
player’s ability to the complete the rehabilitative motions required of them, both as
a means to guide the player and determine their progress through the game, but also
replicate the standardised tests traditionally used by therapists, and thus provide a
common means by which real-world changes in ability can be measured. While
there is literature pertaining to the detection of gestures in 3D space, they tend to
be used in a different manner - rather than detecting the quality of a movement
being performed, they instead determine which gesture out of a pool of possibili-
ties is being performed. This difference leads to drawbacks when trying to apply
existing techniques to physical rehabilitation, as the differing mechanisms that de-
termine which move is being performed don’t necessarily lend themselves to pro-
viding meaningful feedback as to how well a move was performed, or where the
move attempt failed in cases where the user incorrectly attempts a movement.
As noted in works such as Hoffman et al. [HVL10], machine learning algorithms
require training in order to be capable of detecting a particular gesture. Such an ap-
proach may prove problematic for rehabilitative purposes as there is the possibility
that the user cannot successfully complete all of a move, resulting in an incomplete
dataset from which to attempt to determine the gesture being performed. A patient’s
ability may differ substantially from that of the person performing the initial train-
ing, causing further issues.
Ideally, a method of determining 3D movements would not return a binary pass
or fail result, but be able of determining where an unsuccessful move attempt devi-
ated, so as to provide relevant feedback to the player and therapist as to how best
improve. Such a system must too be able of adapting both to the unique geometry
of the user’s limbs, and to the changes in their ability over time, as the overall area
that a user may reliably move their limb in 3D space during a gesture attempt at the
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start of therapy may differ a great deal to that of an attempt when a limb’s dexterity
and range of motion has improved. Any change in the user’s ability to replicate a
movement, whether positive or negative, is of importance to therapists, so accurate
detection of how a gesture is performed is necessary - this may involve splitting
gestures into discrete sections that can be tested and reported on separately, allow-
ing therapists to infer which types of motion are resulting in noticeable changes to
dexterity. A patient with severe motion impairment being able to lift their impaired
limb 20cm can be seen as a ’success’, so it may be necessary for gesture attempts
to take into consideration the overall reachability of the user, with this too being a
metric that may indicate a positive change in condition over time.
While many of the devices designed specifically for medical use, such as the Rut-
gers Arm, are specifically tested for the accuracy of their input, there is relatively
little research into the ability for commercial devices to accurately gauge the user’s
movements; instead, work involving these devices generally focuses on simply get-
ting the player involved and engaged in their physical therapy. For a rehabilitative
software package to play a useful role in a person’s physical therapy, it must be
capable of providing meaningful feedback as to their physical ability to both the
player and their therapists. It must therefore be designed such that the types of
movements being targeted be tested to a high degree of accuracy over time, so as
to allow for accurate conclusions as to the player’s progress be made. Upper limb
therapy may involve both gross muscle movements and more finer grade motions
requiring dexterity and fineness of touch; therefore an ideal physical rehabilitation
package should engage with and measure both the user’s ability to move their af-
fected limb, and their ability to impart a varying amount of force, to a high level of
accuracy.
The next chapters of this thesis aim to explore possible solutions to these issues.
Chapter 3 seeks to measure the accuracy of a number of commercial motion and
force sensing devices, in order to determine their applicability in recording player
motions to the fidelity necessary to reason about their performance in rehabilitative
games to a level similar to that of traditional performance metrics. Chapter 4 contin-
ues by investigating the use of force sensing devices to determine the best methods
by which to promote positive outcomes from physical rehabilitation, while Chapter
5 will investigate the use of motion sensing devices to detect the player’s ability to
replicate the gestures set out for them by a therapist.
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Chapter 3
Accuracy Metrics Of Input Devices
For Stroke Rehabilitation
3.1 Introduction
The literature described in Chapter 2 outlines work utilising a wide array of input
devices to track a patient’s movement, to aid in the rehabilitation of a wide range
of ailments. While some, such as the Rutgers Arm [BBPB02] are bespoke devices,
or commercial devices that have since ceased production [MDBM06], there is an
increasing body of work focussing on currently available input devices tied to pop-
ular gaming consoles: the Nintendo Wii, the Playstation Move, and the Microsoft
Kinect. Each of these devices has proven to be incredibly popular, and are widely
available at affordable prices, making them ideal targets for video game rehabilita-
tion in the home. All of these devices can be used in some way to track the user’s
hand position and orientation, with the Kinect having the added ability to determine
the joint orientation and positions of a virtual ’skeleton’ matching the user. The
resurgence in popularity of Virtual Reality using headsets such as the Oculus Rift
(www.oculus.com/en-us/rift; Oculus VR, LLC), has led to commercial products de-
signed to facilitate accurate tracking of the hands, such as the Sixense TrueMotion,
and the Leap Motion devices (www.leapmotion.com; Leap Motion, Inc).
In order for their use in rehabilitation software to be viable, such devices must pro-
vide accurate, low latency, and low error results. While there has been some work on
determining the accuracy of the Kinect’s skeletal tracking ability [FBSL12], there
has been little in the way of determining the accuracy of the Wii Remote or Playsta-
tion Move, or any comparison of relative merit between the devices, or between
more recent hardware developments such as the Sixense device.
As part of a home based therapy, it may be necessary to measure the amount of
strength in a user’s hand, for example to determine whether it is safe to introduce
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props into the therapy, in a manner similar to that as the Wolf Motor Function scale,
or the Fugl-Meyer Assessment. It is also the case that for those suffering from acute
stroke, that the muscle weakening side effects of hemiparesis mean that holding and
moving motion devices such as the Wii Remote and PS Move is difficult or impos-
sible, and therefore alternative methods of enabling interactive therapy should be
investigated. For such users, it may be more beneficial to focus their interactive
therapy on building strength and coordination in their hand via the application of
force, in a manner broadly similar to that of the Wii Balance Board, but focussed
on just their affected limbs.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the accuracy of a number of motion
and force sensing devices, to determine their suitability as input devices for reha-
bilitative products for stroke. The devices utilise a number of different mechanisms
to capture user motion, ranging from RGB and depth cameras, to magnetic field
measurement. A common benchmark is proposed and tested using a number of
motion detecting devices, with the sensitivity of a number of force sensing devices
also tested.
3.1.0.1 Research Goal
This work constitutes an advancement in the understanding of the current state of
the art in commercial motion sensing devices, and serves as a starting point for those
looking to determine which motion devices to use when creating rehabilitation soft-
ware for stroke. A measurement of overall motion quality is proposed, and example
testing procedures outlined. Within the context of this thesis, the work contained in
this chapter informed the work on acute stroke input detection discussed in Chapter
4, and gross movement detection detailed in Chapter 5.
The work described in this chapter pertaining to motion sensing devices was pre-
sented under the title Benchmarking Motion Sensing Devices for Rehabilitative
Gaming at the 30th ACM/SIGAPP Symposium On Applied Computing.
3.2 Accuracy Metrics Of Motion Sensing Devices
In this section, 5 commercial motion sensing devices are investigated for their capa-
bility to provide motion tracking suitable for use in rehabilitative games for sufferers
of stroke. Current sensing hardware is not perfect - environmental factors such as
temperature and pressure can result in signal deviations from the true value being
detected, as can physical limitations of the device; a sensing system based on digital
camera technology will be limited by pixel density and colour dynamic range, for
instance.
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More generally, a sensor can be thought of as returning a signal at a given fre-
quency, and within a given range. Deviations in this signal from the true value
affect the overall quality of the signal output, and should be minimised. These de-
viations can be broadly classified as being either delays in reporting changes to the
value being monitored, or in low and high frequency drifts from the true value over
time [AEL+00], with the amount of drift possibly varying or wavering [CM07],
making it difficult to detect and remove.
To be suitable for accurately detecting player movement, a device should mini-
mize both latency and signal error over time. This is both to ensure the accuracy
of the data being recorded, and in ensuring that the game reacts in a timely and ac-
curate manner; accurate representation of player movements despite signal latency
and bias is a major goal of hardware developers of gaming peripherals [VR16].
To determine the suitability of the chosen motion sensing devices for rehabilitative
purposes, they have each been investigated for their susceptibility to low and high
frequency noise, in addition to latency.
3.2.1 Latency
In order for rehabilitative software to make reasoned judgements as to a user’s
movements, a motion tracking device needs to output new information at a high
rate. Motion devices connected to a PC using the standard Universal Serial Bus
are polled by the host machine for information at a rate of 125Hz (Hertz being the
standard metric for measurement of periodic events, with 1Hz being one event per
second), meaning that data returned from polling could have been recorded by the
device up to 8 milliseconds previously. This is a best case, however, as most of the
devices discussed here update at a far lower rate; for example the Kinect camera
runs at a rate of 30Hz, so that no matter if the host machine polls faster, there will
only be new picture data provided from which the provided device library can de-
rive position from once every 30th of a second. While such an update rate is more
than enough for the perception of fluid motion in visual medium such as film, it may
be too low to accurately detect high-frequency oscillations in physical movement.
Therefore, update rate is an important factor when investigating motion devices.
3.2.2 Drift
Signal drift from the true value can take place in both low and high frequency do-
mains. High frequency drift is generally known as noise. One method of determin-
ing the level of noise in a sensor signal is to measure the signal at a base line level -
in the case of the sensors being tested, base line noise can be seen as the orientation
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and positional changes recorded by the device while still. Such ’background’ noise
in a signal is almost impossible to avoid, but devices that exhibit large variations
in high frequency drift can ’mask’ a user’s real movement, and therefore a device
should be investigated for its noise level.
The tested sensors should also exhibit minimal amounts of low frequency noise.
Such deviations in sensor value are often caused by environmental factors such as
temperature change or the effects of stress upon a sensor subjected to physical force.
These factors result in a gradual change in baseline reading that must be accounted
for. Whereas noise describes an oscillation from the ’true’ value, this low frequency
bias describes a constant difference from the true value. For example, some ac-
celerometer units utilise a small metal mass held in place by springs, with a value
reported utilising the Hall effect [nih13]. The mechanical nature of the springs can
cause small deviations due to temperature, or due to extreme movement; a quick
shake may result in the metal mass settling at a slightly position than before, result-
ing in a small amount of bias. The nature of the signal bias, if any, reported by a
motion device should be investigated, as an unpredictable amount of bias will be
difficult to correct for, and will result in inaccurate measurements.
Also of concern when investigating the quality of data output in devices is ’hard
error’, a term used by the author to describe situations where tracking is lost, and
how the device deals with this. Camera based devices are particularly susceptible
to hard error, as the object the device is visually tracking may become obscured. As
this is impossible to entirely avoid, how quickly a device will recover from a hard
error situation, and its behaviour during this time, should be assessed.
3.3 Overview of tested devices
3.3.1 Wii MotionPlus
The Wii Remote is a small hand held controller (shown in Figure 3.1, left), consist-
ing of a number of analogue and digital buttons, similar to other modern console
controllers. Unlike the controllers bundled with other consoles of the time period,
the ’Wiimote’ additionally contains an three-axis accelerometer, allowing the de-
vice to detect the direction of gross hand movements. Due to Wii games promoting
active movement of the device, the Wii Remote also has a lanyard strap, to tie the
device to the user’s hand to prevent damage caused by losing grip of the Wii remote
and accidentally throwing the device.
In addition to the accelerometer, the Wii Remote contains a forward facing infra-red
camera, with a resolution of 128x96. This camera is used in conjunction with the
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Figure 3.1: Left: The Wii Remote device. Right: The Wii Sensor Bar, which contains
infra-red LEDs that are used to aid in orientation and z-axis tracking
Wii ’Sensor Bar’ (Figure 3.1, right), an enclosed unit containing infra-red emitting
lights placed 20cm apart, designed to be placed above or below the user’s television.
The Wiimote supports an add-on ’MotionPlus’ device that can be connected to the
back of the controller, containing gyroscopes, affording rotational information to
games supporting it. Later versions of the Wiimote has the ’MotionPlus’ unit built
directly into the housing.
As there is as yet no official method of communicating with a Wii Remote on a plat-
form other than the Wii itself, there is a reliance on third party drivers. For the pur-
poses of this chapter, the Wiiuse library was used (www.github.com/rpavlik/wiiuse;
Ryan Pavlik) to allow for acceleration, gyroscope, and IR image communication via
the wireless Bluetooth protocol (www.bluetooth.com; Bluetooth SIG, Inc.).
3.3.2 Limitations of Accelerometer
It is intuitive to think that having access to the data from a 3-axis accelerometer is
sufficient to derive a position from, using a double integration over time to calculate
both velocity and position, as in Equation 3.1:
P =
∫
vˆ ·dt =
∫∫
aˆ ·dt2 (3.1)
This method is prone to inaccuracy, however. The accelerometer data from commercial-
grade accelerometers such as those in the Wiimote suffer from some degree of both
noise and bias [Ana06], which when integrated over time quickly leads to inac-
curacy, in the order of many metres per second additional perceived movement.
The accelerometer in the Wiimote is only rated to detect up to 3G of movement
[Ana06], whereas a person may move their arm with a peak acceleration of beyond
11G [Nag89]; this will have the effect of producing an inaccurate signal at high
movement speeds, further distorting the final position calculation.
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Figure 3.2: An estimation of orientation can be made using the effects of gravity on the
accelerometer (Left) , however orientation cannot be determined around the gravity axis
(Right)
While unsuitable for measuring an accurate 3D position, the accelerometer does
allow for limited detection of the device’s orientation. The accelerometer is affected
by the force of gravity, meaning that when held stationary, it can be determined
which direction has acceleration still enacted upon it, and can therefore be con-
sidered ’down’ from the user’s perspective. By treating the values retrieved from
the 3-axis accelerometer as a vector, a simple normalisation operation can be used
to determine the downward direction. Without the gyroscopic data from the Mo-
tionPlus peripheral however, it is impossible to determine orientation around this
downward axis. Figure 3.2 demonstrates this further: on the left, it can be seen how
the effect of gravity maps from the y axis to the z axis as the device tilts upward,
affording a basis for orientation, while the right image shows how rotation around
the gravitational axis cannot be determined, as the mapping does not change.
3.3.3 Camera based position detection
As the accelerometer utilised in the Wii is unsuitable for determining accurate po-
sition, alternatives must be investigated. The position of the Wiimote is usually
determined using a combination of the infra-red camera at the front of the Wiimote
unit, and the light sensor bar. The camera sees two ’blobs’ of light emitted from
the light sensor bar, allowing for the determination of several metrics. By process-
ing the positions of the blobs in the camera image, it is possible to determine the
rotation around the z axis of the device (that is, the amount of roll), using the two
argument arctangent function:
v = (ax−bx,ay−by)
vˆ =
v
||v||
roll = atan2(vˆy, vˆx)
(3.2)
where x1 and y1 are the coordinates of the ’left’ blob of IR light, and x2,y2 the coor-
dinates of the right IR blob.
The user’s distance from the sensor bar can also be determined using the IR camera.
As the sensor bar emits two IR sources, at a fixed distance apart of 20cm, the user’s
relative position can be determined from the distance between the light sources in
the camera image, and the field of vision of the camera, using the following equa-
tion:
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Figure 3.3: Distance determination using the Wii sensor Bar. The distance between the
detected light positions is proportional to the distance between the device and the sensor
bar.
dist =
w(cot(θ)d )
2
(3.3)
Where θ is the field of vision of the camera, cot is the cotangent function (that is,
the reciprocal of the tangent) of the camera’s field of vision, d is the normalised
distance in image space of the light balls, and w is the width of the light sensor in
centimetres. Figure 3.3 demonstrates this with an example field of vision of 30°.
This distance calculation does however become progressively more inaccurate
the further off centre the user is, as the effects of perspective will bring the light
blobs closer together when seen from the Wiimote camera. Figure 3.4 demonstrates
this: despite being an equal distance away from the sensor bar in each case, Wii
Remotes a and b see different images, with the viewpoint of b being such that the
light sources appear closer, leading to an incorrectly calculated distance.
Assuming the user is standing such that they can point the Wii Remote directly
at the sensor bar, it is also possible to determine the amount of rotation around
the y axis (also known as yaw). Using the image space position of the IR sources,
yaw can easily be deduced as an interpolation between 0 and 30°, shown in Figure
3.5. When used with the controller held forward, this affords determination of the
rotation around the gravitational axis, which is not usually possible, as previously
outlined in Section 3.3.2. Clearly, this yaw determination breaks down in cases
where the IR lights cannot be seen, and the narrow field of vision of 30° limits the
usefulness of the IR camera in a rehabilitative context, as the larger motions of the
hand during therapy can quite easily move beyond the range in which the sensor bar
can be seen [ALMK10a].
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Figure 3.4: Limitations of distance calculations using the Wii Remote camera. If the Wi-
imote camera is viewing the LEDs at an angle, the relative positions of the lights can result
in an innacurate position being calculated.
Figure 3.5: Limitations of yaw calculations using the Wii Remote camera. The camera-
space positions of the sensor bar LEDs can be used to calculate some degree of yaw when
the Wiimote is pointed forwards, however the limited field of vision of the camera can lead
to loss of LED tracking, reducing yaw accuracy.
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Figure 3.6: Right: The PSEye camera. Left: The PS Move wand. The large coloured orb
of the PS Move wand allows image tracking algoithms to be used for accurate positional
tracking.
3.3.4 PlayStation Move
The Sony PlayStation Move device was released for use with their PlayStation 3
console, and takes the form of a hand held ’wand’, similar to the Wii Remote.
Rather than the IR camera of the Wii Remote, the front of the Move has a semi-
transparent plastic ball approximately 2 inches in diameter, that can be illuminated
by programmable RGB LEDs inside the controller. Like the Wii, the move device
contains a 3-axis accelerometer, and a 3-axis gyroscope as in the Wii MotionPlus.
In addition to these sensors, the PS Move also contains a magnetometer, which
measures magnetic fields. This can be used as a compass, affording a fixed frame
of reference to orientation tracking algorithms.
The PS Move controller comes as a package with the PlayStation Eye camera. The
camera is capable of detecting a full RGB image at a resolution of 640x480, with a
refresh rate of up to 100Hz. As with the Wii Sensor Bar, the PS Eye is designed to
be placed above or below the player’s television, where it can be used to record the
player’s movements, and audio using its inbuilt array microphone.
While the magnetometer affords greater orientation detection accuracy, the sensors
onboard the PS Move are insufficient to produce an accurate 3D position over time,
for the same reasons as the Wii discussed in Section 3.3.2. Instead, the 3D position
of the PS Move is derived utilising the camera. The image space position of the
glowing ball on the end of the PS Move device can be found by image processing,
and then a 3D position calculated as described in Section 3.3.3, utilising the radius
of the lit circle in the image, rather than the distance between Wii sensor bar LEDs.
As the wand ball is sufficiently bright the PS-Eye camera can be operated with low
exposure to eliminate most of the light reaching it without losing the track of the
ball, affording easier detection within the camera image, with results easily verified
against the known colour that the wand ball has been set to. This hardware com-
bination allows for computationally inexpensive detection of the PS Move wand’s
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Figure 3.7: Top Left: The Kinect For XBox 360 device. Bottom Left: The Kinect for XBox
One. Right: Kinect skeletal tracking joints, determined using a machine learning algorithm
within the Kinect software from the colour and depth images. Images from microsoft.com
position in relation to the PS Eye camera, compared to algorithms designed to track
shapes within a live video feed. Accurate orientation can then be derived from the
gyroscopic and accelerometer sensors.
Sony have not released an official method by which to directly connect a PS Move
or PS eye to a PC, and while third party drivers and libraries exist to facilitate
this, the work outlined within this chapter instead utilises Sony’s MoveMe software
(store.playstation.com; Sony Computer Entertainment); this runs on a PlayStation
3 console, and allows other devices to connect via TCP/IP, and receive a live feed
of the PS Eye camera, as well as the position and orientation of any Move devices
being tracked, at a rate of up to 60hz.
3.3.5 Kinect
Microsoft’s Kinect motion sensing system consists of a RGB camera, an infra-red
laser pattern projector and an infra-red camera, packaged together in a motorised
bar (shown in Figure 3.7) to be positioned above or below the user’s television, as
with the Wii sensor bar and PS Eye. The device utilises these features to monitor the
actions of the user directly, so no additional hand-held devices are required. While
the exact method of depth determination has not been made public knowledge, it is
known that the Kinect features an infra-red projector, emitting a fixed random array
of points, as shown in Figure 3.8. Objects in the field of emittance of the infra-red
projector will cause distortions in the position, shape, and size of the dots from the
IR camera’s viewpoint; this allows for distance from the Kinect to be calculated, as
the greater the distortion, the closer the occluding object must be. Depth is reported
by the Kinect software at an 11-bit resolution, allowing for 2048 unique values.
It has been determined that these values are not linear [KE12], with greater depth
detection accuracy the closer the occluding object is to the camera sensor. As depth
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Figure 3.8: Left: Infrared projection of dot pattern. Right: Depth Image produced by
Kinect. Left Image taken from graphics.stanford.edu/˜mdfisher/Kinect.html, Right image
taken from pterneas.com/2014/02/08/kinect-for-windows-version-2-overview/
is determined by translation of a fixed number of projected infra-red dots, the device
is not capable of a ’true’ depth value per camera pixel - instead depth is derived via
interpolation between the determined depths of the visible points.
Utilising the depth image, and machine learning algorithms trained over thou-
sands of test images, the Kinect software provides developers with a 20-joint skele-
ton approximating the tracked person’s limb pose, updated at a rate of up to 30hz.
Joint information is provided as a hierarchical model, with joints having a par-
ent/child relationship, and a position and orientation relative to that of their parent.
Microsoft provide an official software development kit for accessing this hierarchi-
cal model, which utilises callbacks to inform the host program of new pose infor-
mation becoming available; this software was used for the work described in this
chapter. Joint position and orientation accuracy is graded by the SDK, allowing for
the program to ignore data the SDK deems unlikely to be accurate.
3.3.6 Kinect 2
Late 2013 saw the release of an improved Kinect model, for use with Microsoft’s
new flagship Xbox One console. An incremental improvement over the otherwise
similar Kinect, primary improvements are an improvement in the field of vision, al-
lowing capture of user motion from 3 feet away, rather than the 6 feet of the original
device. Additional joints have been added to the skeletal model, allowing for thumb
and limited hand shape tracking. Basic facial expression detection, and heart rate
monitoring via infrared have also been added to the device.
The colour data has been improved to a resolution of 1080 x 1920, and the depth
resolution changed to a ’true’ per-pixel resolution of 512 x 424, with the depth sen-
sor changing from the random dot projection method of the original Kinect, to a
’time-of-flight’ camera, in which the time taken for a strobed laser to hit a surface
and reflect into the high update frequency depth sensor is recorded, using the known
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Figure 3.9: Left: The Sixense Truemotion. Right: Razer Hydra. Both devices utilise the
Sixense magnetic technology to produce positional and orientation information. Left image
from www.cgsociety.org, right image from www.razerzone.com
speed of light to calculate distance of the reflecting surface from the sensor [kin].
As with the first generation Kinect, Microsoft provide an extensive SDK with which
to develop programs utilising the improved Kinect’s features, and this was used to
interface with the device for the work in this chapter.
3.3.7 Sixense
The Sixense motion control system from Sixense Entertainment Inc. uses magnetic
motion tracking to provide continuous position and orientation information. The
use of electromagnetic fields is well established technology for reliably measuring
three-dimensional space [Han87]. The Sixense comprises of a base unit connected
to a host pc via USB, and up to 4 wireless hand held controllers. The base unit
emits a rapidly switching magnetic field, that can be detected by 3 orthogonally
placed magnetometers within each of the controllers, providing the reference for
the position and orientation. The use of magnetic field detection means that un-
like the other motion detecting devices discussed in this chapter, the Sixense is not
hampered by camera line of sight issues, but tracking accuracy may be affected by
metallic objects distorting the magnetic field. The controllers connect to the base
station via a proprietary wireless connection, so the host application only commu-
nicates with the base unit itself.
The Circus Challenge game outlined in Chapter 2 utilises 3 Sixense controllers
connected to one base unit; one in each hand, and one tucked into the belt or pocket
at waist level to provide further data on the patient’s base position and motion. By
utilising the relative position of the hand held controllers to the waist controller, con-
troller movements can be differentiated between arm movements and whole body
movements, affording the user some degree of freedom to move around the Sixense
detection area without impacting the accuracy of hand tracking.
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The base unit was located at shoulder height in front of the user such that it does
not block the game screen, but is within the centre of the full range of vertical upper
arm freedom of movement. The distance between the patient and the base unit is
also important, as magnetic field measurement is known to decay in strength and to
distort as the distance between the source and sensor increases [Zac97].
3.4 Experiment Overview
In order to test the overall quality of the chosen motion detection devices, a test pro-
cedure was devised that would take into account the device’s ability to accurately
track position and orientation in all axes of 3D space, a requirement in order to
fully replicate the ’real world’ facsimile movements commonly employed in stroke
recovery measurements. This test required a number of participants to use each of
the tested devices to perform a number of simple movements, each of which was
designed to reveal some aspect of the device’s ability to accurately track movement.
To the author’s best knowledge, there is no existing standard methodology for test-
ing the accuracy of motion controlling devices, either within research literature or
as part of the marketing or technical material of the devices tested. This is partially
due to the differing technologies and use case scenarios of the devices - the Six-
ense is used to replicate hand motion in-game, while the Kinect is designed around
whole-body tracking, for example. Many of the sensors embedded within the de-
vices have datasheets available that do state minimum or maximum detected ranges
(the Wii Mote accelerometer is an Analog Devices ADXL 330, with a datasheet
stated specification of ± 3.0g with an error margin of 10% [Dev]), but as their out-
put may be augmented by other sensors, or filtered in some manner before forming
the final output of the device, it is not useful to look solely at such values in isolation
when considering motion device overall accuracy.
To accommodate the differing technologies and use cases of the devices, a test-
ing procedure had to be devised that would accurately determine both orientation
and positional accuracy, while not favouring any one device over another. The test
procedure must also be simple to perform and be understood by experiment partici-
pants, to allow data to be easily generated, and also easy to determine the results of
computationally - as little filtering or processing of the signal should be performed
so as to avoid adversely affecting the validity of the data being processed.
To this end, a simple experiment based around detection of circular motion was
devised, whereby participants are requested to move their arm in a circle while
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Figure 3.10: The three anatomical body planes: Sagittal, coronal, and transverse.
holding the sensing devices (where applicable); this allows for an intuitive test pro-
cedure, and a simple computation of the device’s ability to track correctly. This test
is performed in a number of different axis, as therapeutic motions may involve a
variety of motions in 3D space around the user. By testing multiple directions, at a
number of different distances, all devices will be treated the same regardless of their
hardware features, and any particular strengths or weaknesses of the tested devices
discovered.
3.4.1 Methodology
The test takes the form of a simple rotation in all three body axes - the sagittal,
coronal, and transverse planes (as in Figure 3.10). The arm is held outward, hold-
ing the tracking device outward where necessary. The arm is then rotated 360° in
the case of the sagittal and coronal plane, while the transverse plane is completed
by having the test subject rotate around on the spot using their feet. By testing in
all axes, a variety of test conditions are encountered. Accuracy in the coronal plane
is primarily due to standard image tracking algorithms, while high quality data in
the sagittal plane requires accuracy in determining a z axis movement change. The
transverse plane provides a measure of a device’s ability to recover from ’hard error’
in that the user’s own body will obscure the their hand during rotation, along with
anything held within it. Poor test results in this plane compared to the sagittal plane
are likely indicators that the device is losing accurate tracking, and cannot quickly
recover tracking once the user has rotated enough such that they no longer obscure
their hand.
All of the devices to be tested are likely to degrade in tracking ability as the
user moves away from their ’base unit’; either as a product of camera resolution
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limitations, or weakening of magnetic field influence. To determine the level of this
degradation, all planes are tested at a distance of 1, 2, 3, and 4 metres. The camera
or base station of the tested device is placed at a height of 150cm from the floor,
and oriented such that it is facing directly forwards, in line with the metre markers
participants use to position themselves.
Test participants were chosen to depict a range of body dimensions, ranging from a
female of 5’2”, to a male of 6’5”. All of the participants were recorded at all 4 dis-
tances, using the Kinect, Kinect 2, Sixense, and PS Move, in a total of 16 separate
runs.
So as to reduce variability in test results, a strict set of instructions are provided
to test participants at the beginning of each of their recording sessions, to be en-
acted in order:
1. Stand with heels on correct metre marker
2. Place hands by side
3. Move hand in direction indicated at comfortable speed
4. Stop when 3 full rotations have been completed
The user completes 3 full rotations per run, with only data recorded from the
second rotation counting towards the final result; this reduces the influence of par-
ticipant error when beginning or ending their movement. A rest period is allowed
between each plane and distance switch, to reduce arm strain, and potential for
dizziness, particularly after completion of the transverse plane test, as it involves
full body rotation.
3.4.2 Metrics
Each of the devices investigated in this chapter are capable of providing both 3D po-
sitional and orientation tracking, through a variety of means. In order to determine
the overall quality of this tracking, it is necessary to determine metrics by which to
measure them. As the focus of this work is the use of video game technology for
stroke rehabilitation of the upper limb, the most relevant tracking point common
to all devices is the user’s hands, and so only this tracking is considered, even in
devices capable of more complex position detection.
3.4.3 Position Accuracy
To produce a measurement of positional accuracy, only the relevant 2 axes for each
plane from each trial-run were considered, creating a sequence of 2D coordinates
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that can be considered as the vertices of a 2D polygon. Each trial’s data is then
centred around the 2D origin, according to the centroid of the polygon, calculated
from all n positions p in the sequence s as:
Centroid(s) =
p1 + p2 + · · ·+ pn
n
(3.4)
Once the captured data has been transformed in this way, it is possible to determine
two metrics by which to rate the quality of the data: position circularity, and orien-
tation drift.
The circularity of data set s can be defined using the following common shape fac-
tor:
Circularity(s) =
4pia
p2
(3.5)
Where a is the area of the shape, and p its perimeter. This circularity measurement
results in a value within the range [0,1].
As we area dealing with 2D coordinates, the area of each polygon can be calcu-
lated using the Shoelace algorithm:
Area(s) =
1
2
|
n
∑
i=1
pixpi+1⊕ny− n∑
i=1
piypi+1⊕nx| (3.6)
Wheras the perimeter is defined as:
Perimeter(s) =
n
∑
i=1
||−−−−−−−−→pi+1⊕n− pi|| (3.7)
The circularity factor is used as a metric of positional accuracy; deviations in po-
sitional tracking will result in changes in area and increase in perimeter length,
lowering the circularity score. Deviations in position orthogonal to a tested plane
will not be accounted for, but this will be compensated for by tests in the other
planes.
3.4.4 Orientation Accuracy
A measure of accuracy of orientation can be formed in a similar way to that of
position. By transforming the relevant forward basis vector for the input device by
the orientation calculated from the recorded sequence, a normalised vector pointing
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Figure 3.11: Left: Orientation mapped as normals. Right: Projecting normals onto sag-
gital plane results in a 2D polygon, the circularity of which can be used to measure arm
orientation accuracy.
in the direction of the device can be created. By projecting this vector onto the plane
being tested, a 2D position can be formed. For directions that lie exactly on the
plane, the point will lie at a distance of 1.0. Deviations in the direction away from
the plane will result in projected points closer to the origin. The projected direction
vectors over the course of one movement will form a 2D polygon, as shown in
Figure 3.11, that can be tested using the same circularity measurement discussed
previously. This method will not take into account deviations in rotation around the
test axis, but tendencies towards inaccuracy in all axes will be discovered by testing
of all three body planes.
3.4.5 Overall Quality
As the circularity calculation provides values in the range [0,1], the circularity of
position and orientation can be used to calculate a measure of data quality as a sim-
ple arithmetic mean:
Quality(s) =
Circularity(sp)+Circularity(sv)
2
(3.8)
Where p and v are the position and calculated forward vector data sets of test se-
quence s.
3.5 Data Recording and Analysis
In order to facilitate the recording, visualisation, and analysis of the data obtained
from the test participants, a number of programs were created. All were pro-
grammed in the C++ language using Microsoft Visual Studio (www.visualstudio.com/;
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Microsoft Inc), and utilised the Qt toolkit (www.qt.io/; The Qt Company) for their
graphical user interface, with OpenGL (www.opengl.org; Khronos Group) used for
hardware accelerated 3D rendering where necessary.
The first of these programs was used to record participant data, and thus was linked
against all necessary libraries to communicate with any of the tested devices. Upon
selecting a device and successfully connecting to it, a window displays the position
of a tracked device, superimposed over a live video feed if available. This allows
for correct calibration of the device, ensuring that it is placed correctly to success-
fully see the test participant. On screen vocal delivery cues are presented to deliver
to the test participant, and upon pressing the play button, data is recorded to a file,
labelled automatically with the test participant’s name, the current body plane, and
timestamp. Data is saved to file as frequently as the motion device allows, and con-
sists of a constant stream of 3D positions, 4D orientations, and time since recording
began. All values are floating point, with positions being native measurements of
the device, and orientations encoded as unit length quaternions.
Previously recorded data can be loaded into a second program, which allows for
visualisation of a dataset in 3D space, rendered on screen using the OpenGL graph-
ics library. In addition to visualisation, it allows for cutting of datasets. With a data
recording loaded, it is necessary to crop data to only the second rotation based on
selecting beginning and ending timestamps, determined from a playback ’scrubber’
bar.
The beginning timestamp was always manually selected using the scrubber bar,
as it was found that automatic methods were highly error prone - due to inaccurate
sampling in some devices, particularly at distance and in the transverse plane led
to high error rates in automatic detection attempts, also it was found that some test
subjects would not necessarily strictly follow instructions - swinging their arms to
’warm up’ before beginning their rotations, or switching the arm used to hold the
controller between play sessions.
An attempt at finding the end of a dataset can be attempted by the program, by
automatically progressing through the dataset to find the next nearest data point to
the start, after having progressed through the dataset to pass through a point di-
rectly opposite the start, as demonstrated in Figure 3.12, in which the nearest point
to starting point a is actually incorrect due to a noisy signal (point b), and issue
which can be alleviated by seeking for the nearest data point only after point c has
been traversed. This simple rule helped reduce occasions where inaccurate position
sampling by the device (or user error) caused the movement to pass back from the
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Figure 3.12: Automatic inference of a rotation end, utilising the direction of travel, and
determination of nearby waypoints. While position b is closest to starting point a, it is
actually the result of noisy data, and should not be considered the end waypoint
starting point. Manual inspection of the selected data point is performed, as this
method could still sometimes fail, but generally saved time during the process of
cropping the data.
A final analysis program is ran to programmatically generate comma separated
value files, and generate plots for each dataset, using the QCustomPlot plugin for
the Qt toolkit (www.qcustomplot.com; Emanuel Eichhammer). This program takes
in a set of all n samples from a previously recorded file, and produces quality met-
rics from the position and orientation data, and generates x-y plots of the position
and orientation data. This process is automatically undertaken for every dataset in a
user-specified source folder, including any subfolders, allowing for a large amount
of data to be generated with a single user operation. Upon completion of individual
dataset analysis, the program generates per-device, and per-distance quality metrics,
derived from the mean of all relevant datasets.
3.6 Results
3.6.1 Considerations
It is worth noting that the recording methodology accentuates weaknesses with cer-
tain types of motion detecting device. Of the devices chosen, The Kinect and Kinect
V2 are the only ones which are entirely camera based. This results in cases of ’hard
error’, due to the lack of information when the camera cannot see the user’s hand.
The MoveMe uses camera tracking for positional data, so it too will suffer from
a drop-out in positional information when the Move ’wand’ cannot be seen by the
PS Eye camera; although orientation can still be tracked from the sensors contained
within the Move device, for the purposes of this experiment they were ignored when
the position was not determinable, to preserve the 1:1 mapping of position and ori-
entation samples.
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Device Sum Distance Sum Angle Distance Travelled Angle Travelled
KinectV1 0.084 0.6938 0.0037 0.00962
KinectV2 0.955 149.878 0.00091 0.7196
MoveMe 2101.93 8.835 8.9441 0.00169
Sixense 227.936 1.2120 4.2719 0.00826
MotionPlus 4281.13 2.254 4272.98 0.20264
Table 3.1: Device Steadiness Comparison: Travelled columns represent delta from first
measurement to last, with sum representing the accumulation of delta from measurement to
measurement. Angle measured in degrees. Distance measured in cm.
This weakness is expected to show itself primarily when recording movements in
the transverse plane, as the user’s body will obscure the camera’s view of the hand /
device, with some additional obscuration expected with the sagittal plane recordings
when the hand is facing away from the camera. While any loss of data is obviously
undesirable, the ability for the devices to re-detect and track the desired movement
after obscuration is a useful metric when considering the efficacy of motion devices
for rehabilitative purposes.
It must also be noted that a device does not necessarily have to be capable of a
final Quality result of 1.0 to be considered to have ’perfect’ tracking. As the user
is required to move their arm in a circular pattern, the maximum Quality that can
be generated is limited by the movement of the test subject’s shoulder joints, and
their ability to keep entirely to movement across the tested plane. All test subjects
self-report as being fully able bodied, and stated that they were comfortable with
the motions required; however results of movement in the sagittal plane was found
to have a slight outward movement towards the top of the movement in most users
as they bring their arm around. While each test participant was of a different stature,
the use of normalised directions and positions in the Quality metrics means that any
such movement deviations impact each user’s score by the same amount, allowing
comparisons to still be made.
3.6.2 Data Output At Rest
To provide a baseline measurement of expected quality from each of the devices, a
30 second recording of the device at rest was taken; in the case of the Kinect devices,
this required a volunteer to sit still, with their arms being tracked. The recordings
were taken at a distance or two metres, as this was the minimum distance covered
by all of the tested devices. The results of this initial test are tabulated in Table
3.1. This shows the sum of the changes in distance and orientation angle between
the samples in a 30 second recording of the device at rest, and the total change in
position and orientation between the first and last samples.
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Immediately obvious is the poor result in movement from the Wii RemotePlus -
the sum distance is several orders of magnitude larger than any other, due to the
accumulated error in the double integration of position from acceleration. Both the
MoveMe and Sixense also have large sum distances recorded, but, due to the low
change in final position, it can be inferred that this was due to a high frequency
’jitter’, rather than a large drift over time. As the Wii RemotePlus will report an
acceleration value without any inbuilt processing to counteract gravity, this was ac-
counted for by taking the mean of a short sample of the RemotePlus accelerometer
vector at rest, and negating the result, transformed by the orientation of the device.
Evidently this was not sufficient to reliably remove gravity from the device reading,
and further processing would be required to create a stable result.
The Kinect2 shows a large accumulated sum angle, despite a low distance travelled.
Due to the method in which orientation is determined from the skeleton calculated
by the Kinect software this is a curious result, as it suggests that the ’parent’ joint
of the skeletal hierarchy must have had a large drift or jitter in its position. Visual
inspection of the entire skeleton provided by the Kinect software does tally with
this result, as the pose presented tends to distort frequently. The low distances for
the Kinect devices are at odds with the other tested devices, suggesting additional
filtering of position, while the low changes in angle over time as compared to posi-
tion for all devices is a good indicator as to the relative difficulties in determining
these values.
3.6.3 Sample Rates
The devices tested communicate with their host PC in a variety of ways - The Kinect
via direct USB connection, the Sixense wirelessly to a USB connected base unit,
and the PS Move wirelessly via Bluetooth to a PlayStation 3 running the MoveMe
server, which then sends the results to the host computer via TCP/IP. Due to these
connection differences, and the differing ways in which the controllers derive po-
sition and orientation information, it is useful to compare their respective update
rates, as reported from the interface software.
Device Coronal Transverse Sagittal
KinectV1 70.125 117.0 56.625
KinectV2 36.381 75.864 34.9
MoveMe 140.583 220.231 144.333
Sixense 137.667 188.267 142.933
Table 3.2: All devices Sample Count Chart: Mean sample count of each body plane across
all recordings at all distances
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The mean sample counts for each device across all recorded trial runs are col-
lated in Table 3.2. It can be immediately noted that the Kinect devices update at a
significantly lower rate than the MoveMe and Sixense devices, which both report
at a similar rate. The effects of sample rate upon the resulting quality of movement
detection is discussed in the Kinect section. It was found after test completion that
the transverse plane took on average longer to complete than the other planes (≈
2.5 seconds, compared to ≈ 1.35 and ≈ 1.45). Adjusting sample counts based on
time taken results in Table 3.3. As expected, this reveals the lower sample count per
second in the transverse plane for both the MoveMe and Sixense controllers, due
to camera obscuration and greater distance from the base unit respectively; how-
ever, the Kinect devices tended towards higher. This can perhaps be explained by
the tendency of both Kinects to generate highly inaccurate skeletal tracking poses
when limbs are obscured from the camera, resulting in the high angle travelled noted
in Section 3.6.2.
Device Coronal Transverse Sagittal
KinectV1 51.5523 46.448 38.7132
KinectV2 26.7454 30.1178 23.8603
MoveMe 103.3493 87.431 98.6771
Sixense 101.2056 74.7415 97.7199
Mean Time 1.3603 2.5189 1.4627
Table 3.3: Sample Counts adjusted for time: Different body planes took differing amounts
of time to complete on average. Dividing mean sample counts of Table 3.2 by time allows
a measurement of samples per second for each device. Mean time measured in seconds.
3.6.4 Overview Of Circularity Results
The circularity metric calculations for each device are shown in Table 3.4 and Fig-
ure 3.13. Dashes indicate distances for which no data could be recorded for that
particular device, due to insufficient distance between the test participant and the
detection device for it to correctly detect all of their movement. To aid in the visu-
alisation of these results, they are additionally collated graphically in Figure 3.13.
3.6.5 Wii MotionPlus Results
The position of the Wii MotionPlus device can be determined in one of two ways:
Either via double integration of its accelerometer data over time, or by processing
the position of the IR light sources from the tracker bar, as discussed in Section
3.3.1. Unfortunately, the experiment as designed is unsuitable for position determi-
nation via the tracker bar, as the bar will never be in the line of sight when rotating in
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Device Distance Orientation Position Quality
KinectV1 1 - - -
KinectV1 2 0.7048 0.6035 0.6542
KinectV1 3 0.5124 0.5958 0.5541
KinectV1 4 - - -
KinectV2 1 0.5294 0.5283 0.5289
KinectV2 2 0.6558 0.6849 0.6703
KinectV2 3 0.5392 0.5555 0.5474
KinectV2 4 0.5181 0.4888 0.5034
MoveMe 1 - - -
MoveMe 2 0.9752 0.6458 0.8105
MoveMe 3 0.9409 0.3863 0.6636
MoveMe 4 0.7634 0.2417 0.5025
Sixense 1 0.9805 0.9487 0.9646
Sixense 2 0.8749 0.8354 0.8552
Sixense 3 0.4476 0.4153 0.4315
Sixense 4 0.4967 0.3017 0.3992
Table 3.4: Device Circularity Comparison: Results of circularity calculation outlined in
section 3.4.3. Results closer to 1.0 are better. Distance measured in metres.
the coronal plane, and only briefly when rotating in the transverse or sagittal planes.
Accurate derivation of position from accelerometer data is notoriously difficult, as
any noise or bias in the accelerometer data will quickly accumulate into large errors
in position. As gravity will be detected by the accelerometers, it must be accounted
for, and any inaccuracy in this calculation will again result in large errors in posi-
tion. This process too is error-prone, as evidenced by the large values reported by
the Wii in Table 3.1.
Despite the poor positional output, a test trial of rotating in the transverse plane
shows excellent stability, as shown in a plot in Figure 3.14, of the x and z compo-
nents of the transformed forward vectors of each frame. As positional data could
not be reliably calculated, no further tests were performed using the Wii MotionPlus
device.
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Figure 3.13: Device Circularity Comparison Chart, showing the results of the orientation
quality calculation at a distance of 1,2,3 & 4 metres. The 1 and 4 metre results of the Kinect
1 are 0, due to being outside of the device’s capable tracking range.
Figure 3.14: Wii orientation accuracy: The device is capable of a steady, high quality output
rate in the transverse plane, with all samples being at a normalised distance of > 0.9.
3.6.6 Playstation Move Results
When trialling the MoveMe server setup, the 1 meter point was unable to be suc-
cessfully recorded, as the field of view of the camera was insufficient to fully capture
even the smallest trial participant. Recorded orientation information was considered
excellent, with orientation circularity of ≈ 0.95 in all 3 planes at 2 and 3 metres,
dropping to 0.76 at 4 metres. Unlike the other devices, orientation is derived from
gyroscopes and accelerometers contained within the PS Move device, rather than
a camera image or magnetic field, and so is unaffected by distance, however a re-
duction in image position tracking leads to fewer orientation samples being taken,
impacting the quality of both. Position circularity at 2 metres was considered good
(circularity 0.646, stdev 0.178), but displays a rapid drop-off at distance, resulting
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Figure 3.15: Plot of MoveMe at 4 metres in
transverse plane
Figure 3.16: Plot of MoveMe at 2 metres in
transverse plane
in a consistent poor result (circularity 0.38 stdev 0.024).
Fully accurate tracking of the MoveMe does start to degrade at 3 metres, with z
axis tracking degradation prominent in several samples at 3 metres, and in most at
4 metres, but despite this movement in the coronal plane remained accurate. Figure
3.15 shows an example of a trial run from the MoveMe at 4 metres in the transverse
plane, post-centralisation. Immediately obvious is the large gap in the top left quar-
ter of the graph - the trial participant was rotating anticlockwise, with the beginning
of the gap denoting the point at which the move became obscure by their arm, and
the end the point at which tracking was regained, with an additional tracking fault
in the bottom left quadrant. Data also becomes more ovular at distance, with an
approximately 2:1 ratio between minimum and maximum point lengths in the plot
axis (position circularity: 0.45). This can be compared to figure 3.16, in which a
transverse plane recording at 2 metres shows an approximate 1:1 ratio (position cir-
cularity: 0.807).
The position detection limit of the MoveMe software appears to be approximately 4
meters, as it was noted in several trials that further movement in the z axis caused a
’cutoff’ effect, where no further movement in the axis is seen, demonstrated in the
right of Figure 3.17, a trial run which resulted in an orientation circularity of 0.81,
yet only a position circularity 0.03.
3.6.7 Microsoft Kinect Results
Trials using both Kinect devices reveal that both behave similarly, and result in
practically identical performance at 2 and 3 metres; however the Kinect 2 benefits
from updated optics and processing that allow it to additionally track users at 1 and
4 metres. Figure 3.18 shows the similarity in the overall quality metric scores, with
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Figure 3.17: Plot of MoveMe showing cutoff effect at 4 metres along right of graph
the blue bars representing Kinect V2 quality results, and orange bars the original
Kinect device.
Figure 3.18: Kinect Quality at distance comparison. Results closer to 1.0 are more perfect
in both orientation and position. Blue bars represent overall Kinect 2 quality at 1,2,3 &4
metres, while orange bars display the original Kinect qualities at the same distances.
As per Figure 3.4, the Kinect scores at 2 are noticeably lower than those of the
other tested devices (0.65 for Kinect 1, 0.52 for Kinect 2, compared to 0.81 for
MoveMe, and 0.85 for Sixense). By splitting up the quality metric on a per-axis
basis in table 3.5, it can be seen where the weaknesses in the Kinect sensor lie:
Kinect Coronal Transverse Sagittal
Kinect 1 0.839 0.204 0.807
Kinect 2 0.834 0.154 0.784
Table 3.5: Kinect Quality per axis: Results closer to 1.0 are better in both orientation and
position.
Both Kinect devices produce a very poor mean performance in the transverse
plane (Kinect 1 quality 0.204 Stdev 0.23, Kinect 2 quality 0.154 Stdev 0.143).
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This is to be expected, as rotations on this plane will lead to cases of hard error,
when the tracked hand becoming obscured for a period. However, comparison with
the MoveMe in the transverse plane (mean quality 0.68, Stdev 0.288), a similarly
camera-based solution, reveals particular weakness in this plane.
One explanation of this could be due to the method in which each device derives
position. Both Kinect devices work by calculating an entire hierarchical skeleton of
joints, with the position of the wrist bone relying on the rest of the arm being cor-
rectly tracked, thus requiring more of the arm to be visible than with the MoveMe,
where the bright, uniquely coloured ball of the PS Move can be quickly found via
simple computer vision techniques.
Figure 3.19: Plot of Kinect 2 at 2 metres in transverse plane. The large error in the upper
left exemplifies how the kinect reacts to loss of tracking of the hand, resulting in significant
deviations in positional tracking in each sample.
The quality scores of both Kinect devices are limited by the low sample rate of
the devices, as shown in table 3.6. Lower sample counts will result in a more ex-
treme ’squaring off’ of the circular movement being recorded. An example Kinect
2 recording of the transverse plane at 2 metres is shown in figure 3.19. When com-
pared to figure 3.16, the lower sample density becomes apparent. This data plot also
shows a phenomena unique to the Kinect devices - as the person being recorded ro-
tates such that their hand becomes obscured, the Kinect devices will attempt to seek
out the hand elsewhere in the image, frequently picking up the left hand or other part
of the body, thus the cluster of data points towards the centre of the plot. This is
in contrast to the MoveMe, which will simply stop tracking until the ball is detected.
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Figure 3.20: Sixense Quality Distance Comparison, showing the overall quality result at
1,2,3 & 4 metres.
Device Axis 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M
Kinect 1 Coronal - 80.80 52.33 -
Kinect 1 Trans. - 133.40 89.67 -
Kinect 1 Sagittal - 62.40 47.00 -
Kinect 2 Coronal 34.80 35.56 40.17 29.00
Kinect 2 Trans. 69.83 79.00 77.00 78.00
Kinect 2 Sagittal 36.00 31.57 34.50 38.50
Table 3.6: Kinect sample count per axis: Distance measured in metres. Higher counts are
likely to result in more accurate readings of true position and orientation.
3.6.8 Sixense TrueMotion Results
The Sixense is unique among the tested controllers in that it can accurately track
position and orientation without the need for a camera. The performance of the
device does degrade quickly with distance, however. This can be seen in a graph of
its combined score metric vs. distance, in which a combined score of 0.96, drops
to 0.43 and 0.39 by metres 3 and 4 (figure 3.20). This performance degradation is
the worst of all devices over distance, and beyond 2 metres, the Sixense displays
the worst quality metric of all devices. At a distance of 1 metre (or even less, as
the device is not constrained by a camera’s field of vision) however, the device is
the best performer, with almost perfect circularity for both orientation and position,
resulting in the excellent overall quality metrics shown in Table 3.4.
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By examining the quality results for each axis and distance collated in Table 3.7,
a general weakness in the sagittal plane can clearly be seen. Table 3.8 additionally
shows the standard deviation of data samples for each axis and distance. Together,
these show the high quality results of the Sixense at 1 metre, with particularly low
deviation in quality observed in the transverse plane, a factor which separates the
Sixense apart from the other tested devices. At 4 metres, the sagittal plane results
in a consistently bad quality metric.
Axis 1 Metre 2 Metre 3 Metre 4 Metre
Coronal 0.9592 0.9521 0.4361 0.6648
Trans. 0.9847 0.9512 0.7023 0.3588
Sagittal 0.9497 0.6622 0.1560 0.1740
Table 3.7: Sixense Circularity axis comparison: Results closer to 1.0 are better.
Axis 1 Metre 2 Metre 3 Metre 4 Metre
Coronal 0.0257 0.0225 0.3634 0.3739
Trans. 0.0064 0.0243 0.1657 0.2119
Sagittal 0.0198 0.1837 0.2114 0.1075
Table 3.8: Sixense Quality deviation axis comparison across all tested distances. Numbers
are standard deviation of overall quality of recordings made in each body axis
The extent to which the Sixense degrades becomes most apparent visually - Fig-
ure 3.21 shows the degradation in quality when taking recordings of movement in
the sagittal plane, from an excellent results at a distance of 1 metre, to a complete
breakdown of shape at 4 metres, making detection of circular gestures impossible.
Figure 3.21: Left: Plot of Sixense positions at 1 metre in sagittal plane Right: Plot of
Sixense positions at 4 metres in sagittal plane. Together, these display how much positional
information degrades at distance using the Sixense device.
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3.6.9 Discussion: Motion Sensing Devices
Devices designed to track hand movements are of great potential use within the
field of rehabilitative gaming. However, in order to best utilise motion devices, it
is important to factor in the relative strengths and weaknesses of each available de-
vice. The work described in this chapter enables an assessment of the ability of a
number of motion devices to correctly detect the motions that could could make up
a rehabilitative therapy.
The results obtained via this experiment serve as a useful indicator as to the quality
of data pertinent to gesture recognition in the context of rehabilitative gaming. The
most interesting outcome from this work is the excellent quality of data obtained
from the Sixense device when used at distances close to its base unit, showing high
accuracy in both position and orientation across usage in all 3 planes. This would
suggest the Sixense would make an excellent device to use in situations where a
high degree of fidelity in movement detection is required, such as detection of spe-
cific limb movements and poses. The device begins to heavily degrade at distance,
however, so careful considerations must be made as to the environment it is used
in - applications deployed via a laptop or tablet would be ideal conditions for the
Sixense device.
Tests performed using the MoveMe setup show that the device produces quality
positional and orientation information at 2 metres, with a degradation in perfor-
mance beyond that. At 2 metres, all trial participants could be fully detected with
limbs outstretched, making the MoveMe a good choice for living room interaction
on a larger screen. The main downfall of the MoveMe server package is its reliance
on additional external hardware - a PlayStation 3 console and a working network
connection. Further work will be required to determine whether tighter control of
the environment, in regards to any patches of light within the MoveMe’s field of
vision, would result in improved performance at range.
Although the Kinect devices score less well than the others, notably in the trans-
verse plane, it should be pointed out that these devices provide data on the entire
shape of the body, and in the Kinect 2’s case, additional body metrics such as heart
rate. When used at a distance of 2 meters, with no hand obscuration, these devices
still produce quality data. At 2 meters, scores between the two devices are very
similar, both displaying a weakness in recalculating its body tracking sufficiently
to determine hand position during rotations in the transverse plane. As with the
MoveMe, further testing is required to determine the sensitivity of the Kinect to
differing lighting conditions; however, several trials with the Kinect 2 showed the
device tracking the incorrect hand as the user turned away from the camera, sug-
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gesting that processing of the camera image for facial detection to infer orientation
could lead to a reduction in false readings.
3.7 Accuracy Metrics Of Force Sensing Devices
Many physical ailments can lead to a reduction in muscle strength in the hand and
fingers [HWW+87] [KFCR06], and neurological conditions such as stroke can im-
pair the use of a limb [HPBM01], resulting in muscle atrophy over time [SVA+13],
causing further reduction of limb capability. Therefore, as part of the overall reha-
bilitation strategy of a patient suffering upper limb impairment, it is necessary to
determine changes in ability to apply force with that limb; weaknesses in overall
arm strength, or inability to apply force with precision lessens the ability to perform
everyday tasks, reducing independence and quality of life. Many of the metrics
used to gauge physical condition have sections that focus on upper limb dexterity
and strength, such as a tests involving writing with a pen, or picking up and pour-
ing a jug of water [TMC+]. To fully realize the concept of a complete home-based
physical rehabilitation routine based on video game technologies, there must be
methods by which to accurately measure patient strength, and gameplay features
that promote increased upper limb usage.
For patients suffering acutely from the effects of stroke, it may be that only small
limb movements are possible at all, making devices designed for detection of gross
movement unsuitable. Therefore, other means by which a video game based reha-
bilitation therapy can be engaged with must be investigated. In such cases, it may be
better to create gameplay mechanics around what limited ability a user has, again
by measuring the ability to apply force, rather than the ability to move the entire
upper limb.
In this section, a number of force sensing devices are examined, and tested for their
accuracy. All of the devices discussed here were used as part of the patient trials
of the rehabilitative software discussed in Chapter 4. There are relatively few com-
mercial force sensing game controllers on the market, so two of the tested devices
are instead designed for commercial purposes such as stock weighting.
3.7.1 Tested Devices
3.7.1.1 Wii Balance Board
The most popular force sensing gaming device currently on the market is Nintendo’s
Wii Balance Board [Nin], an inexpensive device designed to be stood upon, and
used to interact with games that measure weight and the user’s centre of gravity. As
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outlined in Chapter 2, the device consists of 4 sensors arranged in a square, each
capable of detecting up to 37.5kg of force imparted upon it. While the work of Clark
et al [CBP+10] suggests that the Wii Balance Board will be unsuitable for upper
arm rehabilitative tasks due to its high minimum detectable change, the device’s
ubiquity and affordability makes it a good baseline by which to compare the other
devices. As with the Wii Remote, Nintendo have not released any official means
by which to connect and communicate with the Wii Balance Board to a personal
computer; however, as it uses the standard Bluetooth protocol for connectivity there
are a number of open source libraries that can be used to extract information from it.
For the purposes of these tests, the WiiUse library is used, as with the Wii Remote
discussed earlier.
3.7.1.2 Saitek X-65F
The Saitek X-65F (www.saitek.com; Mad Catz Interactive, Inc.) is a high-end joy-
stick designed to be used with flight simulator software, with a retail price of ap-
proximately £250. It has a number of characteristics that made it worth investigating
as a force sensing tool. Firstly, it has an unusual design for a joystick in that it has
no moving parts - unlike most joysticks which pivot and/or rotate, with the user’s
input determined via potentiometers or IR sensors, the X65F instead detects force
imparted upon it via proprietary sensors in the base of the unit, with the joystick
shaft itself remaining stationary. Secondly, as an extension of this force detection
feature, the joystick software reports user input in kilograms of force, rather than
an arbitrary scale. The software controlling the joystick enables a customisable kgf
reporting range, allowing for an accurately calibrated result. Being designed for
gameplay which involves small adjustments and fast reaction times, the joystick is
presumed to have been designed to have a small minimum detectable change, and a
high sample rate.
3.7.1.3 Pressure Profile Systems ConTacts C500 - DLP-IO8
The Contacts C500 load sensor is a commercially available device, designed for
medical and automotive uses (www.pressureprofile.com/capacitive-sensors; Pres-
sure Profile Systems). It is a capacitive sensor, designed to measure the capacitance
between two electrically charged surfaces built into it - as force is applied to the
device, the surfaces are pushed closer together, and a measurable increase in ca-
pacitance occurs. Each sensor is rated to detect up to 10PSI of force, equivalent to
approximately 4.53 kgf. The sensor itself is contained within a small fabric pad,
connected to an electronics project box, containing the part of the device that turns
the capacitive measurement into an analogue signal. Further hardware is required
to convert this analogue signal into a digital reading suitable for computer use.
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Figure 3.22: The Saitek X-65F device: the shaft of the device does not move, but instead is
used to measure the amount of force the user is applying to the device.
For the purposes of this experiment, four such C500 load sensors were connected
to a DLP-IO8 acquisition board (www.dlpdesign.com/usb/io8.shtml; DLP Design)
- a small unit capable of receiving analogue signals, converting them to digital val-
ues, and transferring them to PC via a USB connection working as a virtual serial
port. The DLP device receives ASCII commands via an SSH connection, respond-
ing with the current voltage read on a particular pin. This voltage can be converted
into a force reading, with higher voltages corresponding to higher loads. This re-
lationship is non-linear, however, with reported values differing slightly between
sensors. Each sensor is provided with a spreadsheet, containing the results of a cal-
ibrated load performed by the manufacturer, as an ordered list of tuples of weight
and voltage. This data was used in the experiment to calculate an approximate force
from the non-linear voltage recordings, interpolated via a cubic Hermite spline.
3.7.1.4 Loadstar iLoad Mini
The final device tested for its aplicability is the iLoad Mini, manufactured by Load-
Star Sensors (www.loadstarsensors.com; Loadstar Sensors). The device is a small
metal disc, designed to be mounted under a plate, to be used as highly accurate
scales for medical and safety applications. Each sensor is stated by the manufac-
turer to be capable of a minimum detectable change of 1% its maximum rated load
of 10.0 kgf, potentially making the devices ideal for upper limb therapy purposes.
Similar to the C500 devices, the iLoad Mini is a capacitive force sensor. The de-
vices are connected to a DQ-4000 unit, also manufactured by LoadStar Sensors,
which is individually calibrated to turn the non-linear voltage readings into binary
data; as with the DLP-IO8 device, the DQ-4000 is a USB device acting as a virtual
serial port, with communication occurring via SSH.
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Figure 3.23: Left: The PPS C500, attached to a DLP-IO8 analogue to USB converter.
Right: The LoadStar iLoad Mini device. Both devices are capable of measuring force using
4 individual sensors, and reporting the result over USB.
3.7.2 Experiment Methodology
For each device, three experiments were performed: one to determine the sensitiv-
ity of the device, one to determine whether their reported values drift over time,
and one to determine the accuracy of the reported values at a number of different
weights, placed upon the devices to impart force upon them. The values reported are
measured against values recorded by digital scales, stated to be accurate to within
0.01g. Not all of the devices supported the same range of detection, but where
possible devices were compared like-for-like.
3.7.2.1 Accuracy Test Methodology
The differing force detection mechanisms of the devices necessitated slight differ-
ences in the methodology employed in testing each of the devices. For the LoadStar
and PPS devices, the sensors were arranged in a square, and a flat surface placed
on to of them to support the weights. For each tested weight, the sensor values at
rest were first measured, and the tare weight recorded for later subtraction. Then,
the weight was applied, and the resulting values were recorded as fast as the device
would report them for a duration of not less than 90 seconds. The first 30 seconds
of applied force was discarded to remove inaccurate readings resulting from instan-
taneous force, and the results of the 4 sensors summed to provide a mean weight.
The Saitek joystick required a different approach, as none of the surfaces of the
joystick shaft were suitable for balancing weights on. As the joystick is designed to
be attached to a desk, the base unit of the joystick comes complete with 4 threaded
bolt holes; it was therefore possible to mount the joystick onto a bespoke setup that
securely held the joystick at a 90°angle, such that its x axis pointed up and down,
and the shaft of the joystick extended outwards. It was then possible to attach a
platform that hangs underneath the joystick, within which weights can be placed.
The platform was attached around the centre of the shaft of the joystick, to most
closely match the point at which the average user would apply force to the joystick.
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3.7.2.2 Noise & Bias Test Methodology
For each device, a second experiment was performed, whereby the sensors were left
for a longer period of 5 and a half minutes, in order to determine how bias and noise
affects a device over time. The device was loaded using a weight of 5 kilograms,
to avoid any issues with values being internally clamped to 0 that may have arisen
from an unladen device. The standard deviation, and sum of differences between
each sample are determined from this data recording. A trend line was calculated
for each sensor recording using lest squares analysis, to allow a measure of bias over
time. As in the accuracy experiment, for each tested weight, the first 30 seconds of
data was discarded to remove any instantaneous force from the readings, providing
a 5 minute data sample.
3.7.2.3 Sensitivity Test Methodology
Each device was also tested for its sensitivity - that is, its ability to respond to
minor differences in applied force. This was achieved by determining the minimum
detectable change in reported value. As all of the devices will have some degree
of noise in the reported value, the ability to detect small changes will be influenced
by the outcome of the bias test. To determine that differing levels of force could be
determined a test protocol was devised that would find the minimum level of force
change that could be reliably detected from the output signal from the devices. This
took the form of adding weights to the device at 30 second intervals, and performing
analysis on the resulting data. This was repeated a number of times with different
weight values, to determine within 15 grams the minimum change that could be
reliably extracted from the signal. The output of these test runs was analysed within
the MATLAB software package (uk.mathworks.com; The MathWorks, Inc.), using
tools for handling piecewise constant signals. As the data would ideally take the
form of a number of ’jumps’ in the recorded value, as weights were added, the
chosen method of signal analysis used was Robust Jump Penalisation, performed
using MATLAB plugins from Little and Jones [LJ11], as this form of processing
naturally preserves such signal shapes. As with the other tests, the sensitivity test
was performed with a baseline load to prevent clamping issues, and the first 30
seconds of each run removed.
3.7.3 Results
3.7.3.1 Noise & Bias Experiment Results
The results of the bias experiment are shown in Figure 3.24. Several results are
made immediately clear from the graph, most notably the amount of noise in the
signal received from the Wii Balance board compared to the other devices, and the
high level of accuracy of the iLoad device compared to any of the others. Table
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3.9 collates further results from the bias test; it shows the iLoad and Saitek devices
as having particularly low standard deviation in recorded value over time, and that
the Wii Balance board suffers from several orders of magnitude more noise in its
signal, measured by the derivative of the y-axis value over the course of the exper-
iment; this is to such an extent that accurate measurements of small values may be
impossible.
Only the PPS C500 displays a noticeable bias over time, and has a notable increase
in the amount of signal noise over time - the shape of the graphed data is better
described as that of a cone than a line. Such signal output may result in the device
being unsuited to tasks involving a constant amount of force being applied over
time, such as centre of balance therapies, or for detecting small changes over time,
as user input will be masked behind the natural bias of the device.
Figure 3.24: Graph displaying device noise and bias over time of each device. Noise is
represented as high frequency oscillations (note the Balance Board results in green), while
bias is shown as a constant shift in measurement over time (note the positive bias of the
PPS500 in orange).
3.7.3.2 Wii Balance Board
Previous work utilising the Wii Balance Board has suggested that the device would
be unsuitable for accurate measurement of applied force [CBP+10], and the accu-
racy test has shown this to largely be the case. Table 3.10 collates the readings taken
using the device, showing the large range of error percentage - at all weights the de-
vice under-reported the true weight applied, except for the large overestimation at
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Device Total Diff Std Dev. Best Fit Slope
Wii Balance Board 210640.37 66.227 -0.078
Saitek X65F 2370.00 2.484 -0.008
PPS C500 22695.78 62.860 0.716
iLoad Mini 7172.65 3.258 0.014
Table 3.9: Bias Results for all devices: Diff is sum of differences from true applied force
across all samples (in g). Best fit slope is the slope of a line of best fit of all data samples.
20g, which can be assumed to be due to the large amount of noise present in the
device readings, as shown in the noise and bias test. The device does however im-
prove in accuracy as more weight is applied - as the device is originally designed to
be stood upon, it can be assumed that the onboard sensors are designed to be most
accurate at the ranges around that of a typical person’s weight. The device would
therefore be unsuitable for realtime determination of small input forces, but could
still prove to be useful in therapies closer in design to its original intention, that of
games based around a shift in the centre of gravity, possibly as part of a therapeutic
routine for balance improvement and core muscle strength.
Despite the level of noise in the signal, the sensitivity test resulted in an accurate
determination of 5 50g weights applied to the device (Figure 3.25 Right), failing
at 35g by not detecting the first applied weight (Figure 3.25 Left). This suggests
that the Wii Balance Board would be useful in cases where it is only necessary to
monitor force readings to determine compliance with a force-based routine, rather
than detecting accuracy of applied force.
Figure 3.25: Results of sensitivity test for the Wii Balance Board, noting that while ex-
tremely noisy, analysis can be performed to reliably determine the points at which 50g
weights are applied to the device, but can fail at a weight of 35g. X axis is time, Y axis is
reported weight in g.
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Weight Mean Error % Error
20g 60.996 40.996 204.982
100g 94.695 -5.305 -5.305
500g 288.638 -211.362 -42.272
1000g 604.043 -395.957 -39.596
2500g 1971.451 -528.549 -21.142
5000g 4473.207 -526.793 -10.536
Table 3.10: Wii Balance Board force calculation results. Mean column is mean value across
all recorded samples at each weight, measured in grams.
Weight Mean Error % Error
20g 21.74 1.74 8.68
100g 113.59 13.59 13.59
500g 587.22 87.22 17.44
1000g 1061.38 61.38 6.14
2500g 2489.76 -10.24 -0.41
5000g 4743.65 -256.35 -5.13
Table 3.11: Saitek X-65F Force Calculation Results at 10.0kgf. Mean column is mean value
across all recorded samples at each weight, measured in grams.
3.7.3.3 Saitek X-65F
The Saitek control software provided with the joystick allows for the setting of a
number of variables, including deadzone per axis, and maximum reported force.
This latter ability necessitated a number of additional tests to see how the maxi-
mum value related to the accuracy of output.
Before running the experiments with the Saitek device, a sample of the device at
rest was recorded, with the maximum reported force set to 10.0 kgf. This revealed
a mean x-axis position of -22.54 (stdev 1.24), and y-axis position of -9.48 (stdev
1.45), in the native units of the device. The -22.54 offset on the axis equated to
the mechanism being off by approximately 0.1 kgf. By leaving the joystick alone
and changing its force setting to have a maximum of 0.2kgf movement the offset
rose to approximately 50% inaccuracy at the lowest setting. This points towards
a physical limitation of the mechanism within the joystick, possibly some inherent
bias in the device, as it was also noted that the device would not always ’centre’
correctly when pushed, similar in effect to the accelerometer issues discussed in
Section 3.2. Table 3.11 shows the results of the accuracy experiment when the de-
vice software is set up to have a maximum reporting value of 10.0 kgf in the x and y
axis. As can be seen, the values reported are accurate only to within 10% or worse
within the range of values the devices are expected to handle when used to detect
human force. As the device supports a variable maximum detection value, a further
accuracy experiment was performed with a lower maximum value of 2.5 kgf; the
results of this are collated in Table 3.12. It had been hoped that at a lower range, the
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Weight Mean Error % Error
20g 22.97 2.97 14.84
100g 117.91 17.91 17.91
500g 580.1 80.1 16.02
1000g 1131.43 131.43 13.14
Table 3.12: Saitek X-65F Force Calculation Results at 2.5kgf. Mean column is mean value
across all recorded samples at each weight, measured in grams.
Figure 3.26: Results of sensitivity test for the Saitek X65F. The device was capable of
reliably detecting 10g and 5g weight increments, with low noise.X axis is time, Y axis is
reported weight in g.
reported values would be more accurate, but this was not the case. In the sensitivity
experiment, the joystick was tested with a maximum setting of 2.5kgf in the Saitek
control panel, and was shown to perform well, being able to detect each successive
weight correctly at 10g (Figure 3.26 left), and detecting all but the first at 5g (Figure
3.26 right).
It had been assumed prior to the experiment that the device would have good sen-
sitivity, due to its use as a high-end gaming joystick, where accurate and timely
response to user input is important, and this was shown to be the case, exhibiting
low noise throughout the experiment compared to the other commercial entertain-
ment device being tested, the Wii Balance Board.
The experiments show that the device is capable of reasonable accuracy and sen-
sitivity, making devices based on the same technology as the Saitek X65F suitable
for interaction with a range of therapies requiring force detection; the ergonomics of
the X65F itself pose a problem, however, requiring gripping a joystick shaft, rather
than merely applying force to flat sensor pads, as with the other devices.
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3.7.3.4 LoadStar iLoad Mini
The iLoad device displayed a consistently accurate result across all of the tested
weights, except for the smallest, which resulted in a -13% error, but even this was a
small error in terms of the absolute force applied. Table 3.13 shows that the device
was within 3g of the true value at everything but the largest of the weights, sug-
gesting that the device would be capable of accurately recording small changes in
force, making it suitable for comparisons of strength and dexterity across multiple
therapy sessions. That the device displays little bias or noise is of added benefit,
as it means the device can be used over a long play session without reported values
drifting, and that little filtering would be required to determine with high accuracy
the force being applied in real-time.
Table 3.27 shows the results of the sensitivity experiment. As was to be expected
from a device designed for accurate measurement in an industrial application, the
sensitivity is excellent, successfully detecting 9 out of 10 5g increments in applied
force (left); at 2g the device failed to determine 6 of the 10 weight increments, but
this was still significantly lower than the other tested devices.
Weight Mean Error % Error
20g 17.364 -2.636 -13.179
100g 97.657 -2.343 -2.343
500g 499.813 -0.187 -0.037
1000g 997.526 -2.474 -0.247
2500g 2497.161 -2.839 -0.114
5000g 4974.414 -25.586 -0.512
Table 3.13: iLoad Mini Force Calculation Results. Mean column is mean value across all
recorded samples at each weight, measured in grams.
Figure 3.27: Plot of sensitivity results using iLoad device. 5g could be detected reliably,
while 2g weights resulted in missed changes. X axis is time, Y axis is reported weight in g.
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Weight Mean Error % Error
20g -39.61 -59.61 -298.03
100g 146.32 46.32 46.32
500g 521.17 21.17 4.23
1000g 798.46 -201.54 -20.15
2500g 1922.2 -577.8 -23.11
5000g 2628.66 -2371.34 -47.43
Table 3.14: PPS C500 Force Calculation Results. Mean column is mean value across all
recorded samples at each weight, measured in grams.
3.7.3.5 Pressure Profile Systems ConTacts C500 - DLP-IO8
The results of the accuracy experiment using the C500 device are collated in Ta-
ble 3.14. It was expected that the device would perform similarly to that of the
iLoad device, but it was significantly poorer. This could be due to a number of
factors. Resistive sensors like the iLoad and C500 require recalibration to prevent
a drift in reading; the C500 sensors were older than the iLoad sensors, which were
themselves not far from the manufacturer’s suggested recalibration date, suggesting
that the C500 was likely due for recalibration. Additionally, unlike the iLoad, the
C500 is not a complete system; the iLoad comes with a device which converts the
iLoad sensor readings into a calibrated weight value, whereas the C500 utilised a
third party external device, the DLP-IO8. The DLP-IO8 datasheet [DLP] makes no
guarantees as to the accuracy of its analogue readings or of the quality of the 5v
line fed to the sensors, so it is certainly possible that the data board was simply not
able to produce the best results using the C500 sensors. Such a result should not
necessarily be seen as a failure of the board or the sensors, but as an indicator as to
the difficulty in providing bespoke solutions for human interactivity.
The noise inherent to signal received from the C500 device is likely the cause of
the poor sensitivity test performance, shown in Figure 3.28. At 50g, all of the incre-
ments were detected successfully (Right), albeit with an extra notch, which could
either be due to noise, or a product of the upward trend of the signal bias. At 35g
increments, it was not possible to reliably determine at which point increments oc-
curred (Left), with multiple erroneous steps present.
3.7.4 Discussion: Force Sensing Devices
The ability to detect the movement of a player is only a partial solution to the goals
of stroke teletherapy; a complete solution would benefit in some way for the user’s
strength to be measured. Traditional therapy assessment has made use of expensive
standardised hand held dynamometers for determination of user strength [PTA+01]
[STBH89], so the ability to replicate this in the home is beneficial. For those suf-
fering from acute stroke, an accurate and sensitive measurement of this force may
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Figure 3.28: Plot of sensitivity results using PPS C500 device. 50g increments can be
determined relatively accurately, while 35g begins to show deviations. X axis is time (s), Y
axis is reported weight in g.
be the only way in which the affected limbs can interact with rehabilitative soft-
ware. This chapter has investigated how a range of commercially available force
sensing devices perform in three important metrics: their accuracy, their sensitivity,
and their propensity for bias.
The results of the accuracy experiment on the chosen devices are collated in Fig-
ure 3.29. As was to be expected, the iLoad device, stated to be usable for indus-
trial applications performed better than those for entertainment purposes, generally
achieving an accuracy within 1% of the load applied to them. The relatively poor
performance of the Wii Balance Board in all of the experiments is an indicator as
to what can be expected of commodity force sensing devices, suggesting that as yet
there is no off-the-shelf design capable of accurate detection of changes in force.
While the Saitek X65F performed to an acceptable standard, it costs over £250,
making it much more expensive than any of the motion tracking devices discussed
earlier in the chapter.
The results of the bias experiment are collated in Figure 3.24, showing the bias
as a percentage of their total stated measurement range. All of the devices dis-
play relatively little bias over time, demonstrating their suitability to be used in a
rehabilitative context for an extended period of time without requiring a rest or re-
calibration stage that could be to the detriment of the treatment.
Finally, the sensitivity experiment results are shown in Table 3.15, again showing
the minimum detectable change as a percentage of the maximum value the device is
able to output. The previous work of Clark et al [CBP+10] had previously described
the Wii Balance Board as likely to be poor at this metric, and this has been shown
to be correct. The device may however still be useful for rehabilitation of balance
and the lower limb. As with the other experiments, the iLoad device excelled, being
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Figure 3.29: Graph displaying error in sensor readings as percentage error from baseline
value
able to reliably detect force differences of 5g weights, with some degree of accuracy
down to 2g, suggesting that in cases where the accuracy of force applied is impor-
tant, a device like the iLoad would be ideal.
As part of physical therapy, manual dexterity is often tested via requesting that
the participant write something on paper using a pen or pencil, with grading be-
ing a subjective assessment of their ability to legibly and smoothly replicate the
requested words in a timely manner. There has been work performed on utilising
force-sensing pens to detect the uniqueness of someone’s signature [DYC+10], sug-
gesting that force sensing devices could be used to create alternate tests of dexterity,
that could be assessed objectively. Reynaerts and Brussel [RB95] found that it is
common to exert a force of approximately 2 Newtons when writing, with the ap-
plied force rarely exceeding 5 Newtons, or approximately 0.51 kilograms of force.
For this reason, the determined sensitivities of the devices tested are also stated in
terms of a percentage of this value - only the iLoad device would be capable of de-
tecting a force-based task such as writing a signature to within an error of less than
10%. However, for less precise tasks involving picking up or or moving weights
of 50g or more, all of the devices would be capable of providing some metric as to
patient ability.
3.8 Conclusion
The work in this chapter shows that commercially available devices are capable of
producing data output of sufficient quality to to allow both accurate complex mo-
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Device Sensitivity (g) As Percentage Percentage of 5N
Wii Balance Board 50 0.0334 98.039
Saitek X65F 10 0.4 19.608
PPS C500 50 0.276 98.039
iLoad Mini 5 0.0276 9.804
Table 3.15: Device sensitivity summary: Sensitivity is minimum weight change in grams
that could be accurately detected, As Percentage is sensitivity as percentage of device max-
imum.
tion detection, and an accurate reading of the amount of force a user can impart
using their limb. Together, these capabilities can be used to enhance the quality
of interaction between a user and a potential piece of rehabilitative software. This
is of particular use to packages designed to aid in the rehabilitation of stroke, in-
cluding acute cases resulting in limited limb movement. The ability to accurately
determine the positions positions and orientations of the user’s limb can be used to
allow software to determine whether a patient is performing their physical rehabili-
tation moves correctly, and provide feedback to therapists and patients as necessary
to ensure that the patient receives the best possible outcome from their therapy.
The position and orientation metrics used to measure the quality of the motion de-
tection devices are universal, and will allow for further comparisons to be made
against any new motion tracking devices that are produced, such as the LEAP Mo-
tion, or Sixense STEM system, allowing informed decisions to be made on hardware
to target when developing motion sensing rehabilitation software.
With the appropriate devices, the patient’s limb strength can also be accurately mea-
sured, such that even small gains in ability can be reliably measured - increases in
limb strength and dexterity over time can result in better scores in ’quality of life’
measurements, such as those outlined in Chapter 2. For patients suffering acute
stroke, and who may only have limited movement in the upper limb, control of
software via detection of force may be the only way in which interaction can be
reliably achieved, and so the ability to accurately detect changes in force using the
appropriate hardware allows for therapeutic software be designed around this input
method.
The work performed in this chapter influenced and informed the work done in the
following two chapters, which outline a rehabilitative gaming toolkit suitable for
creating software for acute stroke rehabilitation games, and a software package that
allows for the creation and testing of gestures in 3D space, allowing therapists to
create interactive rehabilitation routines for their patients.
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Chapter 4
Detecting Success Markers In
Rehabilitative Games For Acute
Hemiplegic Stroke
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter has shown that commercially available motion and force sens-
ing devices have a level of accuracy suitable for use in a rehabilitative software
package. However, how best to integrate patient input into the software so as to pro-
vide maximum rehabilitative benefit is still to be determined; which motion tasks
to ask the player to replicate, how best to determine player performance, and even
how best to convey the movement requirements to the player are still open questions
within the literature.
As part of an ongoing therapy, a fully integrated rehabilitative game may require
the user to attempt to replicate complex actions, both to ascertain a user’s current
ability, and to facilitate motor learning. A home-deployed system should ideally
also be capable of efficient and practical interactions with the user without any
trained therapists on-hand to guide the process. It is therefore vital that such reha-
bilitative software be carefully configured to ensure that the patient can intuitively
receive an optimal outcome from the software. As a patient’s condition improves,
certain movements will become easier, and thus the patient should be asked to per-
form more difficult tasks, both to further push the rehabilitative benefits, but also to
stave off the effects of boredom, which may negatively impact progress [BDRG10].
For rehabilitative gaming software to correctly determine patient progress and pro-
vide relevant feedback to the patient, it must be capable of sampling and analysing
patient interaction with a high degree of fidelity, to gain the most accurate repre-
sentation of patient ability possible. The success rate of an in-game rehabilitation
routine should be representative of ’real life’ gains in motor control; that is, in game
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performance should correlate with manually tested performance metrics such as the
CAHAI and Wolf tests outlined in Chapter 2. In this way, performance within a
video game delivered therapy should be an indicator as to the success or otherwise
of a patient’s current rehabilitation therapy.
In order to investigate both how best to convey rehabilitative tasks and resulting per-
formance to the user, and how best to analyse user performance, a proof of concept
system has been developed, comprising of a customisable video game framework
suitable for creating simple rehabilitative test games that can be interacted with via
interfacing with force-sensing hardware, and a test game built upon this framework
designed to test movements that place importance on accuracy and reaction times.
The system was developed with the requirements of those suffering the side effects
of acute hemiplegic stroke, with focus on the upper limb. To this end, the game is
designed to be played with sensitive force detection devices such as those outlined
in Chapter 3, so as to allow the user to play the game even in cases where there is
little strength or accurate motor control in the limb.
This system has been used as part of a larger investigative project into the ability
of video games to assist in stroke rehabilitation, to demonstrate a link between ex-
plicitness of instruction and overall player performance, and to determine whether
a video game system is sensitive enough to measure and detect motor learning of
sequentially linked actions, as many common day to day activities such as buttoning
shirts and opening doors are comprised of many smaller actions that must be per-
formed as one cohesive action - ability at such actions is therefore a likely indicator
of a patient’s independence, and therefore quality of life. Where necessary, work
performed by others relating to my system, including changes and improvements
made to the system on their behalf, will be discussed and accredited as necessary.
These success indicators, or response markers, could in the future be used to eval-
uate the efficacy of a routine in aiding patients, and allow for earlier changes in a
therapy if required.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed insight into the system, including
its construction, design considerations, and ability to support a range of rehabilita-
tive experiments; which together allowed for rapid prototyping of experiments to
quickly obtain high quality results. Results of user trials undertaken using the sys-
tem are also discussed, including how the system has shown a link between the
nature of instruction given to participants and their overall ability to complete them.
Preliminary results of trials with post-stroke participants are also shown, which in-
dicate that the software described in this chapter is sensitive enough to detect motor
learning even in a paretic limb.
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The work in this chapter is an extension of previously published work, with Bespoke
Video Games to Provide Early Response Markers to Identify the Optimal Strategies
for Maximizing Rehabilitation and Early Response Markers from Video Games for
Rehabilitation Strategies providing a basis of the research goals, and Adopting Best
Practices from the Games Industry in Development of Serious Games for Health
providing insight into the gameplay decisions made to aid in meeting those research
goals.
4.2 Rehabilitative Response Markers
The primary goal of the system described in this chapter is the detection of re-
sponse markers. These are detectable changes in physical or neurological condition
that indicate that a given medical intervention is having an effect, either positive or
negative. Examples of response markers examined within the wider medical litera-
ture include degree of olfactory dysfunction as an indicator of response to pharma-
cotherapies for Alzheimer’s disease [VL09], and a specific protein generated as a
side effect of intake of drugs for treatment of multiple sclerosis [GMS+08]. Reliable
detection of a response marker via analysis of a player’s input and task performance
within a video game could be used as an indicator of the efficacy of the rehabil-
itation strategy being employed to aid them, both by their guiding therapists, and
potentially within the software itself.
How best to facilitate the detection of response markers, and how to create the re-
sponse itself are the primary drivers of the modular nature of the presented system,
with development of the system occurring concurrently to the test trials utilising it
being performed with the Institute of Neuroscience at Newcastle University, inves-
tigating both response markers and linked action motor learning.
4.3 Rehabilitation Game Framework
To create a rehabilitation game with which to investigate motor learning mecha-
nisms and rehabilitative response markers, a bespoke, lightweight game framework
was developed, upon which such games could be prototyped. The framework pro-
vides functionality required for the creation of simple rehabilitation games, such as
communication with the force sensing devices, logging of high quality spatiotempo-
ral data, and the means by which to create and visualise a 3D environment, display
on-screen information such as the player’s score, playback of audio files, as to cre-
ate an easily modifiable game utilising a stack of game states to control game logic.
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The framework, and the game built upon it, were written in the C++ programming
language, with Microsoft Visual Studio used as the programming environment. The
choice of C++ was primarily due to its compatibility with a wide range of libraries
written with C and C++ APIs, including the device driver libraries used by several
of the force sensing devices, as well as easy access to the serial port for those de-
vices requiring it for communication. Other benefits include more explicit control
over screen refresh rates and the threading model, familiarity with the language, and
the ability to reuse previously written code for auxiliary functions such as graphics
rendering and audio output.
4.4 Patient Input
For a rehabilitative game to be a truly interactive experience, it must in some way
be able to gauge the player’s ability to replicate a given task. For the purposes of the
research the framework was designed to facilitate, it can be assumed that the player
is suffering from the side-effects of hemiplegic stroke, and thus has a weakness in
one side of the body. The investigations focus on upper-limb therapy, potentially
in those suffering acute symptoms, whereby the user may have extremely limited
movement in their effected limb. To ensure that even those suffering acute side
effects could take part in research trials, and to investigate the viability of creating
rehabilitative software for such people, it was necessary to design the framework’s
handling of input devices and data logging such that therapy games designed around
improvements in dexterity and reaction speed of the hand could be created, with
the only limitations on participant ability being movement that can be physically
recorded by the chosen input devices.
4.4.1 Calibration
The effects of hemiplegic stroke upon a person’s limb are not binary; there can be a
range of debilitating effects to motor control. Age, and the general fitness level also
play a part in determining the amount of movement and strength in a hemiplegic
limb [Sch07][KHJ+14]. To accommodate this, it was necessary to design into the
framework a method of calibration to determine the user’s ability to impart force
upon the input devices, and to utilise percentages of this value within the game’s
logic, rather than absolute force metrics. To illustrate the importance of this, con-
sider a very simple game: impart 10 Newtons of force upon the force sensor to win.
Such a game tells us nothing about a user’s current ability, nor how difficult the task
is likely to be: an adult may find the game easier than a child, even when taking into
consideration the debilitating effects of stroke.
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In order to provide a similar gameplay environment across all trial participants,
and provide a more comfortable gameplay experience, all user input response is
designed around a user’s relative ability; that is, rather than have a task requiring
the player to enact a force of 10 newtons on a sensor, they must instead push with a
force proportional to a previously recorded ’maximum’ calibrated force. By using
this concept of relative ability, a game built around the framework’s capability is as
suitable for a small child as it is for an adult. In order to determine this maximum
capable force, the framework supports a calibration stage to present to the player at
the start of the game, whereby the player is required to push down on each sensor a
number of times as hard as they comfortably can. The mean result for each sensor
is then used as a baseline measurement for future in-game tasks, where a player
may be asked to push the sensors to some percentage of their previously calibrated
ability.
4.4.2 Hemiplegic Considerations
The debilitating effects of a hemiplegic stroke are likely to result in a difference in
ability between the user’s affected and non-affected limbs, presenting as a change
in dexterity and overall limb strength. It is necessary to take this into consideration
within the game framework when dealing with user input. As part of this, the initial
calibration of sensors is performed using both of the user’s limbs, and calibration
values for each maintained separately. This intuitively allows the game to maintain
a relative ’difficulty’ between games using the able and paretic limbs - a task may
be programmed to require 20% of a user’s maximum force to be applied in order to
pass, which may be 5 or 20 newtons, depending on the limb to be used to complete
the action. The framework additionally supports run-time selection of the current
hand to receive input from as part of the configurable aspects outlined more fully in
Section 4.7, allowing parts of games built upon it to target specific limbs - this could
be used to present gameplay tasks less often to the paretic limb, so as to reduce the
affects of fatigue.
4.4.3 Tare Weight and Sensor Drift
When dealing with force sensors held or otherwise activated by the hand, it is likely
that some amount of force will be enacted upon the sensor at all time, whether from
the grip of the user, or as a side effect of their hand resting on the sensor. Therefore
it is desirable to take this into consideration when calculating how much meaningful
force the user is actually imparting on the sensor. During a play session, there are
designated ’rest periods’ where the user is requested to simply place their hand on
the sensor (or grip it gently) so that a recording of the mean force reported by the
sensor can be taken. This serves two purposes; firstly it removes the tare weight of
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the user’s hand or grip from the sensor value, and secondly it reduces the effect of
sensor drift - as ambient conditions such as temperature and humidity change over
time, it is common for the baseline value reported from a sensor to drift somewhat,
requiring correction to maintain the accuracy of the force values recorded by the
framework.
4.4.4 Normalisation of Input
As well as the need to work with a wide range of user ability and to deal with shift-
ing value ranges due to recalibration, the framework must provide a way of handling
a number of different input devices, each of which may report force in their own for-
mat. This can be neatly handled by having all aspects of the framework dealing with
a user’s input deal with a normalised value, where 1.0 is the maximum calibrated
value, and 0 is considered ’no desired input’. The normalised value at any given
moment is calculated as follows:
Force =
Input−T
U
(4.1)
Where U is the user’s calibrated maximum force, T is the latest tare reading, and
Input is the latest sensor reading; all variables are in the device’s native unit of mea-
surement.
This normalisation simplifies the process of integrating new force sensing devices
to the framework, as games built using it do not need to be programmed with a pri-
ori knowledge of the connected force sensor’s capability or reported value range,
only that the input will always range between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive. This equation
also neatly accommodates the wide range of user abilities, by allowing all further
inputs to be described in terms of a normalised ratio.
4.5 Hardware Device Usage
The framework as a whole is designed to theoretically support any number of differ-
ent force sensing devices; all code within the system targets an abstract base class
that specific force sensing device implementations can be derived from. Through-
out the research conducted with the framework, three devices of different capability,
accuracy, and price, were tested and utilised in research trials. Their hardware ca-
pabilities are discussed in detail in Chapter 3; note that the Wii Balance Board was
not considered suitable for the trials, due to its poor performance at detecting slight
changes in force. Due to differences in their physical setup, there a number of
considerations to take into account when utilising each of the devices for trials.
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Figure 4.1: The Saitek X-65F device within the wooden enclosure used to allow the users
forearm to be in-line with the top surface of the joystick.
4.5.1 Saitek X-65F Combat Control System
The first device integrated into the framework was the Saitek X-65F gaming joy-
stick; this was chosen due to its ease of availability as a commercial gaming pe-
ripheral, the ability to report user applied forces in PSI and KGf, and relative af-
fordability in comparison to dedicated force sensors. As the users of the system
could suffer from a range of disabilities that could influence the range of motion
of their upper limb, the Saitek joystick was deemed unsuitable for use in its stan-
dard setup. Rather than being placed upon a desk with the hand gripping the shaft,
the joystick was instead placed inside an enclosed wooden box, with the top of the
joystick protruding through a hole in the top; additionally the joystick was rotated
around the shaft by 180° so that a flat surface faced the user rather than the buttons
and POV switches. Together, this resulted in a much smaller visible device, suitable
for resting the hand on to push as desired 4.1. Two such bespoke configurations
were constructed, allowing a modified joystick setup to be mounted on either side
of a chair, allowing both hands to be used interchangeably during gameplay.
4.5.2 Pressure Profile Systems ConTacts C500 and LoadStar iLoad
Mini
In additionto the Saitek joystick, a pair of more traditional force sensing devices
were also tested. These both took the form of small sensors attached to a control
unit; the PPS C500 devices consist of small fabric pads, while the LoadStar iLoad
Mini devices are small metal cylinders. These devices were chosen due to their
small form factor, allowing for direct placement in relation to the user’s hand for
optimal force application. The C500 was used initially, but concerns for cleanliness
in the long term led to using the all sealed, all metal iLoad device, as it could be eas-
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Figure 4.2: Placement of PPS C500 and LoadStar iLoad Mini sensors under the user’s hand
when playing games utilising the Framework.
ily sterilised. Both devices are tested for their ability at accurately detecting force
in Chapter 3.
Both sets of force sensors utilised a similar setup to each other. At the start of a
user’s game session, sensors were taped to the user’s palms using medical tape, at
positions aligning to the digiti minimi and pollicis brevis muscle groups, as seen
in Figure 4.2. By tensing these muscles (used to bring the thumb and little finger
inwards, respectively) or rocking the hand, it was possible to impart force upon
one or both devices attached to each hand. This allowed effective simulation of an
axis of movement similar to a joystick - pressing on the right sensor increases the
magnitude of positive movement, while the left increases the negative movement
magnitude. The PPS C500 system was easy to set up in this manner, being made
of fabric squares with no ’sidedness’. The LoadStar iLoad mini devices were ac-
tually attached upside down on the users palm, to maximise adhesion surface area,
meaning that the ’stud’ of the device was touching the tabletop surface.
4.6 Overview of Framework
A game can be seen as a virtual environment in which player interactivity takes
place, viewed from a specific point in the environment - through the character’s eyes
in a first person shooter like Quake (www.idsoftware.com; Zenimax Media Inc.), or
from top down in a game like Asteroids (Atari, Inc.). The framework detailed in
this chapter works as a small but functional game engine capable of supporting the
development of such games, and is designed with knowledge of engine fundamen-
tals in mind. It has been designed in a generic fashion in which an array of simple
games could be created, and has been designed with the concept of a clear separa-
tion between ’engine’ and ’game’ to allow as much code reusability as possible -
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the engine provides features such as rendering, sound output, and input handling, to
a ’game’ class that creates and controls these features.
The framework allows the creation and control of 3D scenes in which gameplay
takes place, as well as graphical overlays to inform the user. Elements within these
3D scenes are manipulated by game-specific logic, possibly in reaction to user in-
put. Audio can also be played as necessary. These scenes are viewed through a
controllable ’camera’, that can be positioned and orientated in 3D space, with a
specified field of vision. The framework is comprised of a number of classes encap-
sulating the functionality required by the games. Many of these classes are designed
to have concrete implementations derived from them for each game. A high-level
overview of the classes making up the framework is provided in Figure 4.3. The
core of the framework is a number of ’systems’, handling windowing, rendering,
sound output, and gameplay. Each system is created upon startup, and is accessed
using a Singleton design pattern.
4.6.1 Asset Management
Data files stored on disk used to correctly represent the 3D environment such as
textures, sound files, and mesh geometry are considered ’assets’. Each asset type
is handled in the framework via a ’Manager’ class for each type, which regulates
file access and memory footprint to ensure that files are not loaded repeatedly. For
example, the following code is used to load some geometry from a file for rendering
as part of the 3D environment of the game:
Mesh* t = MeshManager::Instance().LoadMesh("asteroid.obj");
If the file has been previously loaded, a pointer is returned to the loaded data
class, otherwise the file is loaded, processed, and the appropriate class returned.
Managers are responsible for ensuring the consistency of the program at runtime;
therefore if a file fails to load, a Manager will return a ’default’ representation of
an asset; in the case of geometry this is a simple cube, as it is trivial to generate
without requiring data from a file, and will allow program execution to continue
without explicit null pointer handling.
4.6.2 Graphical Rendering
The framework provides the functionality required to draw both 2D and 3D graph-
ical elements to the screen. All graphical drawing (also known as rendering),
whether 3D ’world’ geometry, text, or menus and logos, is produced using the
OpenGL graphical API, a cross-platform library that is almost universally supported
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Figure 4.3: Class Overview of Framework, showing relationship of major components
by consumer level desktop and mobile graphics hardware. Modern graphical ren-
dering generally requires three pieces of data for each drawing operation: some
geometry to draw (often known as a mesh, and is made up on many vertices - points
in 3D space that together form a number of polygons, generally triangles), a set of
1 or more pictures to apply across the surface of the polygons, known as textures,
and a small program executed by the graphics hardware to process the geometry
and texture information into the final desired shape and colour on screen, known as
a shader.
Within the framework, any images required for rendering are loaded into memory
from files using the Simple OpenGL Image Library (www.lonesock.net/soil.html;
Johnathan Dummer, Sean Barrett), a popular C library capable of loading and trans-
forming common image formats such as PNG and JPEG into RGBA data suitable
for use within OpenGL. Shader programs are generally stored in plain text files,
with the host system’s OpenGL driver being responsible for their real time compi-
lation into assembly suitable for executing on the graphics hardware of the system.
Mesh data is converted from file to OpenGL vertex buffer data by custom code,
and is assumed to be in one of the following popular mesh formats: OBJ, LWO, or
MD5. The rendering system is also responsible for the drawing of text on screen,
with fonts transformed from their native vector-based truetype format to standard
texture data using the Freetype C library (www.freetype.org; The Freetype Project).
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4.6.3 Audio Playback
In-game audio playback is produced using the OpenAL (www.openal.org; Cre-
ative Technology Ltd.) audio hardware abstraction library, a well supported cross-
platform library controlled by Creative Labs. The library requires raw pulse code
modulated data in memory, which is then processed and played either directly to
the speakers, or processed to simulate a 3D environment, with panning and volume
attenuation based on distance. Audio file assets must either be in the WAV or OGG
formats, with WAV files being loaded into memory in their entirety, and OGG files
being streamed in from disk as necessary, making them an efficient solution for
music playback.
4.6.4 Game Creation
In order to create an actual playable game using the framework, a specific new class
must be made, which derives from the GameClass base class provided by the frame-
work. This class should then control a number of Entities - classes which represent
an intractable object within the game world. These entities have a transformation
matrix encoding its position, rotation, and size within the game world, and can have
optional graphical and audio elements. Entities are arranged in a tree structure -
child entities have positions, scales, and orientations relative to their parent entity,
allowing complex scenes to be built and moved as necessary. Each entity class may
have its own derived Update function, which will be called upon every frame of the
game, allowing game logic to be created via the interaction of specifically crafted
Entity elements.
The game itself consists of an endless code loop, with each iteration forming a
single game ’frame’, within which game entities are updated, game logic executed,
audio cues played, and graphics rendered to the screen. The time taken to execute
and render a frame is used to correctly integrate game logic such as movement and
animation, so that the game behaves the same across all machines, regardless of
how quickly frames are processed.
4.6.5 Game Execution Using State Machines
The runtime execution of games written on top of the framework is managed by
the use of a number of State classes, which are stored and accessed as a stack data
structure. Only the State at the top of the stack is updated every frame, and during
its update may choose to either push a new State onto the top of the stack, or pop
itself off, allowing the previous State to update from the next frame onwards. This
mechanism, often known as a pushdown automata, allows for intuitive handling of
logically separate functionality: A ’main menu’ state may push an ’options menu’
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Figure 4.4: Stack Based Game Updating: Only the top state updates every game tick; push-
ing a new state will set the previous state into a sleep state to be woken after a later state
pop.
or ’main game’ state, which may further push a ’pause game’ state when a button is
pressed, which can then be popped off the stack when gameplay is to resume. En-
capsulation of code in this manner promotes code reuse, allowing multiple games
to be developed from core ’building blocks’ of code.
State class instances are informed of changes to their stack that influence them,
such as being promoted to the top of the stack, in order to allow cleaning up of tem-
porary resources via virtual functions called when such an event occurs; a newly
promoted State class is said to have been ’Woken up’, while an active State having
a new State pushed above them is said to have ’Gone to sleep’. A State encap-
sulating ’main menu’ functionality entering a sleep state due to a new State being
pushed may for example remove the graphical elements that make up the menu, and
automatically re-add them later if the new state is popped off, triggering its woken
state.
4.6.6 Input Handling
The force sensing hardware utilised by the framework is represented within the code
as a number of individual ’devices’, each with up to two axis of movement, with the
current axis state stored as a floating point value. This affords easier compatibility
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Figure 4.5: Data file hierarchy and contents: The inner node is considered a child of the
Root node, while the KeyExample key is considered the data of the Child node
between device types within code; even though the iLoad Mini is physically 4 sen-
sors, it is easier to treat them as two pairs of axis, similar to a pair of joysticks.
To ensure that the current state of the connected devices is calculated as quickly as
possible, interaction with the any connected hardware happens in a separate thread
to the main game execution. Due to the importance of accurate and timely sensor
readings, this thread never sleeps or yields - if necessary it will enter spinlock un-
til new data has been read from the device. To communicate with the main game
thread, data is updated atomically, by copying of cache-aligned structs from thread-
local storage to the main input class, allowing for error-free updating without re-
quiring explicit locks.
4.7 Configurability
One of the main benefits of the presented system is the ability to rapidly reconfigure
and re-execute the software. This is achieved by utilising configuration files that
control many of the aspects of the system, including device parameters and ordering
of the state stack. The contents of these files takes the form of a human-readable sets
of attribute-value pairs, arranged in a hierarchical fashion. These files can easily be
modified inside text editors, or with a provided bespoke application developed in
C++, and utilising the Qt library to provide an easy to use GUI. This format allows
those without programming knowledge or the required development software make
changes to the system, and the games running on it. This ease of reconfigurability
is a step beyond rehabilitative gaming experiments using commercial video games
documented in related literature, and has aided in the rapid-prototyping of gameplay
specifics when searching for early response markers, as on-site changes can be made
prior to user trials, when necessary.
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4.7.1 File Format
The data files take the form of a hierarchical data notation, whereby nested pairs of
braces denote nodes, each of which may have a textual name and type, and a num-
ber of textual key-value pairs. A small example of this format is shown in Figure
4.5. In the example, it can be seen that the ’top level’ node has the ’type’ TopLevel,
and the ’name’ Root, and contains one child, with the type InnerLevel and name
Child. The node Child contains three key-value pairs, one of type KeyExample, and
two of type Duplicate; multiple keys are permissible where necessary, with the API
providing the means by which to iterate over such multiples.
The format itself bears similarities to the popular data Javascript Object Notation
interchange format (www.json.org), but with differences in which datatypes can
be written or read from the file. Unlike JSON, the parser for the data file guar-
antees support for comments, using the standard ’C’ style commenting format of
double backslashes; this allows for easier prototyping of different parameters, and
descriptions of such parameters with the files. Any datatype with overloaded stream
operators within the C++ codebase may be written to or read from a data file; which
when combined with the hierarchical nature of the data notation, allows for a natu-
ral representation of a wide range of game constructs within the file.
The class that parses and represents data files internally to the system allows for
sub nodes to be iterated over, and node keys to be searched or iterated through.
Child nodes of the same type are considered ’siblings’, with API functionality for
iterating over only siblings of a given type, as well as more general iterators over all
siblings of a given node. Nodes and keys may also be accessed directly within the
code using a dotted string format, as follows:
KeyValueSet set; bool keyResult;
bool found = set.TryKey("Root.Child.KeyExample", keyResult);
This string would directly access the key KeyExample, from the node Child,
subnode of Root, and place the result inside the variable keyResult if possible. This
allows data files to be used by the game code in a manner similar to the Windows
registry, allowing for a great deal of expressiveness in data representation within
data files.
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4.7.2 Configurable Aspects
The data files are used throughout the framework to provide configurable data in
a common format, reducing program complexity and easing the system learning
curve. The main areas of the framework that require configuration changes are
those involving the input system, the user interface, and the overall set of states that
a game built on the framework goes through during the course of program execution,
including any interactable objects that make up the gameplay experience.
4.7.2.1 Windowing and Input
Upon program startup, the data hierarchy contained within the file ’Window.cfg’
is always read; this file is expected to be at the same folder hierarchy level as the
program executable itself. The first node of type WindowConfig is found, and if
present the following keys read:
• Width: Width of game window
• Height: Height of game window
• Fullscreen: Is the game window full screen
• InputType: String name of desired input type
• Gameflow: Filename of game experiment to execute
The InputType key consists of a text string, matched against a map within the
framework of supported input devices to be initialised, while the Gameflow key
is used as a file name for loading a further data file describing game specific data
structures, outlined in more detail in section 4.7.2.3. By supporting game loading
from selectable files, it becomes easier to rapidly develop alternative prototypes of
game behaviour without risk of losing useful configurations.
4.7.2.2 User Interface
The hierarchical node system provides a simple method by which graphical user
interfaces can be built up and modified, and accessed by game states for render-
ing. Graphical user interfaces rendered by the system follow a hierarchical scene
graph structure, common in computer graphics. Each node in the graph represents
a graphical element - for a user interface this could be a textured quad to represent
a button, or a line of text. Each node has a number of properties relating to how it
should be rendered, including a texture, mesh, and a transformation matrix; a 4 ×
4 homogeneous matrix that can represent any standard affine transformation. Any
child nodes of an individual scene node are considered to be attached to that node,
thus performing rendering transformations such as movement, rotation and scaling
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Figure 4.6: Data file for a user interface (Left) and resulting graphical representation
(Right).
on a parent node affects all of its child nodes also, achieved by multiplying child
transformation matrices by that of their parent upon rendering. This is useful for
creating simple animated menus - for example a single ’options’ node could have
multiple child ’button’ nodes, which can all be ’slid’ onto the screen when pressing
a button by simply modifying the screen position of the common parent node.
This hierarchical model naturally maps onto the data file format, allowing intuitive
and rapid design of user interfaces, both in order to provide in-game instructions,
and to operate as the front end menu system. An example GUI data file, and the
resulting on-screen GUI are presented in Figure 4.6.
From a computer graphics perspective, each user interface is rendered by perform-
ing a depth-first traversal of the scene graph, and rendering either a textured quad, or
a series of textured quads for a line of text, using an orthographic projection matrix
to project nodes into clip space. Nodes are always drawn with their position rela-
tive to that of their parent. The combination of depth-first traversal and a disabled
depth buffer result in children being rendered ’on top’ of their parent. Regardless of
actual screen resolution, the orthographic matrix used for node projection divides
the screen into an area of 1920×1080; this allows for user interface nodes to be
placed correctly relative to each other without foreknowledge of the actual screen
resolution of the device it will be displayed on.
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The user interface system responds to three data node types when reading a valid
hierarchical data file:
• GUINode:Node representing a graphical element
• TextNode:Node representing a line of text
• OnSignal:Node representing a set of actions
Of the three, GUINodes and TextNodes represent things visible on screen (or
translations for visible child nodes), and OnSignals represent a set of actions that
will be enacted upon a parent node if that user interface element is signalled by the
framework with a specific string.
A GUINode will respond to a series of keys contained within the data node rep-
resenting them, all of which in some manner inform the rendering system how to
produce the correct on-screen visuals:
• Position: Position on virtual canvas (float x,y)
• Size: Size on virtual canvas (float x,y)
• Texture: Filename of texture asset to display
• HoverTexture: Texture asset to display with mouse over node
• HoverSound: Filename of sound asset to play when mouse enters node
• Colour: Colour to tint node visuals (float r,g,b,a)
• NoMesh: Do not draw this node (allows for ’hidden’ parent transforms)
• Active: Whether a node and its children should be drawn or not
• Action: Name of C++ function to enact on object when node is clicked on
Additionally, TextNodes respond to further keys, which determine how text is to be
displayed:
• Justify: Left/Right/Center justification of text (string)
• Font: Filename of truetype font to display text in (string)
• FontSize: Font size to display text in (float)
• Locale: Integer index into list of strings (integer)
• Text: String of text to display (string)
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The Locale tag can be used to display a different text string, depending on a selected
language. In such cases, a list of strings in a given language are loaded from a text
file, with each carriage return denoting the start of another string of text. The Locale
tag is then assumed by the framework to be an integer to use as a zero-based offset
into this array of strings. It is possible to create a button with both a graphical and
textual element, by having a parent GUINode with the appropriate graphic keys set,
and an attached child TextNode of the same dimensions with centre justification of
text; the render ordering from the traversal noted in Section 4.7.2.2 guaranteeing
that the TextNode will be overlaid on top.
The core framework provides a number of C++ functions, mapped via strings, that
the GUI system can call when clicked on via the node’s Action key, such as func-
tions to quit, pause, or restart the game. Further functions can be made callable by
the GUI system from the game code ran on top of the framework - functions receive
the GUINode that called them as a parameter, allowing extraction of key informa-
tion as necessary.
The user interface system was designed to balance ease of use against the need
for the user interfaces to allow data input and game manipulation. Part of the ra-
tionale behind the coordinate system used (with (0,0) representing the top left of
the screen, and (1920×1080) representing the bottom right of the screen, rather
than the normalised system between -1 and 1 on each axis naturally found within
the graphics pipeline) was to allow easy mockups of user interfaces within paint
programs such as Adobe Photoshop (www.adobe.com/uk/products/photoshop.html;
Adobe Systems Software) and the Paint application bundled with Microsoft Win-
dows (www.microsoft.com; Microsoft Inc.), both of which utilise the same coordi-
nate system. This allowed changes to the user interface to be graphically prototyped
beforehand, before undergoing the process of manually typing in coordinates. By
utilising the same text-based data format both for generation of user interfaces and
in specifying the parameters of the game itself (described in Section 4.7.2.3), it was
found that less user training was necessary.
The ability to input text directly using the ’Text’ tag, rather than via a separate
Locale file was the result of user feedback, who found that matching numbers up
to strings in a separate file hard to work with, with the limitations placed on the
eventual trial participants meaning that support for differing languages not neces-
sary. The ability to sent the font size and typeface was a requested feature, as it was
a concern of the Institute of Neuroscience staff running trials using the system that
people with impaired vision may have trouble reading the on-screen feedback and
instructions, requiring quick and easy adjustment.
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4.7.2.3 Gameflow
As described in Section 4.6.5, a rehabilitative game is created atop the framework
by creating a number of game state classes in C++, containing the code unique to
that game’s operation. How these classes are progressed through by the system is
determined via loading and parsing another data file, known as the gameflow file,
loaded at the start of program execution from a file path determined as described in
Section 4.7.2.1.
A gameflow file is assumed to be a text file containing data in the format outlined
in Section 4.7.1. The file should contain a number of nodes of type GameFlow,
each of which is further comprised from a number of State nodes; together, these
form a grouped series of actions to control the logic of the game. Each instance
of a State node will instantiate an equivalent GameState class within the codebase,
with the class selected based on the node’s name parameter. Whichever Gameflow
node comes first in the file is considered the ’default’ flow which will be started
upon program execution, with the first state from the GameFlow pushed onto the
state stack. During the course of a state’s execution, it may push any number of
additional states onto the stack, but if the stack becomes empty, the next state from
the active gameflow will automatically be pushed, allowing execution to continue.
An example of a GameFlow is shown in Figure 4.7. In the example, a basic front-
end to a game can be seen. There are three states, matching up to C++ GameState
classes classes provided by the system - LogInScreen, ZeroSensors, and Switch-
Flow. In this instance, as LogInScreen is the first named state in the GameFlow,
the LogInScreen GameState class will be pushed onto the state stack, and its Up-
date function will be executed every frame until it deems itself complete, at which
point the next GameState class (ZeroSensors in the example) will be pushed onto
the stack and begin executing. The state SwitchFlow is provided by the framework,
and will clear the game state stack, and restart execution with the named GameFlow
node; it is permissible to create cycles whereby a SwitchFlow state executes its own
parent GameFlow. An executing GameState class is aware of both the state node
that instantiated it, and the GameFlow node it is part of; allowing for extraction of
data from the data hierarchy - each of these nodes may contain as many nodes and
keys as necessary to control the logic of that state. In this example case, the Ze-
roSensors node contains two keys, Message and WaitTime; keys within a State node
are assumed to in some way control the workings of the class being enacted on, in
this case providing a message and a countdown timer to be displayed using a GUI.
The GameFlow system allows for easy modification of the running of a game. For
example it would be trivial to make modifications to a game to test if a player heeds
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Figure 4.7: An example GameFlow, and its associated states: The child nodes of IntroScreen
will be advanced through in sequence, resulting in a new GameFlow being loaded via the
SwitchFlow state
instructions more carefully when addressed by name by changing a key parameter,
or change how many levels in a game must be played by adding more or less of
the appropriate State entries. The difficulty of a particular movement, or the length
of time allowed to complete a movement could also be modified easily using keys
within the appropriate state nodes. Such small changes would be possible with-
out support from a programmer, as they would require no additional compilation of
C++ code.
4.7.3 Game Entities
When playing a video game, whether it be for rehabilitation or simply for pleasure,
the player will be in some way interacting with one or more entities; that is, objects
within the game that in some way afford an interactive experience, whether it be
the player, and enemy, a powerup, or a wall. As with other elements of the game
system, entities are loaded into a game via data files, which are loaded and parsed
from within the GameState classes that comprise a game. Such a data file will
consist of one or more EntityDef nodes, each of which defines a single type of entity
object seen within a game. Figure 4.8 shows an example of such an entity, a space
ship that the player controls. An entity within the system code is represented by an
instance of the GameEntity class, or a class derived from it; an EntityDef node may
determine which class represents it using the BaseClass key - all such GameEntity
classes within the framework register themselves with a map of pairings to text
strings and class constructors upon system startup. An entity usually has some
sort of graphical representation on screen, generally taking the form of some sort
of mesh geometry, with a texture applied to it using a specific shader program.
This graphical representation is determined by a child node of the EntityDef node,
RenderNode. Upon parsing, the following keys are responded to:
• SceneNodeType: Class of render representation
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Figure 4.8: An example Entity Definition: This set of data nodes creates the player space-
ship, deriving it from the GameEntity class, with the viper mesh file used to represent it on
screen
• ModelScale: Size of mesh on screen. (float x,y)
• Material: Texture and shader used in rendering
• Mesh: Filename of model to load.
Similar to the BaseClass key, the SceneNodeType consists of a string, which
is paired within the system to a particular class type, which controls the actual
rendering of an entity on screen; the system provides SceneNodes, for standard 3D
geometry, and ParticleNodes, for particle effects such as smoke and water. The
Material entry can either be a child node of the Material type, or a standard key
parsed as a name of a previously loaded Material. Material nodes have the following
entries:
• Shader: Name of shader to use in rendering
• TextureLayer: Name of texture to apply to geometry
• MaterialValue: Name and value of a shader uniform
This allows a large degree of control over the graphical representation of an en-
tity on screen, as even assets requiring data to be sent to the graphics card can be
defined using the exact same mechanism as all other data within the system. The en-
tity mechanism allows for games employing the system to create their own bespoke
entity types for inclusion within the virtual environment, and for easy modification
of such entities without requiring development tools.
4.8 Data Logging
In order to analyse the performance of those playing a game, and make informed
decisions over likely triggers of response markers, it is important for a rehabilitative
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Figure 4.9: An example of data output from the Asteroid Game, showing current target and
cursor positions, and how much time has passed in milliseconds
gaming system to output high quality data. To facilitate this, the framework pro-
vides a modular approach to data output, whereby a number of metrics, both those
internal to the framework’s core, and those related to a specific game built using
the framework, can be chosen to be output for every frame that the game executes.
At the start of program execution, class member variables to be output to file are
registered with an output handling class, with a name, data type, and pointer to the
variable in memory. The contents of this memory can then be snapshotted, format-
ted as appropriate (such as enforcing the number of digits after the decimal point
in float datatypes), and written to a text file by the output class. The output class
supports outputting strings, boolean, integer, and floating point data; of the data
types, only string cannot be natively assumed to be wholly updated atomically, and
is therefore only used to record data set once throughout program execution, such
as the player’s name.
4.8.1 Format
All selected data metrics are outputted in a standard separated value format, whereby
data entries are separated by the pipe (’|’) symbol. Once all required data has been
registered with the system, data output can commence to a file with a specified name
and path. The resulting text file will consist of a number of columns of data; each
column represents one variable, with each row being the data sample for an indi-
vidual frame. The first data point of each column will be the text name provided to
the output class on variable registration. This results in output data formatted as in
Figure 4.9; note that the boolean datatype outputs 1 for true and 0 for false.
4.8.2 Representation Of Device Data
The framework provides access to a variety of metrics relating to the current state
of the force sensors it is receiving user input from. The current normalised value
of each sensor is available for logging, as is the current maximum calibrated force
discussed in Section 4.4.1, and any offset added to compensate for issues outlined
in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.10: Spatial data is recorded to data files in a normalised space, running from -1.0
to 1.0 on each axis
4.8.3 Representation Of Spatial Data
For analysis of a player’s performance in game, it may be necessary to output the
position of something on screen, for example to calculate how close a player char-
acter is to an enemy. Regardless of screen resolution, positional data relating to the
screen is output in a normalised format, whereby data on each axis has extents of -
1.0 to 1.0. This matches the ’normalised device coordinate’ space used in computer
graphics literature. An example of this is provided in Figure 4.10.
4.8.4 Frequency Of Data Updates
The requested data metrics are polled at the end of each frame to obtain their lat-
est contents and output them to file. It is usually the case in a video game for the
number of frames calculated each second to be locked to the vertical sync of the
monitor displaying it - that is, how often the raster beam is reset to the top line of
phosphorous elements (for CRT monitors), or an internal memory buffer is copied
upon receiving a signal (for LCD monitors). Most display devices utilise a vertical
sync rate of 60hz, though it is common for games to only update their graphical
output at a rate of 30hz (once every other sync signal) so as to afford greater time
in which to render their increasingly complex scenes. For the purposes of the trials
undertaken using the framework outlined in this chapter, this v-sync value was ig-
nored, and the internal logic of the games was instead refreshed internally at a rate
of 500hz. This is advantageous as it precludes the loss of high-frequency data from
the user’s input - rapid oscillations or changes in user pressure could be indicators
of fatigue, loss of concentration, or some other phenomenon that is easier to infer
with a higher fidelity of data. This rate is at least twice that of any of the input
devices used, ensuring that no detectable user input is missed, as per the Nyquist
Sampling Theorem.
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Figure 4.11: A gameplay shot of the Asteroid Game: The player must accurately place the
red cursor over the blue target using the force sensors, as the target moves around on screen.
4.9 The Asteroid Game
To aid in the search for the response markers that could determine whether a par-
ticular rehabilitation regime is effectively reaching its desired outcomes, a simple
rehabilitative game was built upon the framework, and used in a number of user tri-
als of able-bodied and post-stroke participants, as part of wider research undertaken
in conjunction with the Institute of Neuroscience at Newcastle University. The core
game features were kept simple so as to be modified as necessary over the course
of a number of test trials, as trial data was examined and new potential research
avenues present themselves, both in terms of direct evidence of response markers,
and of evidence of interlimb transfer of motor function.
4.9.1 Description of Asteroid Game
In gameplay terms, the goal of the example game is to use the force-sensing in-
put devices to move a cursor around on screen using the control schemes outlined
in 4.9.4 and devices outlined in 4.5, with the gameplay goal of placing the cursor
quickly and accurately over a series of on-screen targets, presented to the user se-
quentially. This basic gameplay mechanism is presented thematically as the user
controlling the targeting mechanisms of a space ship, which must lock on to, and
shoot down, a number of asteroids flying through space.
Cursor position is directly proportional to the player’s current applied force, giv-
ing the appearance of smooth movement across the screen as the force applied by
their hand is ramped up and released. Care should be taken when designing a game
with such emphasis on input analysis not to cause erroneous movements and confu-
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sion by attempting to inject aspects of realism into the gameplay: a vehicle may not
really display such inertia-less instantaneous movement, but realistic applications
of acceleration and velocity to movements add another game mechanic for the user
to be confused and distracted by [ALMK10b], with little rehabilitative benefit.
Central to the game is the concept of a training hand, and a non-training (or re-
ceiving) hand; these represent the able, and plegic limbs, respectively. Being able
to successfully replicate complex actions with both limbs is an important indicator
of a return in dexterity to a hemiplegic limb, and is a possible indicator of inter-
limb transfer of motor function, which was of particular interest to the research
collaborators. Throughout the game execution, the training and non-training hands
are treated separately, with separate calibrations maintained for each as in section
4.4.2; this allows the performance of each limb to be tested and monitored within
its own level of strength and dexterity.
Progress through the game is divided into a number of stages, with each stage con-
sisting of a number of trials, to be completed by operating the on-screen cursor with
either the training or receiving hand. Each of these trials is a gameplay segment con-
sisting of up to 12 targets, with the player being scored based on how quickly, and
how accurately, they placed the cursor over each target using the specified hand.
At the end of every trial, an overview of the player’s performance is presented, and
instructions as to which hand to ready for the next trial shown. This continues until
a defined number of trials have been played, whereon the game will display a final
score on screen, and output a number of text files containing score information for
later analysis, before exiting the program. The number of stages, trials, and targets
within each trial is all modifiable using the gameflow file mechanism discussed in
Section 4.7.2.3.
4.9.2 Target Action Phases
Each of the targets within a trial may appear on screen in a number of different
positions. In order to successfully ’destroy’ the target, the user must complete three
linked sequential movements: resting, locking, and holding (see Figure 4.12).
Resting: The user is first instructed to centre their cursor at the middle of the screen,
by resting their hand completely, with as little muscle contraction as possible. This
allows each target attempt to be analysed in a uniform, discrete manner - were this
first step skipped, the relative ordering of on-screen target positions in the trial could
have an undesirable additional influence on performance, skewing results. During
this stage, the input handling functionality of the framework performs a recalibra-
tion of the active device’s parameters, as described in section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.12: Default setup of trials and phases: The user performs 3 trials of 12 targets
using their training hand to determine baseline ability, followed by a longer period with
their receiving hand, with a final 3 trial stage to determine end ability with the training
hand.
Locking: Upon completion of the resting phase, the target is presented on screen,
and the player must perform a further two actions: the initial ’locking on’ of moving
the cursor over the target, and ’holding’ the cursor over the target for a period of
time. This combination of tasks is important: a goal of rehabilitation is to allow a
patient to regain or strengthen the ability to perform a variety of ’daily living’ tasks,
such as buttoning a shirt or opening a door, many of which are compound actions,
requiring accuracy and coordination between movements to complete. Therefore,
the ability to learn and improve on such combination tasks in the context of a reha-
bilitative game could be an important response marker.
Tracking: When a target first appears, it will remain stationary until it has been
’locked on’ to by hovering the cursor over it for a predetermined amount of time, at
which point any movements that have been programmed for the target will begin.
The player must then hover their target over the (potentially moving) target, until
an on-screen timer expires, upon which the target is considered ’destroyed’, and
the next iteration begins. If a player fails to successfully lock on or destroy a tar-
get, for whatever reason (such as inaccuracy, or misunderstanding the instructions
on screen), an internal timer (of a user-configurable length) will eventually expire,
whereon the game will advance to the next state; either treating the target as locked-
on or destroyed as necessary. This prevents a player from becoming permanently
’stuck’ within a section of the game. Details pertaining to each of the targets within
a phase are determined via nodes within the loaded gameflow file, described in more
detail in Section 4.9.6.1. Each target can appear at a unique position on screen, and
may additionally move on screen to present an extra hand-eye coordination chal-
lenge to the player.
These stages were designed in collaboration with researchers within the Institute
of Neuroscience so as to meet multiple research goals; while investigating the capa-
bility for motor task skill learning over time to be measured, the idea of investigating
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Figure 4.13: Asteroid Game Target Phases: The initial rest phase is used to recalibrate the
sensors, and to reduce any scoring bias from the previous target’s position. The locking
phase requires the user to push the sensors to quickly move the cursor over the target. The
final holding phase requires the player to follow the moving target as accurately as possible.
a link between methods of task instruction and long-term performance necessitated
tasks that had multiple, intuitive stages that could be analysed separately.
4.9.3 Scoring Metric
Game players receive a score for each target, derived from both the speed at which
they ’locked on’ to the target by moving their cursor over it, and their accuracy at
staying over the target. In this way, a combination of well controlled reflexes and
muscle contraction will result in higher scores - higher scores will therefore equate
to better overall control over the limb. The time taken to ’lock on’, and the mean
distance of the player’s cursor from the target are logged to the output file as play
progresses.
The score produced for each target is a product of two performance metrics, de-
signed to provide an indicator as to the player’s hand-eye coordination, and their
ability to successfully predict and plan a combined muscle movement. This takes
the form of two sub calculations for speed and accuracy, weighted equally:
score = 100(
speed +accuracy
2
) (4.2)
Both sub calculations utilise the mean Euclidean distance between the player’s cur-
sor and the target, measured in normalised coordinate space:
mean =
√
(ax−bx)2 +(ay−by)2 (4.3)
While the accuracy calculation also requires the mean Euclidean distance be-
tween the cursor and the target over time:
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mean =
n
∑
i=1
√
(ax−bx)2 +(ay−by)2
n
(4.4)
Where a and b are the cursor and target positions, and n is the current number of
samples taken - as this score is calculated every frame, it can change over time, as
the number of samples n will increase.
The speed score is determined by the time taken between a target first appearing
on screen, and the player’s cursor being placed over the target for a total of 0.5 sec-
onds; this is known as ’locking on’ to the target, from the in-game parlance used
to describe game progress. A time threshold rather than a single distance check is
used in order to reduce occurrences of ’incorrect’ scoring, whereby a player moves
their cursor through the target without stopping to complete the ’holding’ action -
this is of particular concern when dealing with patients with disabilities, where the
weakness and lack of control in the player’s limb could present as shaky movement
[HMHD09] more likely to move in and out of a target area, resulting in ’false’ read-
ings.
A target distance of less than or equal to the radius of the target in normalised
coordinates is considered a ’hit’, with every game frame in a hit state counting to-
wards the 0.5 second timer. The total time taken between the target appearing and
the 0.5 second timer being depleted is then compared against reference minimum
and maximum reference values loaded in the configuration file, resulting in the fol-
lowing speed score calculation:
speed = sin(90(
α−minTime
maxTime−minTime)) (4.5)
In this equation, α is the time taken to hover over the target for 0.5 seconds, minTime
is the minimum time by which the user can score 100%, and maxTime is the time
at which the player will score 0% for the speed metric.
Accuracy is scored similarly:
accuracy = sin(90(
β−minDist
maxDist−minDist )) (4.6)
Where β is the mean distance from the target recorded since the target was
locked on to as in Equation 4.4, and minDist and minDist being a minimum and
maximum distance allowed from the target - these values are more fully detailed in
Section 4.9.7.
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4.9.4 User Input
Within the game, the user is required to move a cursor on screen, using either
their training or non-training hand, determined from a per-target variable within
the gameflow file. As part of the calibration procedure enacted at the start of pro-
gram execution, the mean maximum pressure the player is capable of enacting upon
each of the sensors is calculated. For the Asteroid Game it was decided to further
scale the input magnitude such that the player must use no more than 40% of their
maximum pressure to hit a target in its starting position - the customisable move-
ment of each target may require more pressure to track it.
As a player is expected to play a series of trials over a time period of half an hour
or more (the exact time being determined by how quickly they successfully destroy
each target), such accommodations must be made to ensure that the player does not
become fatigued or suffer discomfort throughout their gameplay experience, nega-
tively impacting performance and the medical relevance of their results. The 40%
of maximum pressure limitation was a compromise; while works such as Massy-
Westropp et al. [MWRA+04] note that the average person can maintain an enacted
pressure of between 39% and 63% of their peak grip strength over short periods of
time, the desire to design an experiment that could be undertaken by impaired indi-
viduals without causing excessive fatigue led to the decision to utilise a low value
for the desired force with the experiment. In order to make best use of the data being
collected from the sensors, it was decided to not use a value too low, however, to
minimise the effect of signal noise upon the recordings - tests utilising a maximum
value of 10% led to signal noise causing noticeable oscillations in cursor position,
and excessive quantisation of the user input due to ’throwing away’ such a large
amount of the base data due to using such a small amount of the various device’s
detection sensitivity.
The means by which the user’s physical movement is transformed into on-screen
movement of the cursor differs slightly depending on whether the game is being
played with a device with 2 orthogonal axis of movement (such as the Saitek joy-
stick), and those utilising pairs of 1 dimensional force sensors (such as the iLoad
Mini and C500). Ensuring that each device was as intuitive as possible to use was
seen as high priority, with works such as Ryan et al. [RRP06] and Alankus et
al. [ALMK10a] noting the link between gameplay enjoyment and intuitive, readily
mastered input.
4.9.4.1 Two Axis Movement
For force sensors with 2 fully separable axis of movement, the mapping between
device force and on screen cursor movement is simple. For the x-axis, the extents of
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Figure 4.14: The hand sensors are used to place a cursor somewhere in the arc between
v0 and v1, based on the total amount of force applied, and the ratio between their relative
applied forces.
calibrated movement map directly to the screen-space extents, while for the y-axis,
the extent of positive force (that is, when pushing on the joystick away from the
body) maps to the top of the screen, while force in the negative direction (pulling
the device towards the body) maps to the centre of the screen, resulting in the lower
half of the screen being impossible to enter.
4.9.4.2 Two Device Movement
For devices consisting of multiple individual sensors, a mapping must be made
between the values reported from the sensors placed under the hand, and the 2D
space the cursor must move in. To allow this, two normalised 2D direction vectors
(denoted v0 and v1) define a ’cone’ in screen-space within which the cursor can
move; ideally these vectors will mirrors of each other from the centre of the screen.
Using these in conjunction with the magnitude of the input of the two sensors under
the hand, a further vector γ can be formed (see Figure 4.14). Vector γ is simply
calculated as:
γ= v0α+ v1β (4.7)
Where α and β are the normalised magnitudes of the force sensor placed on the left
and right, respectively. The resulting vector γ can then be used as an offset from the
centre of screen-space to position the user’s cursor on screen.
4.9.5 User Considerations
As the Asteroid Game was to be used by people who may not necessarily be fa-
miliar with video games, or with novel methods of user input like the force sensing
devices, it was seen as important to reassure the player that they were doing well.
Works such as Chen [Che07] note that the ideal gameplay experience is one that is
neither too easy so as to promote boredom, nor difficult enough to cause anxiety,
but to instead offer the player a mixed gameplay experience that they can enjoy,
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promoting a feeling of happiness and fulfilment often known as ’flow’, or being ’in
the zone’.
To promote this desirable feeling of game ’flow’ within the Asteroid Game, it was
seen as important to provide the player with the perception that they were doing
well, even if by the strict measures of their in-game performance they were not.
This manifested itself in several ways in the design of the game. For example, upon
completion of a target, the user is informed via on-screen textual feedback as to
their performance, ranging from ’OK’, to ’Good’ and ’Excellent’. In this case, even
a performance that was in actuality very bad will elicit an ’OK’ result, so as not
to make the user feel they are performing badly, which may result in not engaging
with the game. Similarly the use of the sin function when calculating the scores
discussed in 4.9.3 was to change the linear score degradation from 100% to 0% to
instead have the shape of a circle quadrant, pushing middling scores upward, and
allowing a relatively poor target attempt to still achieve a perceptually ’good’ score,
limiting negative side effects from giving a low score to the user. During game-
play itself, the user is kept aware of their scores for the current trial via a chart in
the bottom left corner (see Figure 4.11); this was added to provide players with an
achievement to aim towards in beating their previous trial result, affording some
degree of personal reward to the gameplay experience.
4.9.6 Configurable features
The particulars of the game, such as number of trials, targets per trial, time until
target destruction, and even seemingly minor details such as the length of time an
instructional message appears on screen, have been made fully customisable via
state definitions within the gameflow file, in the format outlined in Section 4.7.2.3.
By allowing easy modification of the game without requiring programming knowl-
edge or recompilation of the program, it becomes easy to rapidly build variations
of the game to focus on a particular area of research interest. This has proved to be
invaluable during the course of user trials utilising the software; for instance thera-
pists initially found the length of the game to be too arduous for some users, and the
chosen movement parameters too difficult for test subjects with extreme disability,
problems easily solved via modification of a text file, without requiring software
development tools.
4.9.6.1 Target Logic
Each target in a trial is defined by three parameters: its starting position, its move-
ment logic, and the time it takes to be ’destroyed’ by holding the cursor over it.
By default, each target will take these parameters from the currently loaded game-
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flow, which is assumed by the game to have a number of child data sets of type
Target, consisting of keys representing the starting position on screen, the time in
milliseconds to be destroyed, and a numerical ID which will be written to output
files. There is also an optional Random tag, a boolean value which if true, means
that a target obtains its position and destruction time from another data set, of type
RandomData; this contains a number of position and destruction times, which will
be chosen from randomly whenever that target is reached - therefore, Target 0 in a
number of different trials can have different parameters if the Random tag is set. It
is possible for an individual trial to override the default target data set in a gameflow
simply by defining its own data sets of type Target: a Target data set with the name
Target0 will override the default logic of the first target in a trial, with all other tar-
gets being sourced from the gameflow.
Each target may either be stationary, or have a number of simple movement logic
rules dictating its position over time. These rules, known as modifiers, are shown in
Figure 4.17, and define a movement along an axis at a velocity defined by either a
sine or a cosine wave. Each wave is configured using variables for both amplitude
and frequency, and each axis can be defined as being either the x,y, or directional
axis; the directional axis being the normalised direction vector between the centre
of the screen and the target starting point. These parameters afford a great deal of
variance in movement of a target over time: a directional axis oscillation will make
the target move closer to and further away from the centre of the screen, while a
combination of two modifiers using a sine and cosine on the x and y axis will make
the target move in a circular motion.
For the purposes of the trials the Asteroid Game was used in, it was decided not
to calibrate the velocity of the modified targets, so as to provide as close to the same
gameplay environment as possible to each trial participant. In a scenario where the
Asteroid Game were to be used in the home, it would however be beneficial to scale
the velocity of targets to user ability; it may be necessary to ’calibrate’ the target
velocity not just by the mean force imparted by the user upon the input devices
in the initial calibration stage, but also on how quickly tasks have been performed
previously.
4.9.6.2 Game States
The Asteroid Game employs a number of game state classes, which can be ordered
or omitted as necessary using the gameflow system outlined in 4.7.2.3; the only
restriction being that if present, the login state must come first, and be present within
the gameflow only once, to avoid string extraction issues when writing output to file,
as discussed in 4.8. The provided states include the following:
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Figure 4.15: Overview of Target Modifiers: Targets can move horizontally, vertically, and
towards the centre of the screen, at a selectable frequency (how quickly it moves across the
axis) and amplitude (how much it moves on the axis). Modifiers can be stacked to create
more erratic movements.
• WaitMessage: Message informing user to rest and wait.
• IncrementBlock: Increments or resets a counter, used in data output.
• ZeroSensors: Message informing user to place hands on sensors, to tare.
• SwitchJoystickHand: Switches game to use either training and receiving
hand
• AsteroidGame: A trial consisting of up to 12 targets
• AsteroidPractise: As above, but calculates player metrics on completion
The IncrementBlock and SwitchJoystickHand states immediately pop themselves
off the state stack after a single frame, after performing their required actions. States
like these were implemented so as to allow easier setting up of custom gameplay pa-
rameters - the SwitchJoystickHand state can be placed between trials or targets, and
will change and inform the player of which hand will be required for the next game-
play stage, while the IncrementBlock state increments an internal counter, which is
logged to the output file every frame as an easy way of identifying grouped trials.
4.9.7 Practice Sessions
The size of the targets on screen, as well as the minimum and maximum score dis-
tances used in the score Equation 4.3 can be adjusted based on user performance.
This is achieved by determining the player’s ability to play the game with an initial
practice session, to be undertaken after the force sensors have been calibrated, but
before the main portion of the game has begun.
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The gameflow node that initiates the practice session is assumed to have three arrays
of 10 values, that set the target size, minimum scoring distance, and maximum scor-
ing distance, respectively (shown in Figure 4.16). All values are measured in the
normalised units discussed in Section 4.8.3. The minimum and maximum scoring
ranges may be larger than that of the target graphic on screen if desired, allowing
the player to be scored for ’near misses’ if desired. The practice session itself con-
sists of a single in-game trial of between 1 and 12 targets. As with other game trials,
the positions, modifiers, and hand to use for each target can be set by the gameflow,
with all targets being set to the parameters at location 5 of the 0-indexed array of
target size information.
Upon completion of the practice session, the mean score achieved is determined,
and quantised into one of 10 values - a score of 54% will be quantised to 5, while
a score of 94% will become slot 9. The resulting value is then used as an index
into the three target size information arrays for the rest of the duration of the game
play. This allows for a degree of adaptability towards players of differing skill lev-
els - those who are good at the game can be presented with a smaller target, and
thus a harder challenge to complete, while those who are yet to master the game
are presented with an easier gameplay experience to encourage continued efforts to
improve. The practice session is optional, and not including it in the gameflow will
case the game to instead use default values.
Figure 4.16: Overview of Target Scoring: The user’s cursor being within the inner red circle
will yield high scores, while being outside of the green circle will negatively impact scores.
Both distances can be set within the Gameflow file.
4.10 User Trials
The Asteroid Game built using the game framework outlined in this chapter has
been successfully used in user trials, as part of a wider research effort in conjunc-
tion with Prof. Janet Eyre’s team at the Institute of Neuroscience at Newcastle
University, with all results derived in collaboration with them.
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These trials have been used to investigate a number of different aspects of video
game delivered rehabilitation, including links between in-game motor control per-
formance and real-world increases in motor ability, and whether video game tech-
nology is sensitive enough to detect whether motor learning of sequential actions is
taking place over time. Demonstrating the ability to determine whether or not motor
learning is taking place or not could be used as an indicator of the overall condition
of the patient’s stroke related symptoms over time, and demonstrate the viability of
video games as a tool for therapeutic benefit.
A second desired outcome for the research was to determine whether the way an
in-game motor control task is presented alters the user’s ability to improve their
performance at that task over time. If this were to be shown, and additionally com-
bined with a link between in-game performance and real-world ability, then the
research could enable more effective and efficient means of creating interactive re-
habilitation software. This research goal was tested via analysing the performance
of two groups of players, with each group informed of their in-game task in a con-
sistently different manner. The metric of performance for this derived from the data
used to calculate the scores within the Asteroid Game, as discussed in Section 4.9.3.
The framework was designed to easily facilitate such research outcomes, by al-
lowing for high quality data from the motion sensors and game state to be logged
to file, and rapid adaptation of the game as necessary in order to extract as much
useful data as possible over the course of the research trials. The interdisciplinary
nature of the research team meant that the people utilising and modifying the Aster-
oid Game via the gameflow mechanism were not necessarily proficient at computer
programming, making ease of use vital for its continued use and success.
4.10.1 Trial Team
The work described in this thesis chapter was part of a larger collaboration be-
tween the School of Computing Science and Institute of Neuroscience, investigat-
ing methods by which interactive media such as computer games could increase and
add a sense of reward to physical rehabilitation routines. This involved a number
of projects involving video game technology, including software maintenance and
technical assistance on trials being performed with Circus Challenge, analysis of
patterns within 9-hole peg board play attempts, and the project which resulted in
the creation of the Asteroid Game, which was initially to investigate whether phys-
ical movements delivered via video games and attempted with a user’s non-plegic
limbs would result in improvements in coordination with their plegic limb, but ex-
panded as trials were undertaken.
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Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the work, a number of different people were
involved throughout the course of the trial. The author handled all of the data gen-
eration via the creation of the game engine, the Asteroid Game itself, and the data
output and gameflow. In addition to this, several members of the Institute of Neu-
roscience were involved:
• Janet Eyre: Janet is Professor of Paediatric Neuroscience at Newcastle Uni-
versity, and headed the team at the Institute of Neuroscience, coordinating
efforts between research groups.
• Kholood Shalabi: Kholood is a PhD student supervised by Prof. Janet Eyre,
investigating the links between hemiplegic motor learning and health gam-
ing. Kholood’s role in the work described in this chapter was to conduct the
actual trials themselves; she organised trial sessions, explained the process to
participants, and ensured that each session was completed successfully.
• Sara Graziadio: Sara is a post-doctoral researcher within the Institute of
Neuroscience. She conceived the idea of investigating the potential for inter-
limb transfer of motor function, and designed the initial concept of what be-
came the Asteroid Game. Beyond this, Sara also performed statistical analy-
sis on the results of the Asteroid Game, along with Kholood.
• Occupational Therapists: A number of occupational therapists were at-
tached to the larger video game therapy project as a whole during the course
of the Asteroid Game trials, and their feedback and experience of working
with patients during physical therapy was useful in designing the trials to en-
sure that they were not too strenuous for impaired persons to complete.
4.10.2 Experiment Data Output
For the duration of the research trials, the framework was configured to output the
following data output for later analysis, with the latest values written to text file at
the end of every game frame:
• Time (float): Time in milliseconds since data capture began
• Block (int): Current stage of the experiment
• Trial (int): How many trials into the block is the experiment
• Target (int): Index of current gameplay target
• Fixed / Rand (bool): Whether the current target properties are random
• State (char): Identifier for the current state of the game
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• CursorX (float): Normalised x axis position of the player cursor
• CursorY (float): Normalised y axis position of the player cursor
• TargetX (float): Normalised x axis position of the current target
• TargetY (float): Normalised y axis position of the current target
• TargetDist (float): Normalised distance between player cursor and target
For each of the force sensors, the following is also recorded:
• Raw (int): Raw value reported by the driver
• Min (int): Minimum value reported
• Max (int): Maximum value reported
• PSI (float): Force in PSI applied to the sensor
The state tag uses a number of predefined values within the game to tag game
frames in which the internal workings of the game changed in some way; for in-
stance, new tags are written to the output file on the frame in which a new target
appears, is ’locked on’ to, or is destroyed, and whenever the sensors have their tare
weight calibrated. This state tagging, together with the full output of sensor values,
provide a complete state of the game at all points throughout its execution.
4.10.3 Experiment Protocol
For the user trials, a strict protocol was devised, which would allow for consis-
tency over a number of test sessions for each participant. Much of the protocol was
designed by the Institute of Neuroscience staff outlined earlier, but several sugges-
tions and modifications were made by the author: presenting moving targets was a
suggestion from myself; also, as noted in Section 4.9.4, initial trials were initially
to utilise only a maximum of 10% of a user’s mean pressure, but after discussion a
compromise of 40% was utilised, to allow for greater use of input device sensitivity,
balanced against the need to not fatigue the user over the course of the trial.
The ethical committee of Newcastle University approved the trial study, and writ-
ten informed consent was obtained from all participants. Although some amount of
user data in the form of force applied to sensors ever frame, along with the user’s
age and whether they were left or right handed, this was anonymised via a simple
identification number used for referencing recording files.
Each group played an identical version of the Asteroid Game, set up using the
gameflow file described throughout this chapter. This setup divided the game into
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Trial Type Receiving Training Training Training Receiving
Trial Count 3 3 15 3 3
Table 4.1: Experiment Trial setup: Number of trials performed with each hand, presented
to the player as ordered from left to right.
the three stages outlined in Section 4.9.2. The first and last stages were further
modified so as to include trials for both receiving and training hands, resulting in
the trial setup outlined in Table 4.1. Each experiment participant’s play-through
of the game was standardised to reduce external influences in player performance,
with the same computer and sensor setup used, and a strict script which the trial
supervisor kept to when communicating to the trial participant what they should do
during the play session.
Before any user trials were started, the Asteroid Game underwent an initial test
with members of the Institute of Neuroscience, and students from the School of
Computing Science at Newcastle University. This was primarily to test the stability
of the program for extended periods, and ensure that the data recording was correct.
As part of this test, it was determined that the original length of the game session,
consisting of 20 trials in the second stage, was too long, with participants stating
that they were starting to tire of playing the game. Due to this, the number of trials
was reduced, resulting in the trial setup noted in Table 4.1. Based on feedback from
these initial tests, the target colour was also changed when ’hitting’ the target, and
the speed at which the 3D spaceship model moved adjusted, as people were some-
times confused as to whether they were moving the spaceship or not, as it would
initially interpolate towards the cursor position over time; changing the speed to
instantaneous made the game more intuitive.
The first two trial sets serve as a baseline measurement for player performance
using each limb. The longer trial performed using the training hand is used as a
practice and learning period. The final training hand trial set allows for an overall
measurement of the player’s ability to learn the task presented to them, while the fi-
nal receiving hand trial set allows for a measurement of potential skill transfer from
the strong to weak limb. Participants were informed of their progress via on-screen
display of their scores, as defined in 4.9.3. For analysis, participant performance
was measured from the two metrics used to create that score - the time taken to
’lock on’ to the target (also known as the target’s Transfer Time), and the mean dis-
tance between the user’s cursor and the target. The distance metric was recorded
directly each frame as part of the data output, while Transfer Time was obtained
by measuring the distance between ’New Target’ and ’Locked On’ State symbols
within the data output - as each row is timestamped, it is trivial to determine the
time between state changes via subtraction.
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Group Mean Age Minimum Age Maximum Age
1 27 20 35
2 27 20 36
Table 4.2: First trial age ranges per group, measured in years.
Group Time Transfer Time Distance
Group 0.015 0.256 0.012
Time 0.001 0.001
Table 4.3: ANOVA Effect Statistics: Training Hand
4.10.4 Participant Grouping
For the purposes of this trial, it was decided that as it was designed around how
to test how a user’s perception of a task affects performance over time, rather than
the game’s specific ability to aid in post-stroke rehabilitation, trial participants had
no requirement to have suffered stroke. Therefore, participants were sourced from
able-bodied volunteers. Trial participants were divided into two groups, consisting
of 12 right-handed adults evenly split between gender, with age ranges as shown
in Table 4.2, with each group being tutored in how to play the game in a different
manner, altering their perception as to how to achieve high scores. Group 1 was
tutored in how to play the game as if success was achieved with a single objective
- they were asked to simply track the target asteroids as best they could. Group 2
was tutored tutored in gameplay as a two stage process - they were asked to first
move their cursor over the target as quickly as possible, and to then track the target
as accurately as possible. Trial group 2 therefore had the concept of multiple steps
being required for success introduced to them early-on, whilst group 1 would have
to infer this manually from game scoring feedback during play.
4.10.5 Experiment Outcomes
The main results of the trial are collated in Figure 4.17. The graph labelled Transfer
Time shows the mean time in seconds taken for each group to achieve the ’lock on’
state for a target. The Distance graph shows the mean distance between the user’s
cursor and the target, measured in the normalised screen space outlined in Section
4.8.3. Lower values in the y-axis are ’better’ scores in both cases. In both graphs
each data point is a mean value taken from 3 trials of 12 targets, with blue points
indicating data from Group 1, and green indicating Group 2.
Group Time Transfer Time Distance
Group 0.04 0.034 0.001
Time 0.001 0.001
Table 4.4: ANOVA Effect Statistics: Non-Trained Hand
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In depth analysis was performed on the trial data using the SPSS software pack-
age by IBM (www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/technology/spss/; IBM). The General
Linear Model Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance statistical model was used,
with Greenhouse-Geisser correction used where necessary. All statistical results
used a significance level of 0.05, with Bonferroni correction. Each hand (either the
trained hand or non-trained hand) was analysed separately. An overview of this
analysis is provided in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. There are two immediately obvious ob-
servations to be made from inspection of the graphs: that both groups plateau in
their performance over time, and that Group 2 is consistently worse across both
transfer time and distance.
Analysis proved a main effect of Group for the Distance metric (p = 0.012 trained
hand, p = 0.001 non-trained hand), demonstrating a significant advantage to intro-
ducing the task as a single combined motor task. Both training and non-training
hands showed a main effect of time for transfer time and distance (p < 0.001 in all
cases), indicating that over the course of a participants trials, motor learning was
taking place. The effect of time and distance even for the lesser-used non-trained
hand is an indicator that there was some degree of inter-limb transfer of movement
training from the usage of the other limb. This effect was present for both groups.
The effect of transfer time over time was not significant for the training hand (p =
0.256), but significant for the non-trained hand (p = 0.034), additionally showing
significantly better performance by the single object group.
4.10.6 Second User Trial
As part of ongoing research using the Asteroid Game by researchers within the In-
stitute of Neuroscience, trials have been undertaken with older people who have
previously suffered stroke. The primary purpose of this particular trial was to de-
termine whether the game could be used to measure the learning of sequentially
linked actions in those suffering from hemiplegic stroke. Preliminary results are
discussed here, as further evidence as to the ability of the Asteroid Game to assist in
determining how video game technology can assist in stroke rehabilitation; work is
currently being undertaken to expand upon these results with the aim of submission
to the UK Stroke Forum conference.
4.10.6.1 Second Trial Setup
The second trial is similar in structure to that of the first, consisting of groups of
people playing the Asteroid Game using the same configurable gameflow and data
output, allowing comparisons between game sessions to be made. Table 4.5 outlines
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Figure 4.17: Graphs derived from game data; learning curves for transfer time (s) and dis-
tance. For analysis the datafor every three sequential trials are grouped. The blue symbols
indicate Group 1 (perceived single objective) and the green symbols Group 2 (perceived 2
step task). The squares indicate the trained right hand (TH) and the triangles the non-trained
left hand (nTH). The error bars are SEMs. For both indices lower values are associated with
higher performances
how the trial participants were grouped. Unlike in the previous trial’s participant
mean age of 27 years of age, this trial focussed on older people, with an average
age of 65 years. Of those participants who had previously suffered from stroke,
all were at least 6 months post-stroke. All trial participants were right-handed, but
were further split up into groups where either the left or right hand was considered
the ’training’ hand with which the game was primarily played with; stroke group
participants trained their paretic hand, and were grouped up as such.
The game’s gameflow setup file was similar to that of the first research trial, with 12
targets in each individual game trial, and 12 game trials making up a single play ses-
sion; two sessions are undertaken by each participant, 7 days apart, in order to allow
a measure of longer-term motor learning to be analysed. Targets were presented to
the player in one of four randomly selected positions, with target modifiers setup to
slowly move either horizontally, vertically, or towards the centre of the screen and
back.
4.10.6.2 Second Trial Results
Analysis of the trial data was performed as before, with a General Linear Model Re-
peated Measures Analysis of Variance statistical model. Within subject time (times
taken to lock on to and successfully track a target to its destruction) was analysed,
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Group Count Mean Age Age Range
Able Right 13 66.2 ±7.1
Able Left 14 65 ±9.9
Stroke Right 6 62.7 ±7.6
Stroke Left 10 69.8 ±9.8
Table 4.5: Second trial age ranges per group, measured in years.
while between subject analysis was in group (whether able bodied or stroke sur-
vivor), and in training hand (right or left). The analysis of performance within the
trials showed a significant main effect for time (p = 0.011 for locking, p < 0.001
for tracking), indicating learning was occurring over time. A main effect was also
determined for grouping in regards to ability to lock and track targets, with a worse
performance for stroke survivors (p < 0.001). For the locking phase of the target,
a trend towards time/training/group interaction was noted (p = 0.092), with stroke
survivors with left-hemiparesis showing no learning over time. In tracking, superior
right hand performance was indicated, via a main effect for the training hand (p =
0.028). A group/training hand interaction was noted (p = 0.036), with a greater
difference in performance between hands for the stroke and able bodied groups.
4.10.6.3 Second Experiment Outcomes
The second experiment with stroke survivors shows some results which, while
mostly unsurprising, are nevertheless promising for having been determined solely
from the data output during played of the Asteroid Game. The significant effect
for group across the locking on and tracking targets indicates that that in-game per-
formance is impaired in those suffering from hemiplegic stroke compared to the
control group. Nevertheless, learning was indicated by means of a significant main
effect for time. The ability to lock a target was noted to be slower for the impaired
groups, with non-dominant hemisphere stroke participants showing more signifi-
cant impairment in tracking and learning, evidenced by a time/training/group trend,
and a a significant main effect for handedness. The interaction between group and
training hand, and the greater difference in performance between hands and groups,
indicates that those participants who are both post-stroke and have hemiparisis in
their dominant hand are likely to perform worse; that despite this the results indi-
cated learning over time is promising, as it would mean that enough sensitivity was
present to detect changes in condition of those most likely to utilise the system, and
that the ability of older post-stroke patients to engage with the game is a positive
indicator that motor control tasks such as those employed within the Asteroid Game
are suitable mechanism by which interactive therapy can be introduced.
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4.10.7 Discussion
In any physical rehabilitation routine, participants will be required to complete some
specific task, and be instructed on how to perform this in some manner, whether vo-
cally, or as written instructions on paper or computer screen. The trials performed
using the software outlined in this chapter has shown that the specific details of
these instructions is vital to the understanding and ability to successfully complete
the desired actions. Trial participants in two groups were asked to perform the exact
same actions, within the exact same software simulation, yet the performance be-
tween each group has been shown to be markedly different, depending on whether
the task is presented to the participants as two separate actions (move to the target,
follow the target), or a single sequential action (follow the target).
It may at first be considered counter-intuitive for the more ’granular’ instructions
to lead to a consistently worse performance, but this result is in-line with a growing
body of literature related to action learning. Bernstein [Ber67] argued that action
goals were mentally interpreted as a specific pattern to execute in 3D space, rather
than a replication of a specific set of muscle patterns. This theory can be demon-
strated in practice with one’s own written signature, in that its basic unique pattern
can be replicated whether the signature is written at a large scale utilising the shoul-
der and arm, or at a small scale utilising only the wrist and fingers.
Klapp and Jagacinski [KJ11] provide an overview of recent research into the con-
cept of action goals being represented as an abstract code, rather than a specific list
of sub movements to be completed by specific muscle actions. Their work describes
learned combinations of movements as ’chunks’, and posits that these chunks are
processed into correct motions as and when required. Klapp used this terminology
to describe motor learning for speech articulation [Kla03], in which two groups
of experiment participants were encouraged to say pseudowords, having been in-
structed to either concentrate on separating out each syllable of the pseudoword or
combine them into one single word. For the group instructed to treat each syllable
separately, reaction time increased as a function of the number of syllables, which
was not the case for the group encouraged to treat the word as a whole; this suggests
that learning a word as a whole combines into one ’chunk’ of motor learning, re-
gardless of the number of syllables. This research therefore indicates that treating a
combined action movement such as the one encoded within the Asteroid Game as a
single combined action over multiple separate movements allows a more natural fit
to the body’s own motor control learning method. It is common in traditional video
games for a ’learning curve’ to be created by progressively adding new actions into
the gameplay experience, so this finding has important implications for the concept
of building motor rehabilitation tasks into such games.
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The results generated using the framework are complementary to the existing cor-
pus of research on motor task learning, adding knowledge on how ’chunk’ learning
affects manipulative tasks. Not only was transfer time prolonged in the group which
had separate task instructions, but their accuracy at tracking the target was degraded,
and was consistently poorer than that of the single combined action group. It is in-
teresting to note that it was the latter of the two actions in the ’chunk’ that was
adversely affected, demonstrating that it is the process of creating the mental link of
a ’chunk’ that is impaired, rather than an individual motor control task. Works such
as Piron et al [PTA+10] indicate that video game enhanced motor control tasks can
result in more robust improvements to patient ability, so determining which mecha-
nisms have an effect, and how best to maximise their impact, is of great importance
to gaming delivered therapies.
The results of the first trial bear similarity to the work of Orrell et al [OEM06],
in which post-stroke participants performed better at a given balance task if allowed
to implicitly learn how best to approach the task with mechanical assistance, rather
that explicitly being shown how to solve the tasks. As their trial utilised post-stroke
participants, that its results correlate to those discovered during the trial outlined in
this chapter is evidence that the neurological mechanisms the Asteroid Game tested
would elicit similar results in a trial of post-stroke participants. The preliminary
results from the second trial also show that the rate of learning in the locking and
tracking stages of target destruction is maintained in dominant hemisphere strokes;
this provides some evidence to indicate that the game system is sensitive enough to
detect changes in ability in those most likely to use rehabilitative software.
The trial results are significant, and provide a substantial proof as to the poten-
tial of rehabilitative games to assist as part of of a wider physical therapy, and the
need for further research into how best to encode rehabilitation tasks within them.
Patients can only spend so long engaging with even the most addictive and enter-
taining rehabilitation game, before detrimental effects start to build up. Firstly, the
exertion of performing in-game physical movements for an extended period of time
can result in tiredness, equal to that of traditional physical therapies [WKT+13]. It
has also been noted that those suffering from stroke have a higher occurrence of fa-
tigue [IEP99], a mental or physical exhaustion that can affect the ability to complete
physical therapy sessions [MJM05] even in younger patients [RLM+03]. Boredom,
too, can play a part in the efficacy of a therapy; a careful balance must be maintained
between introducing challenges for the player to engage with, and not making those
challenges too frustrating, so as to keep the player’s interest [PRR10]. This will
be of particular challenge in physical therapy games, where the limited number of
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gameplay actions and experiences that can be generated with the limitation of being
medically beneficial to the player may result in boredom over time, although the
literature discussed in Chapter 2 does suggest that engagement is generally higher
with video games than traditional therapies.
Due to factors such as boredom and fatigue, it is therefore important to ensure
that the video game delivered rehabilitation sessions are utilised as effectively as
possible so as to minimise any negative side effects. The research outlined here
demonstrates that an incorrectly presented task not only reduces short-term ability
at successfully replicating required actions, but can have long term effects, as the
performance ’plateau’ reached can be lower than that of a well presented task. In a
theoretical rehabilitation game where in-game tasks aid in the replication of ’quality
of life’ movement actions, it is intuitive to see that a poorly designed task reduces
the potential ’real world’ outcome of a therapy, and could in fact be damaging to
health. That the second trial indicates that the system is sensitive enough to deter-
mine if older post-stroke patients are undergoing the process of motor learning via
playing a game is a sign that video game delivered therapies could be used to mon-
itor patient progress as part of their rehabilitation routine, and that the game could
provide an ongoing challenge to patients by reacting to such changes.
4.11 Conclusion
This chapter has detailed the creation and testing of a framework for aiding in the
development of rehabilitative games. It allows for the creation of simple interac-
tive real-time games with graphics and sound, and supports a number of different
force sensing devices. The framework is almost entirely data driven, with a C++
core interacting with a number of data files that allow for the rapid creation and
modification of in-game elements, such as the moving objects that make up the in-
teractivity of the game, as well as the variables used by the rules of the game itself.
The framework works as intended, allowing for rapid development of simple games
with which investigations into how best to provide rehabilitative benefit in a video
game context can be undertaken. The modular and configurable nature of the frame-
work has allowed for a variety of gameplay scenarios to be tested, and for changes to
be made as necessary. This allowed for multiple scenarios to be tested, resulting in
the ’Asteroid Game’ - a game controlled by force-based input devices that presents
to the player linked motor control tasks, requiring limb coordination to complete to
a high level.
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The game developed using this framework has enabled two significant results: that
presentation of a sequentially linked task plays a significant role in mastery of that
task over time, and that any improvements in ability to complete this task over time
can be detected by the system in older, post-stroke patients whose performance is
inhibited by their paretic limb. Together, these indicate that therapeutic video games
derived from the game outlined in this chapter could form part of an ongoing therapy
routine, allowing detection of changes in ability over time, which, if combined with
correctly presented motor control tasks, could result in beneficial improvements in
patient ability.
As of the time of writing, data recorded from trials is still being analysed within
the Institute of Neuroscience, focussing on whether performance within the Aster-
oid Game over time is a positive indicator as to the success of a physical therapy, so
there is potential for this work to enable further significant advances in the field of
rehabilitative gaming, as such a link would allow for correctly designed games to be
a measure of patient ability comparable to traditional standardised measures such
as the CAHAI score or Wolf Motor Function test. The preliminary results outlined
in Section 4.10.6 suggest that video games with sufficiently high quality input han-
dling are sensitive enough to measure motor learning of sequentially linked actions,
and as such could become a useful tool in the measurement of patient quality of life,
as well as an entertaining method to engage with physical therapy.
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Chapter 5
Detection And Success
Determination Of Patient Movement
In Rehabilitative Games
5.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters have covered methods by which the quality of a motion
device can be determined, and how best for a patient with acute stroke to engage
with a video game delivered rehabilitation routine while providing optimal health
benefits. The purpose of this chapter is to build on these concepts, and cover meth-
ods by which therapists can create video game delivered therapies to patients suffer-
ing from a wide-range of debilitating conditions, utilising motion sensing devices
to determine therapy engagement and success.
The investigation into academic works relating video games for rehabilitation per-
formed in Chapter 2 shows that current research has largely focussed on either
bespoke games created in an academic environment, or in the use of an existing
commercial game as-is, with the specific outcomes of the research measured exter-
nally by the attending research and medical staff. There appears little engagement
from the video game industry in creating games capable of being used in bespoke
therapies, or that support measuring player input to a sufficient quality to allow
a medical assessment. Without the support of the wider games industry, games
created in a research context will likely suffer from the lack of expertise in many
aspects of a successful game’s development, such as game design, art and sound
asset creation, and external quality assurance testing, all of which combine to form
a more engaging, positive game experience. It would therefore be beneficial to pro-
mote collaboration between the games industry and medical experts, so as to create
bespoke software of equal quality to commercial game releases, but also with med-
ically valid benefits, affording their inclusion in physiotherapy routines.
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The main focus of this chapter is on the creation and implementation a system
capable of recording physical movements using motion devices, which can be com-
bined to form a physical therapy program. The ability for someone to correctly
replicate such movements is also part of the system, allowing for a measurement
of ability over time. The software has been designed to be suitable for movement
detection with a number of input devices, including those described in Chapter 3,
allowing therapists to record ’gestures’ for their patients to attempt in their own
time using commercially available hardware. To facilitate and encourage the in-
tegration of such rehabilitative gesture detection to commercially available video
games, the software presented within this chapter has been designed as a com-
pletely ’plug and play’ solution; the software abstracts and encapsulates the test-
ing of gestures and the communication with a variety of motion devices from the
engine, allowing movement-based rehabilitation routines to be embedded within
games without requiring context-specific knowledge. The software has been de-
signed in a cross-platform manner, and has been used by a number of established
local games studios, including Coatsink (www.coatsink.com) and Nosebleed Inter-
active (www.nosebleedinteractive.com), to develop games for the rehabilitation of
stroke across both the PC and Android platforms.
5.2 Justification
Physical therapies designed to aid in the recovery of limb movement post-stroke are
a combination of repetition of simple tasks [EC13], where a patient might be asked
to raise and lower their hands a number of times, and of completion of gestures
designed to replicate and gauge ability in ’real world’ movements, such as ability to
grip and lift a cup, or button a shirt. While a video game delivered therapy cannot
be a complete replacement for the wide range of therapies and observations pro-
vided via the one-to-one care a trained therapist can provide, it is certainly possible
that it can provide an entertaining method by which physical tasks can be presented
to the player, and assessed for performance improvements that might suggest an
improvement in limb function. While the work in Chapter 4 has shown the ability
to detect and assess simple motor control tasks designed for acute hemiplegia, that
leaves a wide range of motor control tasks that could be transferred to a video game
environment.
To allow the detection of gross motions such as reaching and grabbing, and com-
bined actions such as pouring a glass of water, a piece of software must be capable
of tracking a player’s ability to replicate such movements, and verify that they are a
match to those intended. By performing analysis of a patient’s ability to perform a
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particular gesture, a system should be able to provide a more fine-grained result than
simple pass/fail, as rehabilitation can be a long process, and any small improvement
over time in ability to perform a gesture can be seen as indicators of the success of
the rehabilitation process.
While there are broad classifications used to describe the level of disability of some-
one post-stoke, such as the NIH Stroke Scale [GS97] the exact combination of phys-
ical therapies used to aid in their rehabilitation will be tailored to their needs by
physical therapists, and will change in response to a person’s ability over time. A
video-game based therapy system must allow for a similar amount of customisation
and modification over time to be a truly useful tool, either to therapists or patients.
5.3 Gestures
It can be assumed that the user of physical rehabilitation software will be required to
attempt a number of physical movements, or gestures, each of which may be a sim-
ple individual movement (raise arms in the air), or a more complicated compound
action (raise arms, make pouring action with right hand). These gestures will either
be established exercises designed for the rehabilitation of a specific ailment (such as
tilting the hand using the wrist as in NHS guidelines for wrist therapies [Hos]) and
provided to patients via leaflet or training, or as part of a tailored series of exercises
created by a therapist to assist in the rehabilitation of a specific ailment, as part of a
long-term physiotherapy [nhsa].
The gestures designed for aiding patient rehabilitation will generally consist of
some combination of position and limb orientation, designed to test and extend
a patient’s current ability, so a gesture created for detection in a video game context
should be able to track both position and orientation in 3D space. Depending on the
exact movement encoded within the gesture, additional metrics such as smoothness
of movement may also be desirable - for example, being able accurately replicate
a ’pouring water’ gesture within the system, and for it to be able to differentiate
between a jerky and smooth attempt at its completion may be important, as a sub-
ject’s ability to smoothly complete such a move could indicate an improvement in
independence and quality of life.
For the purposes of the work described in this chapter, only upper body rehabili-
tation techniques were considered, and thus only hand-held motion devices, such as
those benchmarked in Chapter 3 will be considered and discussed. By tracking the
position and orientation of the hands in 3D space, it is possible to make assumptions
on the pose of the entire upper body; it is assumed that a player will not attempt to
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’cheat’ the system by incorrectly holding the controller. This makes hand-held mo-
tion devices capable of assisting in the rehabilitation of the wrists, arms, shoulders,
and potentially the spine; the ability to accurately and reliably detect finger move-
ment is beyond the capability of most devices (for example, the newly released
Kinect 2 can only detect whether a hand is in an open or closed pose), making the
force-sensing devices discussed in Chapter 3 more suitable for such detection. The
software has been shown to work with a hardware system that can detect finger
movements, but this has some caveats that will be discussed later.
5.4 Representation of Patient Movement
There are existing methods by which to determine the similarity of two movement
sequences, including the Fre´chet distance, a measure of similarity between curves
commonly used within handwriting detection algorithms [SKB07]. The correctness
of a movement can also be tested via state machines [SBU+14], whereby a gesture
attempt advances through the machine by testing against conditions such as con-
troller separation distance, and orientation, and ultimately providing either a pass or
fail result, as well as via machine learning algorithms [NS03][KSL07][HVL10].
Ideally, a rehabilitative video game should have a system whereby bespoke therapy
routines can be added that are unique to a particular patient. Such gestures require
input from medical staff such as occupational therapists, who specialise in determin-
ing the best rehabilitative regime for each patient. A bespoke regime can be built up
for a patient using a combination of moves contained within a ’library’ of prebuilt
gestures, and of those created specifically to meet the unique needs of an individual.
In order to facilitate the creation of new moves for a patient, a motion gesture sys-
tem would ideally allow new moves to be recorded, and previous moves loaded and
modified as necessary. Such requirements place limitations on the types of mech-
anisms used to record and test rehabilitative gestures. State machine systems are
not particularly user-friendly, for example: even in such ’friendly’ interfaces as the
popular Unity game engine (www.unity3d.com; Unity Technologies), the creation
of a state machine can be an obtuse combination of graphs and numbers, meaning-
less to those without appropriate training. Machine learning based systems tend to
allow determination of which gesture from a precomputed pool is most likely be-
ing performed, without necessarily providing any information as to how well the
gesture is actually being performed, something of key importance in physiotherapy,
where the ability to perform a given gesture is an indicator of improved ability.
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5.5 Waypoint Systems
An ideal system would allow the parameters a gesture is comprised of to be modified
and visualised as necessary to create and customise bespoke rehabilitative routines,
with an easy to use interface, and no prerequisite knowledge of underlying detection
algorithms or computing science concepts. Treating gestures as an ordered collec-
tion of points in 3D space that a user must get the held controller close to provides
an intuitive model, allowing for easy graphical representation of gesture parameters
during gesture creation and editing. Positions that the user must reach can be easily
defined as points within a 3D volume representing the space around a limb, while
how closely a user must replicate these positions in order to be considered success-
ful at the move can be represented as a shape around those points. Together, this
position and shape, known as a bounding volume, along with any additional metrics
that may influence the success of a gesture attempt such as orientation, required
velocity and smoothness, are known as a waypoint.
Being a physical representation of the ’shape’ of the move, waypoints are an in-
tuitive method for the representation of a gesture. A graphical interface can in-
tuitively show the movement as a 3D representation on screen, with positions as
markers, bounding volumes as boxes or spheres, and the ordering of waypoints to
replicate a gesture shown as arrows or lines connecting waypoints together.
Representing gestures as waypoints has the additional benefit of easy determination
of important sections of a gesture. The difference between a gesture that requires
the user to simply raise their arms high from any starting position, and one which
requires the user to start in a very specific position can be easily ascertained when
looking at the waypoints that comprise a gesture. Figure 5.1 demonstrates this: both
gestures require the player to place their hands outwards, but while the left gesture
has only one waypoint per limb, suggesting a loose requirement for how the ges-
ture must be started, the right movements has a number of ordered waypoints, and
specifically requires the user to start with their arms by their sides to pass.
5.5.1 Normalisation of Waypoint Systems
In order to correctly detect the success of a movement attempt by a patient, the
movement must be matched to their unique physical attributes, such as shoulder
width, and arm length. Figure 5.2 shows how even a simple gesture such as hold-
ing hands outwards can fail when motion control data is compared directly against
prerecorded data - a gesture recorded by Player B could be impossible for Player A
to complete.
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Figure 5.1: Left: Waypoints representing a simple ’arms out’ gesture. Right: Waypoints
that represent a more complex upward motion
In order for gesture recording and testing to be compatible amongst differing peo-
ple, it is therefore necessary to adjust the waypoint positions and volumes to match
the player attempting the movement. This can be achieved by normalising both the
positions and volumes of the gesture, and the positional input received from the
motion devices as the player moves. To facilitate this normalisation, the extents of
a player’s reach in all three axis must be determined. This is easiest to achieve by
requesting a player to ’calibrate’ the gesture detection software at the beginning of a
usage session. By doing so, a bounding volume of reachability for each limb can be
determined for a player, by which all further recorded motions can be described in
relation to, such that the extents in each axis range from -1.0 to 1.0. By undergoing
the calibration process when a gesture is recorded for future use, it becomes trivial
to then ’fit’ the wapoints described in the normalised space of the recorder, to the
normalised space of the player attempting to replicate that move.
The process of gesture normalisation makes it possible for a gesture recorded once
be suitable for a wide range of people, including those with limited movement in a
limb. Someone with severe impairment in a limb may be only able to move their
arm or hand a few centimetres, but by normalising waypoint positions and bound-
ing areas to the area of movement that can be reached, there is greater chance of
a gesture attempt being recognised, which can then be presented to the player as a
reward in the form of positive feedback from the game being driven by the detection
system, encouraging greater engagement with the rehabilitation process. For those
successfully regaining movement in an affected limb, the normalisation mechanism
ensures that the gesture will always fit within the area of reachability of the user,
constantly providing some degree of challenge over time.
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Figure 5.2: Normalisation of waypoints allows the same move to be used by multiple peo-
ple. The arms of Player B (right) are longer than Player A (left), but normalising waypoints
to their reachability allows the same recorded move to completed correctly by both players.
5.6 The Motion Control System
A full system for integrating patient gesture recognition into gaming software re-
quires a number of components - there must be some method by which to create and
inject new gestures into the system as necessary, there must be a way of bringing
such gestures together as a cohesive routine to be undertaken by someone requiring
physical rehabilitation, and there must be a way of testing the ability for someone to
complete such gestures, indicating success at the physical abilities the gesture was
created to test. This work describes a number of programs which together provide
all of these components, allowing for video games to be used as a driver for reha-
bilitative patient care.
These programs, together known as the Motion Control System, allow a health-
care professional to create and modify rehabilitative gestures using a number of
commercial-grade motion sensing devices, and deploy them to a game utilising the
system, where they can be introduced into the gameplay mechanics as necessary.
The system, outlined in Figure 5.3, abstracts away both the difficulties associated
with generating accurate gestures, and the programming required to interface with a
motion device, making it easier both for therapists to create rehabilitation strategies,
and video game developers to integrate them into their products.
5.6.1 Motion Device Interaction
All of the devices currently supported by the Motion Control System will output at
least their position and orientation, at a varying number of updates per second per
device. Each device has its own particular position unit and axis basis; for example
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Figure 5.3: Overview of the Motion Control System: The structure of the system allows
game developers and therapists to combine their skills to create engaging therepy-enabled
games using motion controllers
the Sixense controllers have an output scale of 4 units per centimetre, while the
Kinect devices output in millimetres, but has an orientation axis basis where the Z
axis is ’up’, whereas most devices use the Y axis. These differences require some
degree of additional processing to rectify, so as to provide a ’common’ data range
for motion detection, that is agnostic of the actual device used by the patient. As
part of the calibration process whenever a motion device is connected to the system,
the user must stretch their arms outwards as far as possible in each axis, to form
a bounding box that represents reachability. As well as ’normalising’ waypoint
positions, this also serves to normalise whichever units the device uses, such that
-1.0 is always the furthest left, and 1.0 the furthest right the controller has been
moved to. The basis axis for the motion devices are transformed as necessary into
a ’right hand’ coordinate system, whereby the X axis extends to the right, the Y
axis extends upwards, and the Z axis points backwards; this matches the coordinate
system used by the OpenGL (www.opengl.org; Khronos Group) graphics library,
used for visualisation in the programs that comprise the system. By performing this
coordinate transformation process where necessary, moves created by one device
remain compatible with any other motion device capable of providing position and
orientation of the patients hands, providing a universal system of gesture detection.
5.6.2 Representation Of Waypoints
Waypoints are represented as a 3-component vector for position, with a quaternion
for the orientation, used due to their compact nature, and ease of comparison. The
bounding volume of the waypoint is stored as a 3-component extent; that is, how
far along each axis the bounding volume reaches around its position, measured in
the same units as the position. This extent is assumed to be centred around the
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Figure 5.4: Forming waypoint volumes: The reachable area of each arm forms a bounding
volume - waypoints can then be represented as a normalised position and size within that
volume
stored position for the waypoint; together these form an axis-aligned bounding box,
shown in Figure 5.4. These data structures are required for all waypoints recorded
by the system. In addition to these, a number of additional details are stored in
cases where the waypoint represents a more complex movement; an index to the
special detection groups the waypoint belongs to is also stored; these additional
data structures are discussed later.
5.6.3 Representation Of Gestures
Within the system, a gesture is considered to be a discrete action - detecting whether
the user’s arms are up in the air, performing a ’turn door knob’ action, or lifting up
and pouring a jug of water into a cup are all considered individual gestures, even
if there might be sub-components to them. A gesture is stored within the system
as an array of streams, with one data stream per motion device. Each of these
streams will in turn have an array of waypoints, and a bounding volume within
which waypoints are placed. A gesture may have a number of other structures
which define a relationship between waypoints, such as those in separate streams
that should be entered at the same time - such structures will be discussed further
into the chapter.
5.6.4 Calibration Of Player Metrics
To facilitate the need to normalise player input as described in Section 5.5.1, a
calibration stage occurs whenever the Motion Control System connects to a motion
controller. The player is asked to perform the following actions, indicated via a
series of pop-up boxes:
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1. Place arms down by side
2. Move arms outwards into a T-shape
3. Move arms up in the air
4. Move arms out forwards
Performing these actions will cause a bounding volume for each motion con-
troller to expand to match the volume of reachability, demonstrated in Figure 5.5.
By having a bounding volume per controller, the system can then intuitively sup-
port gesture detection for people with impaired movement. Waypoints positions
and bounding volumes will be automatically scaled to match the area in which the
user can reach, as shown in Figure 5.6, allowing attempts to be made with poor, or
asymmetric reachability with the limb. The time taken to calibrate, and the mean
velocity of each sensor, are stored upon completion of calibration, as they are used
during score determination as a factor by which to scale recorded gesture metrics,
allowing someone with slow limb movement to still attempt gestures with an aspect
of timing or speed.
Figure 5.5: Bounding volume generation: By requesting that a player should move their
limbs in all 3 axis, a bounding volume of reachability for each limb can be formed
5.7 Gesture Success Determination
Once a gesture has been recorded by the system and transformed into waypoint
sequences, it can then be used to measure the success of attempts to replicate that
movement. A gesture attempt is the process of the user moving their limbs in an
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Figure 5.6: Left: Able-bodied player with their bounding volume, and gesture waypoints.
Right: The same gesture is automatically reconfigured for someone with asymmetric move-
ment ability
attempt to replicate the desired series of motions, which have been previously de-
scribed to the user in some manner - an on-screen video perhaps, or through one-on-
one tuition with a therapist. To correctly replicate the gesture, the user must perform
the same actions, in the same order, as in the original recording - if a therapist’s ges-
ture is to raise the arms straight up, and then straight forward, then a ’successful’
replication attempt must have both movements in the correct order. While a user
may demonstrate increased ability or dexterity in performing a move incorrectly,
it is assumed that the gesture has been designed for a specific reason, and so only
accurate replications of the recorded move should be considered a success. As the
rehabilitative gestures are assumed to test or push the user in some way, gesture
success or failure should not be a binary ’pass / fail’ , but a quantity that defines
how well the gesture been replicated, so as to allow small improvements in ability
to be reflected in patient feedback.
It is likely that a therapist will wish to see whether their patient can perform ’real
life’ everyday tasks such as using cutlery, opening doors, and pouring themselves
a drink; many such actions are also included in standardised measures of ability
that such as the Wolf Motor Function Test, indicating the importance of the system
being able to replicate and detect them, as replicating such measures provides the
means of measuring ability using well-known metrics. Such gestures may require
additional context beyond attempting to be in a specified pose. For instance, jerky
movement may indicate a likelihood of dropping items, while some gestures may
require coordination (such as picking something up with one hand and passing it
to the other), meaning that not only is being able to move each limb is important,
but how they move in relation to each other is, too. Therefore, it is necessary to
take into consideration factors such as the smoothness of the motion, and how each
limb’s movement matches the overall purpose of the gesture, when calculating how
well a movement has been performed.
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Determining the success of a gesture replication attempt can be broken down into
analysis of a number of different metrics relating to the user’s limb movements
throughout the gesture attempt, each of which must be recognised and measured by
the system:
1. Shape: Has the overall 3D shape of the gesture been matched?
2. Orientation: Was the limb in the correct orientation throughout the attempt?
3. Smoothness: How smooth was the movement throughout the attempt?
4. Speed: How fast was the movement completed?
5. Synchrony: Were the limbs moved in synchrony throughout the attempt?
Depending on the context of the gesture, not all metrics may be relevant, so their
measurement should be enabled on a per-gesture basis. Between them, the metrics
fully define the spatiotemporal relationship between the limbs and the body, such
that following the therapist’s intended actions exactly can only result in success in
each enabled category.
5.7.1 Waypoint Sequences
Once recorded, a gesture can be thought of as a number of ordered lists of waypoints
- each controller has its own list, and each list may contain a different number of
waypoints, defined by however many waypoints are required to fully capture the
intent of that limb’s role in the gesture. The ordering of the waypoints within the
list is important, as it defines the overall shape of the gesture. Take for instance
the simple gesture shown in Figure 5.7, in which each limb has 3 waypoints in
its waypoint sequence; it is only the specific ordering which defines whether the
gesture requires the user to have their arm up and move it downwards, or start with
their arm down and move it upwards. The system stores gestures as a an array of
waypoint structures for each controller recorded, that are assumed to be in sequence,
such that the first element of the array is the start of the sequence. There is no
requirement that each array be of the same size - for gestures that only test a single
limb, such as turning a door knob, it may even be the case that a controller has no
waypoints at all - in which case the user is assumed to be allowed to move the limb
freely.
5.7.2 Detecting Waypoint Shape and Orientation
Of all of the success metrics outlined in the previous section, shape and orientation
are the most intuitive to visualise. As the user attempts a gesture, their controllers
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Figure 5.7: Gestures are defined by ordered lists of waypoints. In this example, the order-
ing creates either a ’move arm up or ’move arm down’ gesture from the same waypoints,
indicated by the numbered waypoints for each limb
must pass in turn through each waypoints in their list, with the bounding volume of
the waypoints determining whether the controller is close enough to be considered
to have successfully replicated the gesture - the bounding volumes essentially create
an intuitive positional tolerance at critical sections of the gesture. The controllers
should additionally be in the correct orientation: whether the palms are level to the
ground, or sideways, is an important decider in whether a ’handshake’ gesture has
been completed successfully, for example.
As most rehabilitative gestures are by their very nature repetitive, there is some
leeway afforded in determining the success of a particular attempt at a gesture; if
a user feels they have incorrectly performed a move, they are likely to start again
without explicit prompting, allowing the system to pick up the start of a gesture
again to determine its success. For this reason, the system only checks waypoints
further along the list when tracking a gesture, meaning that any skipped waypoints
are considered failures, reducing the potential shape score of that gesture attempt.
Figure 5.8 shows cases where a user can miss a waypoint, and demonstrates why
such waypoints should not be further considered in a gesture attempt: here, the
player has missed waypoint two, but can only re-enter the waypoint by performing
a movement that does not match the intent of the waypoints. They should therefore
not be allowed to improve their score by ’filling in’ waypoints by moving incor-
rectly. A side effect of this waypoint limitation is that the detection requires less
processing, which is of benefit when considering that the system could be deployed
on low-end hardware, such as Android-powered gaming devices like the OUYA
console (www.ouya.tv; Razer Group).
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Figure 5.8: Fail cases in a waypoint sequence: The user’s arm movement (indicated by the
black arrow) has not passed through the waypoints in the correct order; the user should not
be able to ’fill in’ the missing waypoints by continuing to perform the movement incorrectly
Along with the orientation of the controllers as they enter each waypoint in the
sequence, it is also necessary to take into consideration the direction of travel of the
controller. As it is theoretically possible for a motion device to move outside of the
waypoint volumes without penalty (barring the penalising areas described in section
5.7.3, it is therefore also possible for the next logical waypoint in a sequence to be
entered from a direction other than that made during the initial recording. Figure 5.9
(left) shows an example of this, with the solid line representing the intended path
through the sequence of wayoints, and the dashed line the path taken by the user
during their gesture attempt. For the purposes of success determination, a waypoint
entered from the wrong direction is considered a failed waypoint, which impacts
on the total shape metric, and increments the detector to the next waypoint so as to
discount the waypoint from the gesture attempt.
The correct direction can be inferred from the normalised direction vector d0 be-
tween a newly entered waypoint and the previous. By comparing d0 against the
direction vector d1 between the centre of the newly entered waypoint and the con-
troller position, a simple dot product test can be performed, whereby the waypoint
is allowed if the dot product is greater that 0.0. Example pass and fail cases are
shown in Figure 5.9 (right): a controller entering waypoint 3 along direction a is
considered valid, while direction b is not.
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Figure 5.9: Left: An example of an incorrectly passed waypoint sequence, with the user’s
path (dotted arrows) missing waypoint 2. Right: By comparing the direction vector between
waypoints, and the direction the controller entered a waypoint, it can be determined whether
the user’s movement has matched the intended movement. In this case, the dot product
between the waypoint direction and waypoint entry vector a is greater than 0.0 and thus
passes, while entry vector b will not, due to a resulting dot product of less than 0.0
5.7.3 Deadzones
It is possible that certain gestures are designed to test success at a very specific
gesture, with little room for leeway. In such circumstances, it may be seen as un-
desirable to allow the motion controllers to enter certain areas of a player’s overall
bounding volume for the duration of a gesture attempt, beyond the impacting of
shape score. For this reason, additional waypoints can be added to a gesture that are
marked as ’deadzones’. Such waypoints will cause a movement attempt to fail in-
stantly if a controller enters them, but otherwise do not contribute towards the final
score for shape upon score calculation.
5.7.4 Waypoint Groups for Speed, Synchrony, and Smoothness
The waypoints that make up a gesture are grouped together within a number of con-
structs that aid in the correct determination of the correctness of the gesture attempt
by the system. Most obviously, waypoints representing the movement of a particu-
lar motion device are gathered together. Waypoints are further split up into streams,
with one stream of data representing the sequential ordering of the waypoints of one
device.
Each gesture can also have a number of synchronisation, and speed groups, con-
taining 0 or more waypoints from any of the recorded devices. These additional
groupings are used to provide success measurements of the parts of a gesture that
represent complex actions requiring synchrony between limbs, or smoothness of
motion. Whether a gesture requires any of these optional additional elements is up
to the therapists recording the the motion; a gesture designed to test whether a pa-
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tient can move their arms up above shoulder height at all probably doesn’t require
any consideration of the time taken or the level of synchrony between limbs in order
to accurately provide a success metric, while for a motion such as simulating the
ability to pick something up with both hands, synchronisation of limbs is vital to
whether a gesture attempt has been successful or not.
5.7.4.1 Detection of Movement Synchrony
Synchronisation of movement between limbs is often an important part of a reha-
bilitative gesture. Take for instance a case where the gesture is designed to measure
the ability for someone to pick up a cup with one hand, and pour water from a jug
into it; successful completion of such a movement could be used to determine the
ability of someone to complete everyday tasks unaided. This example movement
obviously contains a high degree of synchronisation and coordination between the
limbs, as performing the actions out of sync would result in spilled liquid were it
performed in reality, a potential hazard and indicator of an inability to function in-
dependently. Due to the importance of accurate limb coordination, it is often part
of the standardised tests used to determine rehabilitation progress; for instance, the
Wolf Motor Function Test has a task specifically for testing the symmetry of move-
ment in both arms, by asking the patient to fold a towel (page 25; [TMC+], while
the CAHAI assessment includes tasks utilising both arms in coordination, such as
wringing out a wash cloth (page 26; [BSM+]).
While it is necessary to determine that limb coordination is taking place for cer-
tain movements (both to replicate ’real life’ movements, and those specifically used
in standardised tests), it is possible that not all sections of a gesture attempt require
that the movement mimics the original recording’s positions and orientations pre-
cisely down to the second. Take for instance the water pouring gesture outlined
above; by splitting it into three subsections as follows:
1. Pick up and bring cup and jug to chest level
2. Pour water from jug into cup
3. Put cup and jug back down
It can be seen that not all of the whole gesture requires limb coordination: the
first and last phases are independent movements, with only the middle placing an
importance on synchronisation of movement between limbs. It would therefore
be inappropriate to have a system whereby the user is penalised for not perform-
ing these independent sub-movements exactly as recorded, and so there must be a
mechanism within the system by which only certain parts of a gesture are consid-
ered as explicitly requiring synchrony.
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To allow such synchronous gesture areas to be created, each gesture can have a
number of Synchronisation Groups - a named list of waypoints from any of the
controllers participating in the gesture. When a gesture is attempted, all of the syn-
chronisation groups within it are considered to be in an ’inactive’ state. A particular
synchronisation group can be configured to be ’triggered’ into an active state when
a motion device is moved into the bounding area of one of the waypoints assigned to
that group (so-called ’On Enter’ groups), or to be triggered when a controller moves
from a waypoint in the group, to one which is not in the group (’On Exit’ groups).
When a synchronisation group is triggered, an internal timer is began, within which
all motion devices with waypoints present in the synchronisation group must either
enter or exit the group. Each group can then be configured to either cause a score
penalty, or to outright cause a gesture attempt to be considered a failure if too long
is taken.
The synchronisation group mechanism allows a varying level of granularity in the
coordination required to complete the move - a whole subset of the move could be
grouped together to ensure that all controllers begin and end that subset at approx-
imately the same time, or individual waypoints could be paired to enforce a more
strict synchronisation. The ability to give names to these groups can be used to help
convey what the group is testing for, or differentiate it from other synchronisation
groups when modifying the gesture.
5.7.4.2 Detection of Movement Speed & Smoothness
Much as with synchronisation, there may be a requirement for a gesture to have re-
strictions on speed and smoothness of movement. The therapist’s subjective opinion
on a patient’s speed and fluidity of movement are used as part of the scoring metrics
in measurements such as the Wolf Motor Function Test [TMC+], so the ability of
the system to provide a similar metric during gesture attempts would be of benefit.
If we refer back to the previous example of water pouring, it can easily be imagined
that we may want the second section to have a requirement for the movements to be
handled smoothly, as excessive movements could result in water spillage if actually
performed. There may also be cause for speed to be a consideration: a therapist
may decide that measuring someone’s ability to raise their hands within 5 seconds
will help them make judgements on a patient’s progress over time, or a simple to
understand goal for a patient to work towards.
To facilitate gestures with these requirements, the concept of a Speed Group is intro-
duced. As with Synchronisation groups, these are named lists containing waypoints
from any of the streams that make up the gesture, and will only become active once
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a device has entered the bounding volume of one of the waypoints in the group.
Active groups can measure one or both of the following: the mean velocity of the
devices that have waypoints within the group, or the jerkiness of the devices. In this
context, jerk is the third derivative of position: it measures the change in acceler-
ation. A smooth, completely linear motion will display zero jerk, while an erratic
motion that stops and starts will have a larger amount of jerk.
Both the smoothness and speed metrics utilise the stored results of the initial cali-
bration data - the time taken to complete the calibration, and and the mean amount
of jerk present in the controllers while doing so, is used as a baseline measurement.
Jerk is calculated by storing all positions during the calibration stage, normalising
them post-calibration, and then determining the mean of the third derivative. This
results in a ’normalised jerk’ value, which can be compared against between the
gesture recording and following gameplay sessions.
With these values, the success at passing through a Speed group can be ascertained -
a normalised jerk score outside of a stored range will cause the group to fail, as will
taking a length of time outside a stored time range to complete the group, scaled
against the time taken to complete calibration.
5.7.5 Determining Gesture Attempts
The repetitive nature of the gestures the system is designed to detect affords some
leniency when detecting the relative success of a gesture attempt. The detection of
a gesture attempt is comprised of three stages:
1. Start Phase (wait for a device to enter a starting waypoint)
2. Determine waypoints hit during movement, and their group effects
3. End Phase (Score calculation, pass / fail)
A gesture attempt is deemed to have begun when the first waypoint in the se-
quence of one of the motion devices is hit, and deemed completed when the last
waypoint of every stream has been hit; movements before or after these points bear
no impact on scoring, allowing players time to prepare or recover from gesture at-
tempts. A gesture attempt will automatically enter the end phase if no new waypoint
has been entered for a preset amount of time, to accommodate instances where the
player stops playing due to fatigue. While the first and last waypoints must be en-
tered to trigger the start and end phases of a gesture attempt, waypoints within the
sequence may be ’skipped’ by not following the gesture closely enough, impact-
ing on the final score of the gesture attempt. As the first and last waypoints are
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triggers to begin and end a gesture attempt, they should be made as easy to success-
fully complete as possible - when testing the system it was common to increase the
bounding volume extents of the start and end of a movement, as for the most part
it is the movement throughout a gesture that is the indicator of replication success,
not the start and end points.
5.7.6 Scoring Gesture Attempts
When a gesture attempt reaches the end phase, either by hitting the last waypoint
for each device, or by timing out, a score for the attempt must be generated by the
system, and whether the attempt has passed or failed determined. The purpose of
the scoring system is not to punish the player by receiving a low score for poor
attempts, but to provide a means by which to grade the relative improvement in
performance over multiple attempts and play sessions.
5.7.6.1 Shape
The primary scoring metric for a gesture attempt is the overall shape of the move-
ment compared to the recorded gesture. The scoring for shape is derived from how
many waypoints in a device sequence are hit; by the following simple formula:
Shape =
s
∑
i=1
w
∑
j=1
f (i, j)
s
∑
i=1
wi
(5.1)
Where s is the number of waypoint streams, w is the number of waypoints for a
given stream, and f being the following scoring function, where dist is the shortest
distance between the motion device and the waypoint centre:
f (i, j) =

0, if waypoint missed
1, if distance < 0.33
((dist−0.33)/(1−0.33))
2 +0.5, otherwise
(5.2)
The scoring function uses the closest position to the centre of a waypoint bound-
ing volume a controller reached before exiting the waypoint to determine its result:
the position is normalised against the bounding volume extents, and will return 1.0
if the distance is less than 0.33, and will linearly degrade to a value of 0.5 at a dis-
tance of 1.0. This allows a gesture attempt that only just enters each bounding box to
still score well, while providing a means to differentiate an increase in performance.
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5.7.6.2 Orientation
The orientation score is derived from the closest a controller got to matching the
orientation of the waypoint while within its bounding radius. It uses the following
equation:
Orientation =
s
∑
i=1
w
∑
j=1
1.0− θ90
s
∑
i=1
wi
(5.3)
Where s is the number of waypoint streams, w is the number of waypoints for a
given stream, and θ is defined as the result of the following:
θ= 2(acos(‖a ·b‖)) (5.4)
Where a and b are the waypoint orientation and controller orientation as nor-
malised quaternions, · is the dot product operation, and acos is the arc cosine in
degrees. By clamping the resulting angle θ between 0.0 and 90.0, a linear score
between 0.0 and 1.0 for orientation will be derived.
5.7.6.3 Smoothness
Certain waypoints may by linked by a speed group that measures how smoothly
the player moves through them. This is done by storing device velocities whilst the
group is active (that is between the point at which the first device enters a tagged
waypoint, and the point at which the last device leaves the last tagged waypoint,
or the gesture fails), and from the resulting list calculating the mean jerk of the
controller throughout the group.
Smoothness =
sg
∑
i=1
(
j
∑
i=1
jerk(i, j)
j )
sg
(5.5)
where sg is the number of smoothness groups, j is the number of samples taken
while the group was active, and jerk is the jerk recorded in that sample, minus
the mean jerk stored in the calibration process. This will result in a score of 0 for
failing all smoothness groups, otherwise a linear scoring towards 1 for zero jerk in
all smoothness groups.
5.7.6.4 Speed
As with the smoothness score calculation, the speed score is dependent on the num-
ber of speed groups. The speed score is calculated as follows:
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Speed =
sg
∑
i=1
( f (sg))
sg
(5.6)
Where sg is the number of speed groups active in the gesture. If the speed group
has failed (by not ever being triggered, or being completed too fast or too slowly),
then that group will score 0.0, otherwise the score will be based on how long the
group took to complete, compared to the minimum and maximum completion times
specified for the group. The calculation for f is as follows:
time =
(time taken)−min time
max time - min time
ideal time = min time+
max time - min time
2
f =
 timeideal Time , if ideal time >= timeideal Time
time , otherwise
(5.7)
Where time taken is the time taken to complete the group divided by the time taken
to calibrate (in seconds), and min and max time being the stored time bounds of
the move - rather than in seconds, these are factors of the time taken to calibrate
when the move was recorded, allowing people with slow limb movement a chance
to participate in a pre-recorded gesture, and creating a challenge over time, as the
move will become more difficult if their speed increases. The calculation results
in a player scoring 1 for taking a length of time equal to that half way between
the minimum and maximum times, linearly degrading to 0 for being as fast as the
minimum time, or as slow as the maximum time.
5.7.6.5 Synchrony
For synchrony groups, scoring is determined by the time (scaled by the calibration
time, as with the speed calculation) taken for all devices represented within the
group to enter, exit, or both, depending on the properties of the group. As with
other components, the actual score is derived from the follow equations:
enter time =
(enter time limit - time taken to enter)
enter time limit
(5.8)
And likewise for exiting:
exit time =
(exit time limit - time taken to exit)
exit time limit
(5.9)
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The final synchrony score is then calculated as:
Synchrony =
sg
∑
i=1
(enter time(i)+exit time(i)x )
sg
(5.10)
Where sg is the number of synchrony groups, and x is 1 in cases where only one
timing trigger (either enter or exit) is enabled, or 2 in cases where both triggers are
enabled.
5.7.6.6 Final Score Calculation
Once all of the separate metrics have been calculated, a final score can be derived
from them, using the following formula:
Score =
Shape+Orientation+Smoothness+Speed +Synchrony
α
(5.11)
Where α is the number of metrics enabled for the move - for a move only graded
by the shape metric, α would be 1.0, and for a move with all metrics enabled it
would be 5.0. This metric takes into account whether or not each of the metrics
was required by the gesture or not, but otherwise gives equal weighting to each
of the used metrics. The final score will be between real value between 0.0 and
1.0 inclusive. The score allows separate gesture replication attempts to be graded
relative to each other, but is not meant to be used alone as a medical diagnosis.
5.8 Motion Control System Development
The Motion Control System software described in this chapter has been developed
to allow for both the recording of gestures by trained therapists, and the detection
and grading of attempts at replicating prerecorded gestures. It must also be capable
of being integrated into the existing code bases of video games, so as to enable them
to be used as entertaining rehabilitation tools. To facilitate these goals, the system
as been developed in a modular way, with ease of integration into other projects a
core concept of its architecture. All of the software for the system was developed
using the C++ programming language, due to its performance characteristics, the
ubiquity of high-quality compilers across multiple platforms to generate optimised
assembly, and the wide range of supporting libraries and toolkits compatible with
the language. Figure 5.13 shows the basic structure of the individual modules that
make up the system.
The core of the system is the MotionLibrary project, designed as a static library
to link into other projects. It contains all of the code functionality necessary to
load, save, and parse XML files containing routines and moves, interface with a
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Figure 5.10: Decomposition of gesture system into a series of apps and libraries
range of motion devices, and detect gesture success using their output. The popu-
lar TinyXML library (www.grinninglizard.com/tinyxml; Lee Thomason) is used to
parse XML files where necessary. This system library is then used by three further
components: The MotionMaker, which handles creation of gestures, the Motion-
Builder, used to package moves into a number of routines, and the MotionInter-
face, designed to be linked to programs designed for rehabilitative purposes. While
the target platform throughout development was Windows, the library has been de-
signed to be cross platform - both the MotionMaker and MotionBuilder applications
use the popular Qt user interface toolkit, allowing for the programs to be compiled
and deployed on additional platforms with relative ease.
5.9 The MotionInterface Library
The MotionInterface project is designed to allow the MotionLibrary to be accessed
and utilised by other programs, such as game engines. As there is no common ap-
plication binary interface for C++, access to the functionality of the library must be
marshalled through a language that does - this is a necessity for a dynamic library
to be accessed and utilised correctly by external programs, which may or may not
be compiled using the same compilation rules as the MotionLibrary. To allow this,
the MotionInterface project compiles a frontend to the system in pure ANSI C, al-
lowing for correct extraction of function entry points by programs wishing to use
the system, while still allowing for an intuitive object-oriented programming design
internally.
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Figure 5.11: Generation of the MotionInterface library: C-style linkage is automatically
generated from C++ classes via the Interface Builder program, which can additionally gen-
erate a C# import class suitable for use in the Unity game engine
This conversion from C++ to C is a two part process, outlined in Figure 5.11. A C++
’Motion System’ class is created, designed to work as a public API for the classes
within the MotionLibrary - it provides functions for initialising the system and mo-
tion devices, loading gestures from files, beginning and ending gesture detection
routines, and the methods by which to query to the state of devices, gestures, and
detection attempts. While no client-side interaction is required to test for gesture
success, access to such metrics allows for additional debugging if necessary, and vi-
sualisation of the gesture waypoints; during testing of the system it was found that
a graphical representation of the movement being attempted on screen aided suc-
cessful completion, even in cases where the player knew how to complete a stated
gesture. Upon compilation of this API class, an external program is executed (when
compiled using Microsoft Visual Studio 2013), which parses the header file of the
class, and outputs three new files:
1. A raw C header with exported function declarations
2. A file of raw C functions calling the underlying Motion System
3. A C# class that imports functions from a dynamic library
The C files allow the MotionInterface project to be compiled as an easily linked
dynamic library, while still allowing for modern object-oriented design principles to
be used ’under the hood’. The C# class allows ease of integration of the library into
game engines that support the popular language, such as the Unity game engine.
Further discussion of the library and Unity is found in Section 5.13.2.
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Figure 5.12: The MoveMaker application showing the creation of a ’rowing’ gesture - ar-
rows represent the centre of waypoints, with the direction indicating the ideal controller
orientation
5.10 MotionMaker: Gesture Creation and Editing
To facilitate the creation and modification of gestures for use in rehabilitative video
games, the MotionMaker program has been developed. It combines the classes
within the MotionLibrary project with a Qt-powered user interface, and allows the
saving, loading, and creation of gestures, as well as their visualisation and modifi-
cation in real-time. The standard layout of the application is shown in Figure 5.12.
The application follows the standard convention of having an upper toolbar from
which to execute actions, with tabs for ’File’ operations, motion controller connec-
tivity, and help. The large central area of the application is used to visualise gestures
in 3D space, while the panels to the sides of the screen are used to select waypoints
and groups, and modify their properties.
5.10.1 Gesture Visualisation
Gestures that have been loaded or newly recorded can be visualised in 3D space,
via an OpenGL enabled viewport. This view allows for the current gesture to be
zoomed in and out of using the mouse wheel, as well as panned around via drag-
ging the mouse with the right button depressed. All of the graphical information is
placed with a wireframe cube on screen, which represents the normalised extents
of reachability. The normalised bounding volume of each controller used to record
the gesture is also displayed using a colour-coded cube. Within each of the device
bounding volumes, the waypoints are displayed, as a coloured square to represent
its origin, an arrow to represent orientation, and normalised bounding volume cube.
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The relative ordering of waypoints is displayed using a line that passes through their
origins. If there are motion devices currently connected to the system, their current
normalised position and orientation will also be displayed.
5.10.2 Creating New Gestures
Gestures can be recorded in real-time, using any of the supported motion devices.
When recording a gesture by pressing the Record button on the user interface, new
waypoints can be added to the gesture in several different ways, selectable from a
menu:
• Upon Trigger Click
• When a position delta threshold is reached
• When an orientation delta threshold is reached
• Automatically generated periodically
The normalised position and orientation thresholds, as well as the periodicity of
automatic waypoints can be selected from a menu. The process of recording the
position and orientation of the controller will continue until the Stop button on the
user interface has been depressed. Waypoints added to a gesture at this stage will
be created with a default bounding box size of 20% of the controller’s bounding
volume.
5.10.3 Editing Gestures
Once recorded, gestures may also be edited. Properties such as position, orienta-
tion, and bounding volume extents can be modified on a per-waypoint basis, by
either selecting them in the 3D view, or from the waypoint list pane on the right
side of the application; it is permissible to select multiple waypoints, with the on-
screen controls manipulating the properties of all selected waypoints. Additionally,
waypoints can be added or deleted from streams at will. It is also possible to add
and remove Speed and Synchrony groups to the gesture; once created, waypoints
may be added to them by selecting the waypoint, and selecting the group from the
drop down menu. Selecting a group will display a pane allowing properties such as
jerk threshold and speed time limit to be set, as well as the group’s name.
5.10.4 Saving and Loading Gestures
Once a gesture has been recorded and modified to satisfaction, it can be saved out
for later reuse, either for further editing, or for gesture testing within a game link-
ing against the MotionLibrary. Due to its ease of use and near ubiquity as a data
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Figure 5.13: Hierarchy of data when storing recording movements, as represented in XML
format
storage format, XML has been chosen as the default gesture storage mechanism.
The nested hierarchical structure of the XML format lends itself particularly well
to storing gesture data: 0-x motion controllers contain 0-y waypoints, each with 0-z
components, leading to an XML hierarchy model as shown in Figure 5.13.
5.11 MotionBuilder: Rehabilitation Routine Creation
A gesture on its own is of limited use - simply performing the same move over and
over is repetitive, and is too restrictive in terms of applying gameplay mechanics to
when integrating into a rehabilitative game. There needs to be a method of choosing
a range of gestures to attempt without resulting in a repetitive gaming experience,
but which also gently increases the challenge presented to the player over time, by
offering them moves relevant to their rehabilitative needs that have been determined
to be more difficult to complete.
To this end, an additional tool has been developed for use in conjunction with ges-
tures created by the MotionMaker program, which groups related gestures together
into ’routines’, which can be requested by game using the MotionInterface to use as
the source of a pool of gestures for a particular game segment. This MotionBuilder
tool generates and modifies a ’game file’, which contain three lists of data, which
together enable this ability: a flat list of gestures generated from the MotionMaker
tool, a list of move sets which group moves together, and a list of routines, each of
which references a number of gestures and sets to build up an entire rehabilitation
exercise for use as input into a game. As with the gestures created by the Motion-
Maker, the game files are stored using the XML file format, and can be loaded into
the MotionInterface by providing it with a file name upon initialisation.
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Figure 5.14: The MotionBuilder generation tool, allowing therapists to import previously
recorded moves, annotate them as necessary, and add them to a number of routines, which
can be loaded into games using the motion interface library
5.11.1 Gesture Data
The MotionBuilder tool allows a flat list of gestures created with the gesture cre-
ation tool to be imported, and allows these gestures to be tagged with a number of
new variables, including a textual description of the gesture and its rehabilitative
purpose, a number of text annotations, and a difficulty rating, saved as a real num-
ber between 0.0 and 1.0. Annotations are simple text strings which can be added,
changed, and removed from a particular gesture within the the MotionBuilder ap-
plication, and allow for related gestures to have their intent described in a textual
manner. The difficulty of a move is intended to be used as a simple method of cre-
ating a relative ordering of moves from simple to hard to allow applications to pick
appropriate moves, and is not intended to be an absolute metric of motion difficulty.
5.11.2 Move Sets
Moves can be further grouped into a number of named sets, each of which can
have an additional textual description. This can be used to collate related gestures,
such as those created to help with a specific ailment: A game for upper limb therapy
could have a set of gestures validated for use for frozen shoulder, for example. Each
individual move can appear in multiple sets within a game file if deemed necessary.
Each game file may have an unlimited number of sets contained within it.
5.11.2.1 Routines
The primary purpose of the tool is to create a number of routines, each of which en-
capsulates the logic required to create an engaging rehabilitative experience when
undertaken within a video game using the system. A routine consists of a name, de-
scription, and a number of entries, each of which chooses a gesture for the player to
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attempt. How a routine entry chooses a gesture to provide to the game is determined
by a selectable rule, which can be one of the following:
• Pick a specific move
• Pick a move randomly from a specified Set
• Pick a move within a specified difficulty bounds from a specific Set
• Pick a move with a specified annotation from a specific Set
This allows for a highly configurable routine, ranging from a set number of
repetitions of the same move, to a wide range of differing moves with increment-
ing difficulty. As moves can be selected based on their annotations, it is possible
to generate very specific routines with ease, to aid with physical rehabilitation of
many problems; particular muscle groups or coordination issues could be added as
annotations or within sets to later be selected from, creating medically applicable
routines for a range of issues without any additional user interface requirements.
5.12 Threading and Message Pipelines
The underlying MotionLibrary that forms the basis for the rest of the system has
been designed in a multithreaded manner, utilising asynchronous communication
where necessary. Figure 5.15 shows the threading model employed by the system
when it is used through the MotionInterface library.
The Input thread is used to constantly poll the state of the active motion device,
and provide the rest of the system with the most up to date information on the de-
vice position, orientation, and velocity. The thread itself is set up and destroyed by
the system thread whenever a new motion device is selected, and will execute con-
stantly. When the Input thread receives new information from whatever underlying
code interacts with the motion device, the internal state of the classes representing
the device to the rest of the system are atomically updated using the appropriate
C++ data structures to maintain consistency.
The Detector thread performs the process of determining whether a gesture has
been completed correctly. The thread is started and destroyed by the System thread
upon program startup, and while active repeatedly executes an Update function on
an instance of a MoveDetector class; communication into and out of the thread
is via the public interface of this class. This class allows for starting the gesture
detection, taking in a specific gesture as a parameter. To asynchronously communi-
cate the current progress through the gesture attempt, the MoveDetector maintains
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a message queue. Messages include notification of a gesture attempt start being
detected, a move being failed, and a move being completed along with the score
achieved. These messages can then be popped off the queue by the system thread
as necessary.
Figure 5.15: Threading and messaging model of the system: Queues are used extensively
to allow for subsystems to be threaded and updated asynchronously
The System thread controls the overall state of the system, and provides bidi-
rectional communication with the program using the library. Its main purpose is to
execute the code within the Motion System system, as outlined in Section 5.9. To
communicate with the external program, the System thread also maintains commu-
nication queues. Messages from the gesture detector are pushed onto the Tracking
queue, while status information on the overall system itself, such as whether mo-
tion devices have been turned off, or whether loading gestures, routines, and moves
has succeeded or failed, are pushed onto the System queue. This allows the client
application to pop off and respond to enqueued messages at their own update rate,
without impacting on the ability for the rest of the system to perform its actions in
a timely manner.
5.13 Integration Example: Circus Challenge and Unity
To ensure the system’s ability to be successfully used with an existing game, work
was undertaken to integrate it into a version of the game Circus Challenge, used for
research into stroke rehabilitation games as part of a project between the School of
Computing Science and the Institute of Neuroscience at Newcastle University. The
game is built upon version 3 of Unity (www.unity3d.com; Unity Technologies), a
popular game engine used for numerous games across many different genres.
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5.13.1 Unity As a Game Engine
The Unity engine allows for games to be designed and built within a fully-featured
graphical user interface, that allows for the creation of scenes; grouped sets of game
entities, arranged in a hierarchical fashion. The engine provides a wide range of ca-
pabilities to the entities within the game, allowing them to have advanced 3D graph-
ics and audio, with physics and collision detection provided via Nvidia’s PhysX li-
brary (www.nvidia.com; NVIDIA Corporation).
The primary language used for the development of games within Unity is C#, and
much of the functionality of the engine is exposed to the user via C# classes. Rather
than a deep inheritance hierarchy defining the properties of each game object, Unity
game objects have their logic composed via an Entity-Component model: each en-
tity is simply a container for a number of classes derived from a MonoBehaviour
base class, which has virtual functions that are called upon certain engine events,
such as when an entity is first added to the scene, or upon a new frame update.
5.13.2 Plugin Integration
The Unity engine also supports plugins, which are automatically loaded into the en-
gine at run time, providing the dynamic library files are placed correctly within the
engine’s file structure. The C# language supports the calling of external functions
that have been linked and exported correctly, complete with parameters and return
values. This allows new functionality in dynamic libraries to be represented within
Unity as an entity, composed with a MonoBehaviour derived class controlling ac-
cess to the dynamic library.
To ease the integration of the Motion Control System into Unity, a file contain-
ing a C# class derived from the Unity MonoBehaviour base class is automatically
generated when the MotionInterface is compiled from source, as detailed in Section
5.9. This class imports all of the public functions, and includes all of the structs and
enumerated types necessary for correct communication with the system.
Where necessary, the datatypes used by the Motion Control System are automat-
ically converted into Unity equivalents: positions and orientations are transmitted
as a number of floating point values, and transformed into the Unity Vector3 and
Quaternion classes using ’shim’ functions that sit between the imported library
function and the Unity codebase. A similar shim function is used to transmit strings;
text data is sent as a pointer to a null terminated character array, which is then copied
and transformed into a C# string using the language’s marshalling interoperability
functions.
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5.13.2.1 C Linkage Generation Details
To aid in the conversion process from C++ to C and C#, the composition of the
C++ Motion System class has some limitations placed upon it. The main such
limitation is that public functions may only use fundamental types for variables,
or structs made up of only fundamental types. For example, the function to return
the position of a controller does not return a copy of a Vector3 struct as it is not
a fundamental type; instead it takes in three floating point variables by reference
as parameters, and sets them to the x,y,and z coordinates of the position instead.
This affords greater interoperability with other languages as it only assume that
near ubiquitous datatypes such as integers, booleans, and floating point exist, and
also avoids any confusion with data structure design choices; it is popular for data
structures representing a 3 component vector to actually have 4 components, so as
to allow greater cache-line alignment and more efficient loading of the resulting
128-bit section of memory into SIMD instruction registers.
5.13.2.2 C# Class Generation Details
The C# class file is generated as part of a post-build event of the MotionInterface
class. An external program is executed, taking in the class header file of the Motion
System C++ class, and an initial template text file, containing the skeleton of a
MonoBehaviour class. The template text file is used to automatically integrate any
functions or package imports without needing to modify the generation program
itself. Using this as a base the program builds up the contents of a C# class, by
scanning the class header file for the following data structures:
• Enums
• Structs
• Public functions within the MotionSystem class
Enum structures are copied verbatim into the class, as their syntax is identical
between both languages. Structs with member variables compatible with C# are
also copied over, with the addition of their variables being explicitly made public
where necessary. Public functions are processed by breaking them down into three
components:
• Function Name
• Function return type variable
• Function parameter variables
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This allows the function to be reconstituted as an import declaration within the
C# class file. For example, the example C++ member function:
int GetNumDevices();
Would be automatically expanded into the following C# statements:
[DllImport("MotionInterface" ,
CallingConvention = CallingConvention.Cdecl,
EntryPoint = "GetNumDevices")]
protected static extern int GetNumDevices();
The dllImport attribute is a C# language feature, that defines a function to be
imported from an external library. It takes a number of parameters: a library name
to import the function from, the convention to use to access the function, and the
name of the function to import. As the MotionInterface library exports all functions
using C-style linkage, the Cdecl parameter is used for the linkage type. The func-
tion declaration immediately following the dllImport attribute declaration will be
mapped to the library function, making calling external library functions seamless.
As the C# class is designed to be used as a base class for an encapsulated system,
the access rights of the C++ class functions are changed from public to protected.
For functions which will be transformed by the C linkage creation process such
that they take in references rather than return a non-fundamental type, the origi-
nal function can be reconstructed within the generated C# class if an appropriate
Unity data type is present. The program can transform Vector3, Quaternion, and
the AABB (representing an axis aligned bounding box) data structures into their
Unity equivalents.
This is easiest to see with a the example, in which a the C++ function GetNor-
malisedPosition is converted to C linkage, and then to a C# function. It has the
following declaration:
glm::vec3 GetNormalisedPosition(int controllerNum);
As the Vector3 class is not a fundamental datatype, the function will be trans-
formed to the following function when the C linkage is generated:
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DllExport void GetNormalisedPosition(,
int controllerNum, float& x, float& y, float& z);
This will allow the position to be read into any C# program. To facilitate inte-
gration with Unity, these functions will be imported, and then a further C# function
generated to turn it into a Unity Vector3 data structure:
[DllImport("MotionInterface" ,
CallingConvention = CallingConvention.Cdecl,
EntryPoint = "GetNormalisedPosition")]
private static extern bool GetNormalisedPosition(
int controllerNum, out float x, out float y, out float z);
public Vector3 GetNormalisedPosition(int controllerNum) {
Vector3 v = new Vector3();
GetNormalisedPosition(controllerNum , out v.x, out v.y, out
v.z);
return v;
}
Note that in this case, the imported function is made private, and the newly
generated function protected, making the conversion ’seamless’ to the rest of the
codebase, and the API likeness maintained. By encapsulating all of code transfor-
mation within a single program executed at compile time, the process of adding
functionality to the MotionLibrary was made straightforward, as changes could im-
mediately be used by both the MotionMaker and MotionBuilder programs, and any
Unity projects that were to utilise the library.
5.13.3 Gameplay Integration
To integrate the Motion Control System into a version of the Circus Challenge
game, the MotionInterfaceBase C# class created as in Section 5.13.2.2 is further
derived from, with a class designed to control the selection of gestures as necessary
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Figure 5.16: Circus Challenge Class Communication: The existing juggling minigame unity
class was modified to register delegate functions with a new unity class derived from the
automatically generated MotionInterface class, allowing integration of the motion system
without extensive changes throughout the code
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to allow the game to operate correctly. This class contained the code necessary to
pop messages from the MotionInterface queues, and respond to them appropriately.
The Observer design pattern is used to inform other entities within the scene of
relevant information, via the usage of a number of delegates - classes can register
functions to lists of functions within the MotionInterface class, that will be called
upon events occurring, such as moves being started or failed. This produced the
class communication shown shown in Figure 5.16.
The original Circus Challenge game had an on-screen character which performed
the gestures that the player is required to complete, to help the player understand
how to perform the next gesture. This relied on a number of prerecorded animations
mimicking the movements hard coded into the game. To replicate this on-screen
help, the gesture state including waypoint positions, volumes, and controller posi-
tions were queried, and visualised on screen using Unity entities, that were created
and destroyed as the current moved changed. An example of this visualisation is
shown in Figure 5.17. The waypoints of each stream are child objects of a parent
bounding volume, which scales the volumes as appropriate to be visible on screen.
Controllers are represented by coloured boxes that have their position updated each
frame to represent the most up-to-date information from the motion system. The
state of waypoints can be queried within the system, enabling ’passed’ waypoints
to be coloured differently.
The integration was successful, allowing a limited version of the game to run us-
ing the motion control system: the Juggling gametype was modified to hook into
the system rather than the state machine based detection otherwise used, and could
request a number of basic gestures from a test game file loaded into the system
upon the start of execution, driving the character animation upon gesture success or
failure using delegates as necessary.
5.14 Integration Example: Games developed by Coatsink
and Nosebleed Interactive
The Motion System was used by two local game studios, Coatsink and Nosebleed
Interactive, to develop upper limb rehabilitation games for the PC and Android plat-
forms. Both used the Unity game engine, and were therefore provided with the auto
generated C# class files, as well as an example Unity project derived from the work
in Section 5.13.3, along with the required dynamic libraries to allow the Unity en-
gine to operate with the system.
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Figure 5.17: Gesture Detection Visualisation in Unity: Coloured boxes represent current
controller positions, with grey boxes representing the normalised waypoints of the current
gesture
The gameplay mechanics of both games are similar, with the player character pro-
gressing through the game automatically until faced with a challenge, whereby
the player must intervene by successfully completing the indicated gesture. In Sir
Bramble Hatterson (Figure 5.18: top), the player follows the adventures of a wiz-
ard, who comes across enemies on his travels, who must be defeated by depleting
their hitpoints by casting spells at them, with the amount of reduction being related
to the score metric of the on-screen move the player must perform to cast the spell.
In Coatsink’s Skiing game, the player helps a downhill skier avoid obstacles by
completing the onscreen move when indicated.
Both games utilised the observer design outlined in Section 5.13.3 to hook the sys-
tem into their own code. In the case of the Coatsink game, it was found that it was
easier to treat the Motion Control System as a ’slave system’ that could be turned on
or off as necessary, so as not to ’interrupt’ the game presentation with a request for
a new gesture attempt. This led to changes to the internal mechanism of the Motion
Control System to allow it to be set it into either ’automatic’ or ’single move’ mode,
changing whether the system will automatically load in the next move upon com-
pletion, or will instead wait until indicated by the host application. The developers
also expressed a desire to encode bonus ’victory’ moves into the gameplay, whereby
performing a number of moves well made the next presented move a simple ’cheer-
ing’ or arms up gesture, to promote a positive feeling of achievement after a good
performance. This was achieved by utilising the text annotation method described
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in Section 5.11.2.1 to place specific celebratory moves into a routine, that could be
searched for by the game to select as necessary.
The annotation system was again used by both software teams as a means of storing
filenames associated with each gesture, relating to video files and unity animation
files, that could be loaded into the games to assist with learning how to complete a
move. Based on feedback on this usage, the MoveBuilder program was expanded
to allow for files for video and animation to be directly linked to a movement, using
a file dialogue, with support for basic video playback for verification purposes.
5.14.1 Android Considerations
The Android operating system is becoming a popular platform choice, not just for
phones, but increasingly in tablets and set top boxes. Many such boxes, such as
the Razer Forge TV gaming device (www.razerzone.com; Razer Inc.), include USB
ports, opening up the opportunity to use low-cost computing hardware to interface
with motion devices. Also, an increasing number of phones support the ability act
as USB hosts, commonly referred to as ’USB on the go’, allowing them to interact
with other devices - the LEAP Motion finger tracking system has recently added
support for this configuration, suggesting that such a combination could be for suit-
able for physical therapy of the fingers. For this reason work was undertaken to
ensure that the Motion System works correctly on Android devices, so that as sup-
port for interaction devices comes to the operating system, they can be integrated
and used. The games developed by both Coatsink and Nosebleed Interactive were
both designed with the intention of running on Android, taking into consideration
the size of the screen when creating the user interface, so as to remain legible when
viewed from approximately arm’s length.
Applications developed for the Android OS are packaged up into a singe file that
contains all of the assets and files required by the program to function correctly,
archived using the zip format. This means that unlike the PC platform, the game
file and associated gesture files are not readily accessible via the standard C++
file stream interface. To allow the library to correctly execute on Android, the
zlib (www.zlib.net; Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler) open source library was utilised
within the MotionLibrary project, allowing read access to the apk file, the location
of which is determined within the C# side of the application, and forwarded to the
library upon program startup via a new function, SetExternalResourcePath. The
apk can then be be loaded, and individual files unpacked into memory as replicas
of the original, uncompressed files. The TinyXML library natively supports treat-
ing data in memory as an XML document, allowing compressed file support to be
added with relative ease.
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Figure 5.18: Games Developed Utilising the MotionSystem: Sir Bramble Hatterson by
Nosebleed Interactive (Top), and Skiing by Coatsink (Bottom)
5.15 Feedback Discussion
Feedback on the motion control system was received at an event showcasing the var-
ious aspects of the system, with computer setups to demonstrate both the creation of
new moves within the MoveMaker software, and of previously created moves being
loaded into and assessed by the demo version of Circus Challenge. The intended au-
dience of the event was both software engineers and healthcare professionals from
the NHS, with the intended aim of putting forth the idea of increased collaboration
between such parties to improve the quality of software delivered physical thera-
pies. Feedback from the event in relation to the system was positive, with a num-
ber of people stating their desire for an easy to use method of creating customised
therapies, as while people are aware of the concept of video games for promoting
healthy lifestyles, primarily through the popular Wii Sports package, there was no
way of recommending a product that could match someone’s unique needs. Hands-
on demonstrations of the MoveMaker software to physical therapists showed that
the concepts behind the creation of simple gestures, including waypoints and the
need to normalise them to a bounding volume of reachability, were easily under-
stood, and it was seen as intuitive as to how to translate their current therapies to
digital counterparts using the system and provided Sixense motion controllers.
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5.16 Detection Validation Experiment
To assess the ability for the motion control system to detect user movements accu-
rately, and with enough sensitivity to detect changes in ability over time, an experi-
ment was performed. This took the form of a trial whereby a group of users played
played a modified version of the Circus Challenge game across 3 sessions, with
each session at least 2 days apart. In each session, the game presents to the player
an identical set of carefully chosen movements to perform, with each individual
gesture showing up multiple times in the set. All trial sessions were undertaken
with the same motion sensing device, a Sixense TrueMotion setup consisting of 3
controllers - one to be placed in each hand, and one to be placed in a pocket, with
the third device’s reported position used as an ’offset’ to the other two, allowing the
user some degree of movement without affecting the reported position of the user’s
hands.
5.16.1 Experiment Setup
The experiment is based around the modified version of Circus Challenge outlined
in section 5.13. The players in each trial group are tasked with playing a modified
version of the TeeterBoard game type, in which the player must complete gestures
in order for two acrobats to keep successfully bouncing on their teeter board setup
- completed gestures will result in the acrobats performing tricks such as backflips
and twirls, while failing movements will result in the acrobats falling off. For the
purposes of this trial, the ’failure’ state has been disabled - in usual gameplay, you
are penalised by having to wait for the acrobats to return to the teeter board, inhibit-
ing the maximum score possible within the time limit of the level, but as this trial
is not concerned with the in-game scoring, it was deemed not necessary; this also
ensures that the trial is consistent across all attempts.
Moves are presented to participants in a fixed order, such that each of the cho-
sen moves is seen 3 times in total. This was achieved by creating a customised
movement file and routine using the MoveMaker application. In addition to the
trial moves, the players are asked to perform a ’arms by side’ gesture between each
movement, negating the impact that the previous movement’s final position may
have on the newly presented movement. In order to gain some valuable data as
to the effectiveness of the software at dealing with players who suffer from limb
weakness on one side, and thus generating asymmetric bounding volumes for their
limbs, for the third and final trial players were asked to not outstretch their left hand
when generating the initial calibration volume that gestures are normalised against,
but instead keep their elbow crooked, and tense their shoulder, in a simulation of
some degree of paralysis in the limb.
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5.16.2 Trial Groups
For the experiment, a small cohort of volunteers was gathered, ranging from a young
female of approximately 5’2” in height, to a middle aged male of approximately
6’5”. All participants were neurologically intact, however one participant had re-
cently suffered a fractured arm, resulting in limited motion in one arm; for the pur-
poses of the trial, this was beneficial, as it allowed for an more accurate assessment
of the ability for the normalised bounding boxes to accommodate asymmetry in the
player’s limbs, beyond the simulated asymmetry applied in the third trial.
5.16.3 Assessed Movements
As the motion control system has been designed to detect a number of different
user metrics, the movements to include within the trial must be carefully considered
so as to cover a wide range of use cases, including movements where orientation,
speed, and synchrony are important.
The final selection of assessed movements consisted of 12 movements, each cho-
sen to test different aspects of the motion detection system. Many of the moves
were derived from the therapist-created gestures already present within the Circus
Challenge game, as a demonstration of the system’s ability to represent the physical
actions a therapist might create for their patients. The chosen gestures are illustrated
in Figure 5.19, and are as follows:
1. Down By Sides: Players must place their arms down by their sides. Tests
bounding volume and synchrony.
2. Y - Shape: Player must extend their arm up and outward. Tests detection of
y-axis movement, correct determination of bounding volume extent.
3. Rowing: Player must simulate a rowing motion with both hands. Tests accu-
racy of primarily z-axis movement and synchrony.
4. Left / Right Balance: Player must simulate reaching up with one arm, keep-
ing other steady. Tests accuracy of positional scoring.
5. Forward Hand Roll: Player must move their hands in circles at a certain
speed. Tests accuracy of speed scoring.
6. Tilting: Player must alternately extend one arm outwards and down, and the
other outwards and up. Tests synchrony and xy-axis movement.
7. Bicep Curl: Players must curl both of their hands towards their shoulders at
the same time. Tests orientation and synchrony.
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8. Chopping: Players must alternately chop with their left and right hand, as if
controllers were knives. Tests orientation and synchrony.
9. Drumming: Players must alternatively strike their hands down, as if beating
a drum. Tests orientation and synchrony.
10. Left Forward + Right Up / Right Forward + Left Up: Players must extend
one arm straight forwards, and one arm straight up. Tests bounding volume
extents and synchrony.
Each of the movements selected is relatively straightforward to explain; ad-
ditionally at the start of each trial session, participants are shown how to complete
each of the gestures correctly in order to reduce the chances of mistakes being made
during movement execution, while also accommodating for the lack of graphical in-
struction on screen, such as the ’John Doe’ character in Circus Challenge. The way-
point visualisation shown in Figure 5.17 is shown on screen, to assist in determining
what the root of any move completion issues may be.
5.16.4 Recorded Measurements
To analyse participant ability in the game, the MotionLibrary was enhanced with
the ability to record gesture attempts to file, using the XML file format. This re-
quired some changes to the developed Circus Challenge code, in order to pass on
the current user’s name to the MotionLibrary, where it is used along with the date
and time of each new gesture attempt to create a unique file name for each recorded
attempt that the user makes. The recording file stores the position and orientation
of each of the controller for every update that the detection thread makes, as well
as storing each of the messages emitted by the system to the host application - thus,
the frame in which a waypoint is hit, a gesture is started or reset, and if a gesture
is completed is all stored in the file, along with the scoring for each of the gesture
metrics described in Section 5.7.6.
To process the resulting recordings an application was developed, utilising C++,
OpenGL, and the Qt windowing library. This application allowed gesture attempts
to be visualised, or folders of gesture recordings to be processed, and statistics gen-
erated from them. For the visualisation, a single recording file could be selected
and loaded, allowing the gesture waypoints to be loaded and shown in an OpenGL
window, along with controls to allow frame-by-frame and realtime playback of the
user’s movements in the attempt. This allowed unusual or unexpected scores to
be further analysed in an intuitive manner, allowing problems with the system or
individual gestures to be found and dealt with. The statistical analysis function pro-
cessed an entire folder’s worth of gesture recordings, and allowing output of the
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Figure 5.19: Games Developed Utilising the MotionSystem: Sir Bramble Hatterson by
Nosebleed Interactive (Top), and Skiing by Coatsink (Bottom)
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Shape Time
Trial Mean Std.Dev Mean Std. Dev
Able Bodied A 0.7512 0.0540 6.0916 2.3762
Able Bodied B 0.7832 0.0491 5.5380 1.6520
Impaired 0.7274 0.0696 8.8407 2.8413
Table 5.1: Shape scores and gesture completion timing. Shape scores are between 0.0 and
1.0, and time is measured in seconds
player name, gesture, scores, and time taken to be outputted to a text file in CSV
format. Statistical measures such as the mean and standard deviation for each user,
each move, and each trial was also calculated using the program, allowing a wide
range of useful data to be quickly derived from the recordings once the trial had
completed.
5.16.5 Anticipated Outcomes
It is anticipated that there will be a trend towards an improvement in shape, orien-
tation, and synchronisation scores for each gesture across all of the trials, as well
as the time taken to complete the moves, due to the users becoming more famil-
iar with the movements. The first time each movement is presented to them they
are instructed as to how to complete them if necessary, and so it is expected that
these will be the poorest, and slowest attempts. It is also anticipated that the final,
faux-impaired trial will still result in good scores, despite the reduction in ability.
A lower score than the able-bodied attempts is still anticipated, however, due to the
fact that the movements are only simulated, and will not feel entirely natural to the
user, which may also impact upon the time taken to complete gestures. As the par-
ticipants are not impaired, it is expected that scores such as shape will in general
be high, but any difference is score across the trials would be an indicator of the
system’s ability to detect even small changes in ability.
5.16.6 Results
All test participants completed all play sessions, with three sessions per participant,
at least 2 days apart. In each session, every gesture was successfully completed,
with all gesture attempts recorded and saved for parsing and analysis. At the start
of each play session, users were explicitly instructed as to how best to complete
each of the named gestures, with additional coaching in the first play session as to
the correct manner in which the movement should be attempted.
5.16.6.1 Group Performance
The results of the trial are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. As expected, users showed
some improvement between able bodied trial sessions, most notably in time taken,
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Synchronisation Orientation
Trial Mean Std.Dev Mean Dev
Able Bodied A 0.2264 0.0751 0.2155 0.0540
Able Bodied B 0.2538 0.0380 0.2635 0.0425
Impaired 0.1985 0.0674 0.1810 0.0674
Table 5.2: Synchronisation and shape scoring, measured between 0.0 and 1.0
presumably due to participants being more comfortable and familiar with the ges-
tures being performed. The faux impairment trial showed the longest time taken to
complete moves, and also the most variance - some moves such as ’down by sides’
can be completed fairly trivially , while the time taken to complete more complex
gestures is exacerbated by the forced limitations on the left arm. Shape scoring too
was inhibited by the forced impairment, showing the lowest mean score of 0.7274
across all trial participants (see Table 5.1), indicating that the detection and scoring
method was sensitive enough to represent the lower ability displayed in the impair-
ment trial session.
The scores generated for synchronisation and orientation shown in Table 5.2 con-
tinue the trend, with an improvement between trial session 1 and 2, and then a drop
off for the impairment trial. The scores were lower than anticipated, but consistently
so across all participants, indicating a common cause, discussed in Section 5.16.8.
5.16.6.2 Move Detection Performance
The mean scores generated for each individual movement are shown in Figure 5.20.
As can be seen from the chart, most movement attempts resulted in a detection
score of greater than 0.66 - the mean score across all gesture attempts was 0.759.
The most interesting results are the lower than expected scores for drumming and
rowing gestures, and the wide variance in the down by sides gesture, which has a
standard deviation of 0.248, almost twice that of any other gesture.
The variance in the down by sides motion is almost certainly linked to the move’s
position in the trial routine - occurring after every other gesture. This means the
user’s limbs are likely to be in a variety of different positions upon the tracking be-
ginning; for some, the arm will already be in the correct position from the previous
move’s completion attempt, yielding a high score, while in others the limb must be
moved to the correct position. As the down by sides gesture has only one waypoint
per limb, it will be completed as soon as the user’s hand enters the waypoint, plac-
ing it at the edge of the scoring area - this was an unintended side-effect of the way
in which scores are calculated that was not discovered until after the trial. For such
gestures in the future, it would be better to add some form of heuristic for determin-
ing when a user has finished their final movement, allowing the final waypoint in
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Score Time
Mean Dev. Mean Dev.
Trial 0.759 0.105 6.73 4.49
Impaired 0.735 0.121 9.03 5.00
Table 5.3: Group versus impaired participant comparison. Score is measured between 0-1,
time measured in seconds.
each limb’s waypoint set to generate a score more accurately representing the user’s
motion. As the down by sides gesture was only designed for forcing the user to
place their arms such that each gesture was attempted from the same starting pose,
the gesture still served its purpose, despite the appearance of a wider variance in
completion quality.
Inspection of attempts at performing the drumming and rowing gestures using the
attempt visualisation program outlined in 5.16.4 suggests that the gestures were be-
ing performed incorrectly, due to a number of factors. For the drumming gesture, its
similarity to the chopping gesture seems to have led people to hold the controllers
at the wrong orientation, and too close to their middle, when the intention was for
the arms to be outwards, with their controllers facing inwards, as if they were drum-
sticks beating on a drum. While the gesture was still successfully completed, the
changes in arm positions of the users to the intended led to the score being lower
than anticipated - this does at least suggest that the system’s ability to score cor-
rectness was working, as the gesture visualisations indicated that the moves were
clearly not as intended, but were similar enough be be viewed as a legitimately poor
attempt at the movement. For the rowing gesture, several participants brought their
arms in up to their chest for the simulated ’pull’ of the oar, when the original record-
ing brought the controller closer to being under the armpit. As with the drumming
gesture, the positions were close enough to catch the recorded waypoints, but suf-
ficiently distant enough to only generate relatively poor scores. The consistency
of the ways in which the gestures were incorrectly completed raises an interesting
area for improvement to the system - waypoints that are repeatedly completed with
a poor score could perhaps have some contextual feedback added to them at the
editing stage - a text message stating ’Bring arms in closer!’ for example, so as to
inform users as to how best to improve their gestures. This could perhaps also be
augmented with some automatic generation of messages by the system, perhaps as
a preset list of generic assistance messages that could be translated into new lan-
guages as necessary.
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Figure 5.20: Per move results. Y-axis shows mean gesture detection result for each move.
5.16.7 Impairment Result
As the trial participants included one person undertaking physical rehabilitation due
to an arm injury at the time of the trials, it is beneficial to look at their results in com-
parison to the group as a whole. Due to their injury, the range of motion in their
right arm was inhibited, resulting in extremely asymmetric reachability bounding
volumes, as evidenced in the visualisation in Figure 5.21, in which the right hand
volume in green is noticeably smaller than the left hand in red. Despite this asym-
metry, the participant was able to complete all moves, with score results similar to
that of the rest of the participant cohort. A comparison between the two is shown
in Table 5.3, showing that while the impaired participant was considerably slower
than the group average at completing each gesture, their scores were comparable (a
mean of 0.76 for the group versus 0.74 for the impaired participant). This is largely
to be expected, as in this particular case the impaired participant had no specific
muscle weakness or atrophy, with mostly only muscle pain limiting range of move-
ment - within the area that could be reached, movement was free, and thus once the
system had calibrated to the reduced reachability, the gestures themselves could be
completed acceptably, albeit at a slower speed.
5.16.8 Experiment Discussion
While small in scale, the experiment does show that the motion control system is
capable of detecting gestures requiring positional accuracy, and containing elements
of synchrony and orientation as part of the determination of success of a particular
move attempt. Trial participants were generally successful at matching the physical
positions of the gestures, with a mean shape score of 0.7593, with a standard devi-
ation of 0.105, indicating that the results are consistent across the group. As was
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Figure 5.21: Left: A top-down view of bounding volume asymmetry in impaired partici-
pant. Right: A side-on view of same.
expected, the hit score improved over the course of the able-bodied sessions, and
while lower in the impairment trial, still generated results that indicate the move-
ments were being attempted correctly.
One issue across the trials was in participants adherence to the synchrony and ori-
entation requirements in the movements. In part this may be due to the on-screen
visualisation used in the trial, as shown in Figure 5.17. From discussion with partic-
ipants post-trial, it was found that they were naturally inclined to try and ’complete’
each waypoint in turn to fill in the visualisation, rather than naturally perform the
gesture the visualisation represents. As the waypoint visualisations have no dis-
played orientation as such, being simple axis aligned bounding boxes, participants
were completing the gestures without necessarily taking into consideration the ori-
entation of the limbs specified in the pre-trial instructions. Orientation requirements
for most waypoints in the tested gestures was to be within 90° of the recording, but
it was too easy to be outside of this range for many waypoints, such as ones re-
quiring full arm extension, where there is over 180° of rotation available across the
arm joints while still meeting the position requirements, which without constant re-
minders as to the correct pose, can be too easy to ’complete’ incorrectly.
The problems relating to gesture visualisation with could be alleviated by using
videos of someone performing the required gesture to prompt players as to how to
successfully complete it - this is not an ideal solution for wider-scale deployment
of the system, however, as video files are large, and having to create a video for
every movement a therapist creates for their patients is infeasible. A better solution
for future gesture recordings may be to generate animations for a humanoid mesh
using the gesture waypoint positions as keyframes, allowing automatic creation of
onscreen visuals as new gestures are created.
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5.17 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the creation of a system whereby limb movements de-
signed to form part of a physical rehabilitation routine can be described as a number
of waypoints with a position and orientation in 3D space. The system is capable of
grading the ability to recreate these movements using motion controllers, by deter-
mining which waypoints are passed through, with further optional constraints such
as speed and smoothness of motion, and the level of synchrony between multiple
motion controllers. A number of such gestures can be combined into ’routines’ that
act as interactive therapy sessions, presenting a new challenge to the player each
time by randomly selecting from pools of gestures based on a difficulty range, or by
a textual annotation match. This is achieved via a number of programs to facilitate
the creation and editing of moves and routines, based on a common, cross platform
library that can additionally be imported into C# for use with the Unity game en-
gine, via automatic code generation techniques.
The work has been created to allow increased collaboration between medical pro-
fessionals and game developers, by encapsulating the needs of both into a single
package that can be integrated into existing game engines. This allows game devel-
opers to interface with a number of motion devices to detect 3D gestures, without
requiring knowledge of the underlying health aspects that comprise the movements.
Likewise, medical professionals can now develop bespoke physical therapies for
their patients to be delivered via games and engaged with in the home, without re-
quiring any knowledge of game design or development.
Preliminary results into the success of the system at meeting its goals are positive,
with local game developers using the library to develop test games suitable for reha-
bilitation purposes, deployable on both the PC and Android platforms. Integration
of the system with their work has been straightforward, and suggestions on how to
facilitate their gameplay ideas has led to improved features and new functionality
in the system. Feedback from physical therapists who have been exposed to the
gesture and routine creation programs displays interest in the system, stating that it
could provide a beneficial service to those requiring bespoke physical therapies.
While the accuracy trial was small scale, it shows that gesture attempts can be
completed and graded using a combination of the gesture detection system and an
appropriate video game. This suggests that with the correct development of the ges-
ture detection system, and the creation of a larger library of movements to detect
and grade, that the integration into games such as those noted in Section 5.14 would
allow therapists to deliver to their patients a more engaging interactive therapy, that
can be monitored for changes in ability over time.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Introduction
This chapter concludes the thesis, providing an overview of the work discussed
in each chapter, the contributions the work provides, and a discussion of potential
avenues for future work.
6.2 Contributions
The work described in this thesis provides a number of contributions to the field
of video game delivered therapy, which together allow for a more informed and
integrated development of games designed for physical rehabilitation in the home.
Firstly, a method by which to determine the quality of data output from motion
devices suitable for video game interaction is presented, and demonstrated by eval-
uating a number of modern devices. Such a measure can be used to evaluate the
suitability of devices for interaction with therapies requiring a certain level of ac-
curacy in positional and rotational movement. A number of force sensing devices
are also investigated for their use in therapies requiring measurement of muscle
strength, or for when holding conventional motion sensing devices is hard or im-
possible, such as with acute stroke.
The second contribution is to demonstrate the importance in how rehabilitative tasks
are presented to a user. By developing a game suitable for rehabilitation of acute
stroke using a bespoke, modifiable game framework, a number of scenarios can be
explored. Work using the rehabilitation game has shown that in-game compound
motor tasks are sensitive to how they are conveyed to the user - a multi-part task
explicitly described as such results in lower in-game performance than if it was de-
scribed in broad terms; not only was performance degraded, but seemed to plateau
at a lower level, suggesting a permanent motor learning deficit. This suggests that
care should be taken when integrating rehabilitation movements into a video game
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designed to be used unsupervised, so as to not have a negative effect on a patient’s
ability to perform important compound motor tasks.
The final contribution is the development of a system that facilitates the creation
of video games with a physical rehabilitation component. The system allows medi-
cal experts to create gestures in 3D space with complex interaction between limbs,
which can then be attempted at a later date by patients, who will then be graded
on their ability to replicate the movement. The system also eases the integration of
rehabilitative moves into a video game by encapsulating the loading, testing, and
grading of gestures, as well as the interaction with a range of movement detecting
devices. This allows greater collaboration between medical experts and software de-
velopers, allowing more professional-looking, and more medically beneficial games
to be developed.
6.3 Thesis Summary
Chapter 1 provided an introduction to the thesis. A broad overview of the field
of rehabilitative gaming was described, to provide context to the work, along with
the research contributions. The focus on hemiplegic stroke is introduced, leading
to justifications of the work undertaken. A list of journal articles and conference
proceedings where work described within the thesis has been published was also
provided.
Chapter 2 provided a detailed investigation of the background and related work
relating to the topic of rehabilitative gaming. This mainly focussed on academic
literature describing uses of video game technology to assess or aid patients suffer-
ing from a wide range of illnesses, from obesity, to neurological conditions such as
cerebral palsy and stroke. The research began with a look at cases where existing
game technology, such as the Dance Dance Revolution arcade machine, has been
used to encourage people to engage with exercise routines.
The related work continued by discussing ways in which more modern home con-
sole peripherals, such as the Wii Remote, Wii Balance Board, PS Move, and Mi-
crosoft Kinect have all been investigated for their applicability towards health gam-
ing applications, finding a number of trials utilising them, with varying, but gener-
ally positive results.
The chapter continued on to discussing methods by which the severity of disability
following stroke can be measured. Metrics such as the Wolf Motor Function Assess-
ment, Chedoke Arm and Hand Activity Inventory, and Fugl-Meyer Assessment are
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discussed. Such metrics form the standardised methods by which healthcare pro-
fessionals assess their patients, and thus determine what medical interventions best
suit their needs. The ability for a software package to be able to replicate the ability
to measure such metrics is introduced, forming the core of the justification for the
work undertaken, as such a capability would allow for more informed monitoring
of remote teletherapy.
The chapter concluded with an investigation into the methods by which three-
dimensional gesture detection was undertaken. Such methods are capable of detect-
ing whether physical movements made with input devices such as the Wii Remote,
PS Move and Kinect match up to specific desired gestures, potentially allowing for
software employing them to be able to detect patient success at completion of their
prescribed rehabilitation routines.
Chapter 3 introduced a method by which the quality of the output of motion track-
ing devices such as the PS Move and Kinect could be measured. A quality score,
comprised of individual metrics that measure the ability of the device to report the
correct position and orientation was described. The positional metric was formed
by projecting positional information against a plane, and then determining the cir-
cularity of the resulting polygon using the area and circumference of the polygon.
The orientation metric is constructed similarly, by projecting the unit length normal
that represents the forward direction of the device against a plane, and determining
circularity. This quality metric was used as the basis for a number of experiments,
in which the PS Move, Wii Remote, Kinect, and Sixense devices were tested for
their ability to record correct representations of human movement, at a number of
distances. This movement comprised of a number of test participants rotating their
outstretched limbs in the sagittal and coronal plane, and their whole body around
the transverse plane; this provided a complete representation of the device’s ability
to detect motion in 3 dimensions, including cases of ’hard error’ where the limb
becomes obscured from the device.
The chapter then introduced an investigation into a number of force sensing de-
vices; such devices being useful for determining a patient’s ability to hold and
apply pressure, and for operating as a means of primary input for those suffering
acute symptoms from neurological conditions such as stroke. A number of com-
mercial devices, including the Wii Balance Board, Saitek X-65F flight stick, C500
force sensing pads, and iLoad Mini force sensing devices were tested, for their
performance in three metrics - their accuracy, their sensitivity to change, and their
propensity for displaying signal bias and noise. Accuracy was determined across a
number of different forces utilising weights, by measuring the difference between
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the output in kilograms of a number of devices, and the weights themselves. Sensi-
tivity was determined by determining how small a weight could be added to result in
a perceptible difference in mean output, measured over time to reduce the influence
of signal noise. Bias measurements were taken by measuring how device output
changes over time, including the absolute change, and the sum of relative change of
time, allowing both overall bias, and likelihood for signal noise, to be measured.
The chapter concludes each section with a discussion of the relative merits of each
of the tested motion and force sensing devices, and describes possible applications
for the devices relating to the advancement of stroke therapy, with focus on hemi-
plegic stroke.
Chapter 4 presented a toolkit for the creation of simple computer games, designed
to be used with force sensing devices. The toolkit’s purpose was to facilitate the
creation of games to aid investigations into how best to enable video game inter-
action with patients suffering from acute stroke, as part of a wider research project
undertaken with Newcastle University’s Institute of Neuroscience.
The toolkit was designed to be highly adaptable to the requirements of research
collaborators, through the use of configuration files that controlled almost every as-
pect of the games created upon it. The toolkit also supported the recording of data
from a number of force sensing devices to a high fidelity, allowing the smallest of
movements to be detected, and recorded to a file for further analysis.
A simple game was built using the toolkit to undertake collaborative research into
inter-limb transfer of motor learning, and to investigate links between methods of
task instruction, and their impact on motor learning over time. The game is played
using pairs of force sensing controllers under each hand, with the player being
tasked with moving an on-screen cursor quickly and accurately over a number of
targets for a specified amount of time; this is presented to the player as controlling
a spaceship to shoot down a number of incoming asteroids.
The investigation into instructional motor learning was facilitated by the the config-
urability of the toolkit, as it allowed rapid prototyping of different gameplay mech-
anisms, including the user interface and how information is conveyed to the user,
as well as game specifics such as changing the number of asteroids to be destroyed,
how long they must be ’locked on’ to to be destroyed, the randomness of which
hand to use, and modifications to how the targets moved on screen.
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Research conducted using the toolkit found that the method by which an in-game
task was related to the player had a significant impact on their ability to complete it;
and that an incorrectly conveyed task would lead to a permanent reduction in perfor-
mance, when compared to scores by people who had been correctly trained in how
to complete the task. This was achieved by performing a test trial with two groups:
group A was told explicitly to quickly move their in-game cursor to the target before
attempting to track it, while group B was simply told to track the target as well as
possible. This effectively presented the task in two different ways - one as a single
motor task, and another as a compound action split in two. The results showed that
the group who perceived the task as a compound action were significantly worse at
the in-game metrics. The result is important, as a rehabilitative game designed to
train and exercise specific moves will be of little benefit if the method buy which
the task is conveyed actually damages the ability to correctly replicate them.
Chapter 5 detailed the creation of a set of tools that would enable the creation of
interactive video games that utilise motion detection devices to detect whether the
player was correctly engaging in the completion of a set of prescribed moves, or
gestures. This work was undertaken with a view to enabling the creation of pro-
fessionally developed video games that have rehabilitative gestures encoded within
them driving the gameplay element. It was determined that the best way to enable
this concept was to make the therapist driven aspect (gesture creation and therapy
routine creation) completely separate from the video game developer driven aspect
(the creation of the actual game). It was also deemed useful to abstract the interface
between software and the motion controllers themselves, to ease development, and
afford some measure of expandability to the system. This allows game developers
to create games that can be of benefit for rehabilitative purposes, but without having
to have in-house expertise in motion detection or physical rehabilitation.
A software library was developed, containing a system capable of reading positions
and orientations from a number of motion devices, as well as saving and loading
’gestures’ - streams of positions in 3D space that represent a specific movement.
The system is capable of detecting when a gesture is attempted with a connected
motion device, and will grade the attempt based on a number of metrics: shape,
orientation, synchrony, speed, and smoothness. These metrics allow for a high de-
tailed view of a patient’s ability to complete gestures.
From this core library, a dynamic library suitable for use as a plugin in game en-
gines is automatically generated, using code transformation techniques, allowing
for any game capable of dynamically importing C-linkage functions to query mo-
tion devices, and receive updates as to moves attempted and completed.
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To assist in the creation of gestures and rehabilitative therapies, the core library
was integrated into two applications, designed to be used by occupational thera-
pists. The first program, MoveMaker, allows gestures to be created in real-time
using any of the supported motion devices. Created gestures can be saved, loaded,
and modified as necessary to build a replication of the desired physical movement
in 3D space. These gestures are represented within the system as a series of ’way-
points’ for each controller taking part in the gesture, with a waypoint being made
up of a 3D position and orientation, as well as a spatial volume to represent the
tolerance to deviations when attempting to replicate the gesture. By determining
whether later attempts at the gesture pass through these waypoints or not, it can be
determined how successful the move is.
To allow previously recorded gestures to make up part of an overall rehabilitation
therapy, the MoveMaker program was developed. This program allowed the col-
lation of previously recorded gestures into ’sets’, additionally being graded with a
difficulty, and tagged with a number of text-based annotations. The program also
allows the creation of ’routines’, which are user-programmable sequences of ges-
tures, which when attempted in sequence make up an individual therapy session.
Such routines allow for each sequence element to be a gesture chosen either at ran-
dom, from within a specific set, with a specified difficulty level, or with a specified
annotation. The data from this MoveMaker program can then be saved out as an
XML file, to be loaded in by games at a later time.
The system allows for bespoke gestures and rehabilitation routines to be created
be experts on a per-patient basis as necessary, without the game developer being in-
volved, potentially allowing for a video game to be deployed in the patients home,
with progress stored for later examination by occupational therapists.
The chapter continues to describe preliminary work being undertaken within the
games industry utilising the system. A number of established video game devel-
opers are shown using the system, employing it in Windows and Android based
games built using the Unity game engine. Integration with the Unity game engine
is described, as well as preliminary feedback from the video game developers as to
the suitability of the system. Further feedback from a preliminary showing of the
software to healthcare professionals is discussed, in which it is indicated that home
delivered physical therapy is seen as desirable, and that the system is a welcome
step towards bespoke physiotherapies.
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A small trial to test the system’s ability to detect and grade a user’s attempt at
replicating a number of 3D gestures is discussed. The trial, while small, and with
able-bodied participants, indicates that the system is capable of determining how
well a gesture was replicated, and graded users appropriately. Some small issues
relating to user’s not performing moves correctly were discovered, indicating that
while the core mechanics of the system are capable, more work should be done
to allow the generation of better on-screen instruction, and textual feedback as to
movement success.
6.4 Thesis Discussion
This work investigates the means by which interactive software designed to aid in
physical rehabilitation can be improved, with focus on software designed for use
in the home without supervision. The background work shows that while there has
been much research into rehabilitation games, these tend to be rather simplistic,
with graphical and gameplay aspects that lack the level of ’polish’ that a profes-
sionally developed game is expected to have. Many of the research projects have
quite specific scope, making their results hard to apply to the wider field of reha-
bilitative software. Where research has been performed using commercial-quality
games, such as Dance Dance Revolution, and Wii Fit, the games have not been
modified from their publicly released state, and thus are not necessarily tailored to
providing maximum benefit as a rehabilitative tool, but rather as an entertainment
product with a health benefit as an aspirational goal.
It is clear from the background and related work that there is a scope to improve the
methods by which a game with a therapeutic goal interacts with a patient. While the
background research does indicate that video game based therapies are capable of
having positive effects on a person’s well-being, there is little work to suggest how
best to improve game design such that the potential improvement is maximised. For
the research undertaken into rehabilitative games to be fully realised as a product to
deliver therapies to those that need it, it is clear that more commercial involvement
from those with expertise in game design and development is required.
The work described in this thesis aims to help solve many of the issues. The work
in chapter 4 presented an investigation into how minor changes in how the rehabil-
itative tasks encoded within a game are presented to the user can have significant
impact on the potential for improving their performance at completing them over
time. This suggests that it is not merely the presence of a therapeutic element within
a game that leads to the improvements suggested as possible within the background
work, but that specifics of integration play a role, too. The results from chapter 4
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also indicate that therapy games coupled with force sensing devices can be sensitive
enough to detect learning of motor skills in older post-stroke patients, opening many
research avenues relating to the types of motor task that can be encoded within a
game for such patients to engage with.
Chapter 5 provides a working example of how to ease collaboration between ex-
perts in the fields of physical rehabilitation and game development. By allowing
game developers to target a library that can determine the player’s ability to suc-
cessfully replicate a given movement, the barrier to entry to collaboration on de-
velopment of rehabilitative software is lowered. Similarly, allowing therapists to
create new moves and routines, potentially on a per-patient basis, allows for truly
bespoke therapies to be introduced into a patient’s rehabilitative routine, widening
the appeal for such a product.
Deployment of bespoke therapies in the patient’s home requires careful consider-
ation of the input device used to measure patient performance. To this end, there
must be some method of determining the relative merits of these devices. This
thesis proposes and details such a solution, via the measurement of positional and
orientation tracking accuracy in a variety of conditions.
6.5 Future Work
There are a number of potential avenues for future expansions to the work in this
thesis, both in the areas of gesture detection, and gameplay integration.
6.5.1 Rehabilitation Response Markers
The work within this thesis relating to the search for rehabilitative success indicators
is only a first step towards understanding how best to integrate effective therapeutic
actions within a video game environment. The Asteroid Game created as part of this
thesis was limited to a single compound action, with only minor variations. There
is room to research methods of integrating multiple movements into a video game
delivered therapy session, and the impact upon motor learning multiple separate ac-
tions may have - it may be necessary to group certain types of movements together
to reinforce motor learning, or slowly integrate different types of movements over
the course of a therapy session.
There are more social considerations to developing an effective therapy game. Video
games are commonly based around the concept of controlling some sort of on-
screen character or object - the spaceship in the ’Asteroid Game’ built upon the
gaming toolkit is an example of this. There is potential research for determining
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whether ’realistic’ or ’cartoon’ style characters engage people more with their ther-
apy, or whether characters resembling their race, gender, or age impact engagement.
Video games are often designed with multiple players in mind - either in a ’versus’
setting as in the Wii Sports tennis game, but also increasingly in a collaborative role,
such as the world building in MineCraft. It would be of interest to see how such
multiplayer environments impact upon video game delivered physiotherapy - does
the chance to compete against others improve one’s engagement with the game, or
is it better to allow the family to play together towards a common in-game goal,
mixing traditional and motion tracking controls as necessary to allow a wide range
of people to play.
6.5.2 3D Gesture Detection
The resurgence in popularity of virtual reality applications has led to the develop-
ment of new body-tracking technology that may be of relevance to software deliv-
ered physical rehabilitation. Upcoming devices such as the Leap Motion, Sixense
STEM system (www.sixense.com/wireless; Sixense Entertainment, Inc.), and the
Pebbles interface finger tracking system recently purchased by Oculus (oculus.com;
Oculus VR, LLC) are all possible candidates for inclusion in the Motion Tracking
System developed in this thesis, allowing for greater fidelity of movement, and the
ability to track more of the user’s body in real time. To this end, work has begun
on integrating the Leap Motion device, which in conjunction with a body tracking
device like the Microsoft Kinect, could allow for a detailed recording of the user’s
upper limb. More thorough research will have to be done to determine whether the
existing scoring metrics are suitable for finger-tracking gestures, however, and the
detection of digit movements may prove to be a subtly different problem then that
of detecting the upper limb as a whole. Collaboration with physical therapists will
be required to determine how best to fully utilise hand tracking for therapeutic pur-
poses.
To improve the detection quality and accuracy of scoring metrics against those of
traditional gradings such as the Fugl-Meyer assessment, preliminary work is be-
ing undertaken to recreate the moves used for assessment within Circus Challenge
using the Motion Control System. The large amount of data from recordings of
the device positions and orientations taken during trials with the game could then
be processed and fed into the motion control system, allowing a comparison to be
made between the scores generated by the system and that of work undertaken with
Circus Challenge itself. Experimentation with the data should allow improvements
in the detection to be made, whether by the changing of the bounding volume of
created waypoints, or in changing how components such as velocity and synchrony
are weight into the final scoring.
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While the waypoint system shown in this thesis has been shown to be an effec-
tive way of determining how well users are completing 3D gestures, they may not
be the only solution. While the recording is intuitive, and results in an easy to use
interface for understanding the basic spatial relationship between waypoints, the
way in which waypoints must be tagged as requiring synchrony and speed is cur-
rently non-optimal. If a user is incapable of performing some part of a gesture, it
can currently become ’impossible’ to complete - for example if the user is required
to lift their arm up such that their arm faces directly forward, and then to rotate the
wrist, the waypoints of the gesture will be such that if the user is tiring and not able
to fully lift their arm for this attempt, they won’t reach the waypoint positions for
the wrist rotation, even if they can perform that section of the movement at a slightly
less elevated arm position. It may be necessary to split waypoints up into ’stages’,
with each stage’s waypoints moving to the best position reached in the prior, and
so allowing the movement to be completed. Such a change in the gesture would
have to have the attempt marked as imperfect so as not to introduce problems with
incorrectly learning how moves should be performed, but this would at least allow
more information to collected as to the user’s movement ability. If this concept of
waypoint stages were to be implemented, it may be that a combination of state ma-
chine and waypoint detection is the better way to handle ongoing gesture detection
- state machines to handle the overall movement detection, with waypoints used to
provide an intuitive way to detect specific movements. The substages of the gesture
could further be linked to the concept of contextual feedback for a gesture attempt,
briefly noted in Section 5.16.6.2 - the state machine may have ’failure’ sub-states
that have textual or graphical feedback attached to them for assisting the player.
6.5.3 3D Gesture Animation
There is also the potential for work to be undertaken in regards to the on-screen vi-
sualisation of the gestures within the game environment. While simple gestures can
be explained with a simple on-screen phrase to describe what the player should do,
some more complex or abstract actions may require a demonstration from a thera-
pist to fully understand. As the system stands currently, to replicate this assistance
in-game would require a pre-recorded video or piece of artwork to be created that
can be shown on screen at the appropriate time. As this would have to be done for
every new move, this would be time consuming to achieve; it would be better if there
was a way of automatically generating the animations of an on-screen 3D charac-
ter, as this would allow for an unlimited number of moves to be displayed on screen.
Modern gaming software often utilises a form of inverse kinematics to control the
animations of the characters [Zon] [Epi]- a system whereby artist created anima-
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tions are augmented with real time algorithms to modify them in response to in-
game changes; for example a characters walking animations being automatically
adjusted to match the angle of the surface they are walking on. Character inverse
kinematics is generally performed by adjusting the joints in a characters mesh until
some constraint is met - the foot lying at the correct angle in the character walking
example. By performing inverse kinematics with the constraint of the hand being in
the orientation recorded in the gesture, it would potentially be possible to animate
a character to show the movement to be completed. Research will have to be un-
dertaken to see the exact form of inverse kinematics required for the gestures, and
whether any additional data will be required to be recorded in the gesture movement
files for the resulting animations to be effective.
6.5.4 Therapy Personalisation
Rehabilitation from any ailment is a long process, and ensuring that the patient’s
needs are met throughout their time using a software delivered therapy is of great
importance. As a patient makes progress through their rehabilitation, these needs
may change, so any software delivered therapy should be capable of dynamically
adjusting to any such changes. A rehabilitation game should also provide a sense of
reward when playing it so as to encourage engagement with the therapy; this means
that the game should neither be too hard nor too easy, as frustration and boredom
can lead to lower engagement over time.
Computer delivered therapy has the potential benefit of being able to record every
interaction made with it, affording a permanent record of a player’s performance
over time. This data can then be analysed for trends and improvements, and pro-
vide an insight into the player’s needs. For instance, recording average gameplay
session time, and which stage of the game they stopped playing at (whether this be a
particular ’level’ of the game, or a specific movement to perform etc) allows for cer-
tain trends to be determined - if a player is shown to stop playing at a certain point
many times, then this is a sign that some factor is causing the player to decide to
cease playing. Likewise, if a player’s average score is constantly getting better cou-
pled with shorter gameplay sessions, then this would perhaps indicate that the game
is too easy, and that the player is becoming bored. Analysis of player experience
over time is becoming a popular tool employed by professional game developers,
having been used to tune the user experience of games such as Ubisoft’s Assassin’s
Creed [Dan14], and is becoming a research topic in its own right [GEnS].
In addition to adjustments to the gameplay experience to keep the player motivated
to play the game, data analytics can be used to shape the overall direction of the
therapy, within the constraints of the therapists desired outcome. This customisa-
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tion should ideally be an active component of the gameplay from the start; perhaps
via an introductory stage of gameplay that is used to determine baseline levels of
ability in the skills required for success within the game. It is common for video
games to have a ’tutorial’ level where gameplay mechanics are introduced, often
with the player unable to continue to the game proper until they have shown some
aptitude for the gameplay mechanics, such as aiming or jumping. By taking this
concept from traditional video games, a rehabilitative game would have the ability
to provide some test scenarios relating to their physical ability, the results of which
can be used to personalise the ongoing gameplay experience - starting them off with
simpler or slower motions to complete to succeed if necessary, and so on. While
traditional video games will present the tutorial level to the player only upon start-
ing a new play though of the game entirely, a rehabilitative-focussed game could
instead ask the user to ’warm up’ upon starting the game, presenting the user with a
consistent environment in which to gauge their ability to perform the tasks required
of them, with this data being used to make changes in the tasks presented to the user
in the session, and also to flag significant degradations or improvement in ability,
perhaps via email or some web-based portal, so that a patients therapists are aware
of their progress at all times.
Another common video game trope is to keep track of many in-game metrics, and
providing on-screen feedback when any of them have been improved upon - whether
this be an improved personal best at a lap time in a racing game, to a record num-
ber of enemies eliminated within a preset time limit. Often this is matched up with
in-game unlockable content, such as badges to be displayed on the user’s in-game
profile, or new customisable items for their game character to wear or use. Such
a system would easily be portable into therapy games; as they are generally based
around a repetitive set of motions testing ’real life’ ability, it can easily be seen that
providing feedback to the user that they have lifted their paretic arm higher than
ever before, or that they have performed a certain gesture faster than ever could
be tracked within the game software, and tied to on-screen events and personalised
feedback. This would require maintaining a per-user database, either on the user’s
machine, or perhaps tied in to an online system - perhaps the same portal that would
allow therapists to see their patient’s performance.
As part of the data collected during the Asteroid Game trials described in this the-
sis, all user input, and the effect it had upon the state of the game was collected.
This included user’s input, how long each target took to hit and track, the scores
generated, and how long the trials took to complete. By performing analysis of this
data, it may be possible to determine trends in the gameplay, such as at which point
(if any) in-game performance starts to suffer from user fatigue, and also whether
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variations in the in-game tasks asked of them have any significance; for example,
whether being asked to aim for a target on the left of the screen twice in a row
causes the user to predict that a third left-side target will appear, and whether the
user’s performance is negatively impacted if this is not the case. If a user’s ability is
to be measured via in-game performance, even such small deviations should be ac-
counted for, to ensure that the software provides an accurate portrayal of the user’s
current condition.
To take further advantage of the benefits that data analytics could have on patient
rehabilitation, research should be undertaken over what data should be stored, and
how best to process it. Future work to undertake on the software described in this
thesis will centre around the creation of a method by which rehabilitation games
can communicate with an external website, using web technologies to allow user
performance data to be stored and analysed, both for the purposes of monitoring
patient therapeutic progress, but also to provide a constant storage mechanism so
that progress can be stored, and ongoing metrics fed back into the game, allowing
personal improvements in such metrics to be presented to the player in the form
of achievements and unlockable items. How best to improve the software to best
facilitate this move will require more research into the best parameters to store, and
how best to open this data up and present to therapists for their own monitoring of
progress, but it can be seen how such a service would provide an ongoing service to
those suffering from physical impairments.
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